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RADIO TUBES 
FOR ALL NEW RECEIVERS 

EVER ABREAST OF THE RADIO TIMES 

SPEED has achieved tremendous success 
with these NEW tubes. The reason 

is obvious -QUALITY 

247 
New power amplifier Pentode, for 
use in the output stage of AC 
receivers. 

Here They Are! 
No. 235 

New screen grid tube -designed to reduce 
cross modulation and similar distortion. 

No. 551 
New screen grid tube -designed for same 
purpose as type 235, although having 
slightly different characteristics. 

No. 230 
New general purpose tube, operating eco. 
nomically at 2 colts, giving unusual service 
though using very little power. 

No. 231 
New amplifier using 2 volts and extremely 
I ow current consumption in same group as 

types 230 and 232. 

No. 232 
New screen grid tube -for use as radio 
frequency amplifier, operating at 2 volts. 

No. 233 
New power amplifier in the Pentode group, 
operating on 2 volts with low current ton. 
su mption. 

No. 236 
New screen grid tube used mainly as R.F. 
amplifier or detector in automobile sets. 
In same group as type 237 and 238. Also 
for use in D.C. sets. 

No. 237 
New general purpose tube - especially 
adapted to automobile use. Can be used 
either as a detector or amplifier. Also for 
use in D.C. sets. 

No. 238 
New power amplifier Pentode for use in 
automobile receivers designed for it. Gives 
unusual volume for small input signal 
strength. 

No. S 84 
Developed expressly for replacement of 
type C 484 in Sparton sets. Somewhat 
similar in characteristics to the type 227. 

No. S 82 B 
Developed expressly for replacement of the 
the C 183 in Sparton sets, possessing all 
peculiar characteristics necessary for this 
purpose. 

No. S 83 
Developed expressly for replacement of 
the C 183 in Sparton sets, possession all 
the peculiar characteristics necessary for 
this purpose. 

SPE E D (Inulity is .Making History Today. Write for Complete Details. 

Still another addition to a big family. SHI B D FOTO- LECTRIC TUBES. 
Standard gas -filled type, red sensitive, caesium on caesium -oxide silver -oxide. 
Six months guarantee against defects. Write for FoTO- LECTRIC folder. 

ABLE ADIO TUBE ORPORATION 
MON 

230-240 NORTH 9th STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 
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Important and far- reach- 
ing developments in Radio 
create sudden de- 
mand for specially 
equipped and spe- 
cially trained Radio 
Service Men. 

9his excellent 
set analyzer 
and trouble 

shooter included 
with our course 
of trainin 

MANY skilled Radio Service Men are needed now t -,ryice 
all- electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service 
Man, you can make big money. full time or spare time, and 

fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers. 
We will quickly give you the training you need to qualify as a 
Radio Service Man ... certify you ... furnish you with a mar- 
velous Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument. together with 
our training, will enable you to compete successfully with experts 
who have been in the radio business for years. With its help you 
can quickly diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training we give 
you will enable you to make necessary analysis and repairs. 
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one 
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of 
Radio. Wiring room's for Radio, installing and servicing sets for 
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets, constructing 
and installing short wave receivers . .. those are a few of the other 
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio. 
As a member of the Radio Training Association, you receive personal 
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the 
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise 
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your 
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest. 
quickest, best- paying way for you to get into Radio is by joining 
the Radio Trainiii 

This amazing Radio S, t \nalyzer plus the 
instructions given on by the Association will 
transform you into an expert quickly. With 
it, you can locate troubles in all types of sets, 
test circuits, measure resistance and condenser 
capacities, detect defective tubes. Knowing 
how to make repairs is easy; knowing what 
the trouble is requires expert knowledge and 
a Radio Set Analyzer. With this Radio Set 
Analyzer. you will be able to give expert serv- 
ice and make big money. Possessing thi, 
set analyzer and km,wiug how to use it will 
be but one of the benefits that will be .ours! 

Write for No -Cost Membership Plan 
We have worked out a plan whereby a membership enrollment 
not cost you a cent. Our thorough training and the valuable Radio 
set analyzer can he yours. Write at once and find out how easily 
both of these can he earned. 
Now is the time to prepare to be a Radio Service Man. Greater 
opportunities are opening up right along. For the sake of extra 
money in your spare time. bigger pay, a business of your own, a 
position with a future, get in touch with the Radio Training Associa- 
tion of America now. 
Send for this No -Cost Membership plan and Free Radio Handbook 
that will open your eyes as to what Radio has in store for the ambi- 
tious man. 1)nn't wait. Do it now. 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RCA -2 4513 Ravenswood Ave. Chcago, III. 

Fill Out and \I ail Today t 

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
Dept. RCA -2, 4513 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III. 

Gentlemen: Send me details of your No -Cost 
Membership Enr rot Plan and information on 
how to learn e money in radio quick. 

Name . 

kyr 
4 

City ' 'Ste! l 
Address 

1 

J 
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your 
Copy 

` beady. 
$5.00 

The Copy 

HUGO GERNSBACK, 
Editor 

C. E. Denton 
Managing Editor 

Clyde Fitch, 
Managing Editor 

,- Partial Contents of Manual Volume No. 2 

A step -by -step analysis in servicing a receiver which embodies in it: 
design every possible combinaton of modern radio practice; it is fully 
illustrated and thon tighly explained. It is the greatest contribution 
tu the radio service field. 

Chart showing the operation of all types of vacuum tube-. whether 
new. old or obsobte. : \n exclusive resume of the uses of the Pentode 
and Variable Mu Tithes and their characteristics. 

Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and it inbvrent peculiarities, 
Also a special chapter on tools used on superheterodyne circuits. 

Schematic diagrams and circuits complete with color endings. 

Important chapters on commercial aircraft radio equipment; new data 
on commercial short wave receivers and converters. 

Servicing and installation of public address systems and talking 
machine equipment. 

Standardized color codings for resistors. 
Operation of old and new testing equipment: tuhe voltmeters, output 

meters. oscillators and alig g tools. 

A full section on Midget radins -their design. circuits and types. How 
to service them most economically. 

Hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio receivers which have 
never been published. 

Plank pages for recording notes. diagrams and sketches; these pages 
are transferable to any part of the book. 

C..upon page for free questions and answers. 

February, 1932 

Get Supplements 

FREE 
with the 

NEW MANUAL 
Vol. No. 2 

After many months of extremely careful preparation 
by a large staff of editors and draftsmen, the New 1932 
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, Volume No. 2, 
has been completed, and copies are ready for distribution. 

There is so much new material in this Manual that a 

Service Man or dealer would be lost without it when 
called to service a set. Information about new models 
which are on the market only a few weeks are contained 
in this book. The 1932 Manual makes the service kit 
complete. Every radio man should be equipped with this 
volume. Send for yours today! 

The 1932 Manual contains a Full Radio Service Guide 
and a Most Complete Directory of all 1931 -1932 Radio 
Receivers as well as models of older design. 

THERE IS NOT A SINGLE DIAGRAM IN THE 
NEW MANUAL, VOLUME 2, WHICH HAS 
APPEARED IN THE FIRST VOLUME. 

Complete Directory of All 1931 - 1932 Receivers, 

Full Radio Service Guide. 

For Radio Service Men, Jobbers, Dealers, Manufac- 
turers and Set Builders. 

Over 1,000 Pages (Including Supplements) 
Over 2,000 Diagrams, Charts and Illus- 

trations 
Flexible, Looseleaf Binder, 9 x 12 inches 

Moil Coupon Today! 

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.. RC -2 
96.98 Park Place. New York. N. Y. 

T enclose herewith rend name of $ t.00. (check or 
money order pre( erred for which you are to .and 
me the NEW 1s::a t/PFIt'I.tl. RADIO NKRV1t 9: 
yl.t Nt'.t l.. I ondes and that only New mated al 
will be toe holed in the ytanuat and Suppleuteni. 
will be mailed FREE] et ers 60 days. 

Nanne 

\ddre, 

4'uy state 

CI 
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FOREIGN COUNTRIES 

-1 53 

Darkened areas show the 
joreigncountriesin which 
Scott All -Wave Receivers 
are depended on for radio 
contact with the rest of the 

world. 
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Not only in America, is the 
Scott All -Wave supplying an entirely new 
concept of radio performance. In other lands too - 
in difficult spots, this receiver is doing equally sen- 
sational work. For instance, atmospheric conditions 
are so bad in the Canary Islands that reception there 
has always been considered almost impossible. Scott 
All -Wave Receivers located in the Canary Islands, 
bring in stations 9,000 and 10,000 miles away with 
good clarity and volume. But it is the underlying rea- 
son for such amazing performance that interests you! 

the Scott All -Wave Receiver is so powerful and so sen- 
sitive, that when operated with the volume turned way down 
below the noise level, there is still more than enough sen- 
sitivity to give ample loud speaker reproduction of signals 
originating 9,000 and 10,000 miles away. This is one of the 
main reasons why Scott All -Wave Receivers are being used 
with complete success in 63 foreign countries today -why 
Scott owners in this country can tune 'round the world with their 
receivers whenever they choose -and why YOU will want aScott! 

What is the Difference that makes the 
Scott All -Wave so much Better? 

The Scott All -Wave is not a factory product. It is built in the 
laboratory by experts and to laboratory exactness. Physical mea- 
surements are by the micrometer - electrical measurements are 
computed to the smallest fractions - each nut and bolt, each wire. 
and each operation, no matter how small. is performed by a man 
with a thorough technical understanding of radio. 

The result is a precision -built receiver capable of doing things 
that factory-built receivers can never hope to do. The result is sen- 
sitivity so great that Chicago owners can listen toG5SW, Chelms- 
ford. England; 12110. Rome: VK3ME, Sydney: HRB, Honduras; 
and many others any day they choose. The result is also perfect 
10 Kilocycle selectivity, No' cross talk." And the resulting tone 
is nothing short of downright realism -full, round and natural. 

These Foreign Countries 
Now Served by SCOTT 
ALL.WAVE RECEIVERS 
I. ALASKA 
2. ARGENTINE 
2. BARBADOS 
4. BELGIUM 
S. BERMUDA 
6. BRAZIL 
7. BRITISH GUIANA 
s. BRITISH OCEANIA 
S. CANADA 

10. CANAL ZONE 
II. CANARY ISLANDS 
12. CHILE 
13. CHINA 
14. COLOMBIA 
IS. COSTA RICA 
I6. CUBA 
17. CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
10. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 
19. ECUADOR 
2$. EGYPT 
21. ENGLAND 
22. FINLAND 
23. FRANCE 
24. FRENCH WEST AFRICA 
25. FRENCH WEST INDIES 
26. GERMANY 
27. GREECE 
20. GUATEMALA 
29. HAITI 
30. HAWAII 
31. HONDURAS 
32. INDIA 
33. ITALY 
34. JAMAICA 
35. JAPAN 
36. MALTA 
37. MEXICO 
30. NETHERLANDS 
39. NETHERLAND 

EAST INDIES 
40. NETHERLAND 

WEST INDIES 
41. NEW ZEALAND 
42. NICARAGUA 
43. NORTH AFRICA 

The E. H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, Inc. 
FORMERLY SCOTT TRANSFORMER CO. 

4450 Ravenswood Avenue Dept. C -2 Chicago, Illinois 

Sturdy Construction Protects 
Precis' .idjuslmeuls 

The precision work, which gives the Scott All -Wave its suprem- 
acy is assured constancy by the heavy steel chaseis -rigid as 
a bridge, and chromium plated to protect it from deterioration. 
The All -Wave chassis is so sturdily built that it is uncondi- 
tionally guaranteed for five full years. Any part proving de- 
fective within that time will be replaced free of charge. 
N. NORWAY 
45. PANAMA 
66. PERU 
47. PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
4$. POLAND 
N. PORTO RICO 
M. PORTUGAL 
51. SALVADOR 
52. SAMOA ISLANDS 
53. SCOTLAND 
St. SIAM 
SS. SOUTHERN RODESIA 
56. SPAIN 
57. SWITZERLAND 
M. TRINIDAD 
59. UNION SOUTH AFRICA 
60. URUGUAY 
Si. VENEZUELA 
61. WALES 
U. YUGOSLAVIA 

CLIP 

Write for 
Full Details 

Surely. a 15 -650 meter receiver 
that will satisfy the exacting re- 
quirementsof 63 different foreign 
countries. will suit your needs 
better than any other. Surely, a 
receiver that is tested on recep- 
tion from London and Rome be- 
fore shipping is the receiver you 
would rather own. Mail coupon 
today for full particulars of the 
Scott All -Wave Receiver. (Name 
and address of Scott ownerin any 
foreign country. sent on request). 

The E. H. Scott Radio Laboratories, Inc. 
5350 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C -2 
Chicago. Illinois 

Send me full details of the Scott All -Wave, 15 -550 
meter superheterodyne. 
Check here if Set Builder Dealer D Radio DXer O I 

Name 

Street 

Town - - State 
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31f0WAPcnverful 
h1"°' 

s Heterodvne 

Easy 
Terms 
Pay as you Play Your 
Mid- tsast! Terms as lour as 

$5.00 Down 

With Specially 
Matched Earge 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

FREE 
TRIAL 

Complete Line of 
Consoles 

Rush the eout,n, f, r hlc, beautiful 

lcatalog 

that illu.lratee the complete 
ine of 3l11) -wE t'r console cabinet;. 
All new. all different. all priced to 
save you an,; to 50% >. You'll gasp 
with admiral on vitro th pm s lie 
vast selection of ubeauty. style and 
grace that Is crafted Into every MID - 
WEST Console. The catalog Is FREE -it doesn't cot you a penny! Itush 
t coupon- -NOW! 

Deal Direct with Big 
Mid -West Factory 

-Save Middlemen's Profits 

Never before in the history of radio 
has such a powerful set been offered 
at Mid- West's amazing low price. 
Deal direct with the big MII).W EST 
factory. Save the jublier's profit. 
Yultr outfit will reach you splendidly 
packed, rigidly tested with every- 
thing in place ready to plug in. 
No assembling! Entertain )'ourself 
for 30 days absolutely FREE -then 
decide. Save up to SO per tent in 
buying direct from factory -- insure 
satisfaction -deal direct with the 
world's veteran radio builders - 
MIDAVEST. And don't forget - 
every AIM-WEST outfit is backed 
by an absolute guarantee of satis- 
faction. You take n,, ri -k. 

MID -WEST RADIO CORP. 

DEPT. 35 CINCINNATI OHIO 

Push_Pull Pentode Power :tp::r:es_ 
Multi -Mu Screen Grid Tubes -Real Auto- 

matic Volume Control -All the Latest Im- 
provements That Give Amazing Clarity, Per- 

fect Tone, Split -Hair Selectivity and Sensitivity 
Never Before Heard Of! 

RADIO-FANS! Just what you've been looking for! A power. 

ful, new 11tutte radio at an unbelievable low price. And what 

a radio! Trro Push -pull pentode power output tubes wills twice 

the power and four times the sensitivity of ordinary 45's -and three 

Multi -Mu tubes, together with a -24 first detector. gives you SIX 
SCREEN GRIDS, These six screen grids, together with the -27 oscil- 

lator, second detector first A.P., and automatic volume control -the -80 
tubes -gives a total of ELEVEN Tt-PES, with reception equal to fifteen 

ordinary tubes -in a perfectly balanced, non -oscillating, non- radiating, super- 

heterodyne TEN -TUNED circuit with real Automatic l'olume Control that 

holds those powerful locals down to the same volume as the distant stations 

and counteracts that annoying fading on weak stations. 

The use of a band -pass or pre - selector stage, together with MultiMu tubes. 

makes this radio actually surpass 10 S.C. selectivity. Absolutely eliminates 

those noisy singing "birdies" and annoying cross 

talks. You'll be positively amazed and delighted 

when you see this sensational new set. hear the 

beautiful mellow, cathedral tone-know what it mean, 

to have that pin-dot selectivity and unequaled 

sensitivity. 

Pc convinced -TRY IT 30 DAYS FREE. Don't 
send a penny. Mail coupon right now for amaz- 

ing FREE trial offer and complete details. You'll 
be surprised, 

Big Pay for USER AGENTS 
If you are interested in snaking BIG MONEY in 
spare time for just showing your Aíí1)- \VL"t' f OP 
Radio to friends and neighbors., then check S 
the cnupani and mil it immediately O$ O` O for complete details. Special 
guarantee and FREE trial ( l 
offer eliminates all GO 1516' AA risk. Your big 7 ` - 1' 
-Hurry! 
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The PILOT Short Wave Converter 
Adds These 5 Interesting Wave Bands 
to Your Present Broadcast Receiver 

455 

Band One: 
10 to 19 Meters 
Alive during morning 
hours with American 
and foreign radio tele- 
phone and short wave 
relay broadcasting sta 
tions. It's great sport 
to hear London. Berlin 
and Buenos Aires talk- 
ing to New York; or 
Eindhoven (Holland) 
conversing with Sour - 
baya (Dutch East In- 
dies). 

No Coils to Change 

PILOT 
Short 
Wave 
Converter 

Self- 
Contained 
Self- 
Energized 

l',irr rn ,u rr h four ube?. 

,kt-I, n 
lu 

$39.50 
form °nyi... 

n°tes 
RS 

2 w ices 
one° 

s,mQ¡eVistucb 
C.01`,11 vow ¡n6 o 

Band Two: 
19 to 35 Meters 
After lunch, skip r up to 
band two and hear 
Chelmsford. England; 
Pointnise, France; or 
K o n i g swusterhausen. 
Germany. Also ship -to- 
shore radio - telephones, 
and American and Ca- 
nadian broadcasters. 
Rome may be on with 
an opera, or Mexico 
City with a news re- 
port. 

Uses two 124Á's. one 27 air äY1. Operates as a superhetero- 
dyne frequency changer. Works with any TRF or super -het 
broadcast ruer iver affords enornolls amplification with knife 
edge srlecti,ity. Five ware ranges covered by the twist of a 

knob. Single dial tuning with -critical antenna trimmer. 
Opens the whole absorbing field of short wave radio to any mem- 

ber of the family old enough to torn a knob. 

Also a Complete Combination Set - 
The New PILOT SUPER -WASP 

1-niutirIr wilt, it nab,, 
ready n °Pena ISO kit.: 
in (artey built fono 
..obi 

Band Three: 
35 to 65 Meters 
Aiwa's a source of 
thrills. Dozens of North 
American, C e n t r a l 
American and South 
American broadcasters, 
easily heard during the 
early evening. Enter. 
tain your guests with 
music from Costa Rica 
and Colombia. f r o m 
California and Canada. 

$99.50 

The 1932 SUPER -WASP -the l: iv.t agace I of the iutr rnation ally famous 
receiver for short and 1°nadast reception. the the short waves 
it is a double superbeternd. ue of eleven tubes. working on two inter - 
media!, frequencies: 53.1 Lc. and 175 k-. Ilas full throated dynamic 
speaker. Bring: in the foreign stations with unbelievable volume. 

YOUR DEALER 
Can Supply 

You With 

PILOT 
SHORT WAVE 

and 
BROADCAST 

SETS 

PILOT RADIO AND TUBE CORPORATION, LAWRENCE, MASS. 
Li Please seml me full technical -dope" on the new Pilot Short Wave Converter and the new complete 

Super -Wasp. Free. no obligation on my part. 
l'Ir:,sr 

e 

nd me a free sample copy of Radio I)esign. 
Enclosedis SUr. Enter my subscription to Radin Design for our year. 

Nane titrer[ and Number 

('ity State RC 

Band Four: 
65 to 110 Meters 
Actually I dreds of 
amateur phone stations, 
all over the country, 
operate in this band. 

You can listen to them 
for hours. Also airport 
and airplane stations. 
which are heard at all 
hours of the day and 
night. 

Band Five: 
110 -200 Meters 

Nothing is more thrill - 
in than to hear the 
police radio stations di- 
recting "cruiser" cars 
to scenes of crimes or 
accidents. You live with 
the news while it is 
happening! Experimen- 
tal television stations 
are also in this band. 
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550 METERS-NO PLUGIN COILS 
IIE phenomenal ability of Lincoln DcLuxe recciyers repeatedly reported broadcast recent' of many trans - 
to receive stat' from every corner of the globe Pacific slat' The tremendous amplification of the 
is largely due to Lincoln Super -Power. The tee- highly engineered Lincoln circuit is always perfectly con- 

Pacific 

gain of Lincoln's highly efficient circuit trolled in a channel less than 10 R.C. wide. A letter from 
opens a new field for the radio listener. National Alaska reports reception of Mexico, Nebraska and Van - 

and international programs, fascinating foreign broad- couver, B. C., all three stations 5 R.C. apart! 
casts, short -waves, air -mail, trans -Atlantic phone,-these Full, Rich, Life -Like Lincoln Tone and many other features are available to the Lincoln Lincoln tone is a rev elat of purity and fidelity. Lincoln owner. experts have designed an audio system that, with either 

From 15 to SSO Meters at the Touch of a Switch radio or phonograph pick -up input, delivers tone of 
One of the outstanding advances in radio design of recent astonishing richness and realism. Artificial tone corn- 
years is the elitninat of plug -in coils for short -wave pensators or control der ices are not required to bring out 
reception. Having designed the Deluxe to tune from 15 to the natural vi. id tone of the living artist. 
550 meters, Lincoln engineers perfected an extremely DeLuxe DC- SW -10, Battery Model, Is Extremely Efficient efficient and ingenious design whereby a small no- capacity The Lincoln DeLuxe DC -SW -10 is the battery model selector switch makes the contacts formerly made by the version of the famous DeLuxe SW -32 described above. coil prong and socket contact. A Lincoln owner may change Taking advantage of the new low drain 2 volt tubes, the from broadcast to any one of four short -wave bands by DC -SW -111, when operated from an adequate battery merely turning the selector switch. source, provides exceptionally quiet, crystal clear recep- A New C Lion of Short -Wave Reception lion of both broadcast and short- waves. This model, 
The application of Lincoln's mighty power to the recep- although intended for rural or unelectrified arcas, is 
tien of short -waves produces truly amazing results. Sta- finding increasing favor in congested city communities 
t' s half -way around the world conic in with clock like because of its absolute freed fr line 'se and clear 
regularity. Lineoln enthusiasts in the central states h;ne life -like t quality. 

(4andMai1NOW! L I N C O L N 
DE LUXE-SW -32 

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION 
Dept. RC -2, 329 S. Wood St., CHICAGO, ILL. 

Please send descriptive literature to N.1)IF 

ADDt Ess CITY s'l' "l'F 
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THE NEW TUBES 
By HUGO GERNSBACK 

N those experiments of the vintage of 1919 in advance 
of the broadcast era starting in 1921, the triads and tribu- 
lations that were had witba the old tubes will be recalled. 
We started out originally with the De Forest "Au(ioai' 

which, in some respects, was not match better than a crystal, 
and in other.., somewhat worse. '!'hen we graduated to the 
VT -2's, the War tubes, which were considerably better but still 
left much to be desired. For one thing, the current consump- 
tion of these tubes was really terrific -each consumed 2 

amperes. Today, this power consumption causes us to shudder. 
Later on, we graduated to low -current con ption tubes, 

such as the WD -12's and 199's, which represented a great step 
forward. They were very good tubes, all of them being used 
for many purposes such as detectors, II.F. and A.F. anlpli= 
fiers, and oscillators. 

'Flue last decade has seen revolutionary changes in tube con- 
struction, and it is now literally true that tubes are made for 
practically every purpose that one can think of -and the end 
is by no means in sight. Refinements are being announced 
almost daily, and it seems certain that during the next ten 
years we will have at least ten times as many new tubes as 
we have had during the past ten years, with characteristics 
that we cannot even foresee today. 

The sensitivity of limy tubes seems to increase with every 
announcement, and at a rate undreamed of even five years ago. 
It is literally true that our four -tube sets of today are more 
sensitive than the ten -tube sets of five years ago. 'Phis, of 
course, is mainly due to the high sensitivity of present -clay 
tubes and to the greater power of our broadcast stations. 

Of the new tubes announced in this issue of Itduo- ('R: %rr, 
we have first, the 11.1'. Variable -Mu Pentode, type '39. While 
this tube is properly an automotive variable -mu pentode, it 
can he used for many other purposes besides automobile work. 

This tube may replace the '31i type which, as is well known, 
is a screen -grid tube; the substitution can be made without 
altering the socket connections. The only changes necessary 
are the replacement of the volume control (the size depending 
upon the type used) anal the increasing of the screen -grid 
potential to about 115) volts. In addition, the new tube will also 
increase the sensitivity of the receiver with t changing the 
number of tubes, which, of course, is a valuable feature in 
automobile radios. It will also reduce interference from nearby 
stations, as well as from the ignit system of the ear. 
Furthermore, it will allow better control of volume than the ':313. 

For the experimenter, this tube should he especially valuable, 
as there are many receivers at the present time, particularly 
those of an experimental nature, that may be changed to use 
this tube. 

Service Men may increase their inc s by displaying these 
new tubes to prospective customers, and showing them how 
their sets can be made vastly better by the addition of these 
tubes; the installation of the new volume control which this 

tube necessitates will also mean some extra money. 
The "triple-twin" type 295 is one of the tubes which I have 

foreshadowed in several of my editorials, the idea being to 
have several tubes combined into one this is exactly what the 
295 type does, since it combines, essentially, a type '27 and 
a type '45 in a single bulb. The internal connections are such 
that it can oath be used as a direct- coupled stage. The socket 
connections are described in this issue of RADIO-CRAFT, and 
are interesting front a number of viewpoints. 

'l'he tube is chiefly important because the amount of ampli- 
fication that can be secured from it is greater than if a single 
"27 and a '45 are used separately. This immediately suggests a 
tremendous new use in midget and semi-portable receivers; in 
fact, in any set where space is at t premium. The idea of 
using two tubes with a single base which results in a saving of 
space, is a highly attractive one to set manufacturers and 
experimenters, and it is certain that the new 295 tutee will 
become very popular in view of these advantages. 

Then also, in changing the wiring of present -day receivers 
to incorporate this new tube, the operating costs are redtaced 
at once; we have, on the other hand, increased fidelity and 
volume, as well as increased over -all simplicity. 

While it is true that it is necessary to make. some changes 
in present -day receivers to incorporate the 29.5 tube, the 
changes are not difficult. The entire audio- frequency end of 
the receiver is to be removed, and the new tube can then be 
installed without undue trouble. It Auto-Ca Arr, in forthe g 
issues, will particularly dwell on these points; and, of course, 
this tube will be especially attractive to experimenters who 
wish to build single -tube sets that operate loud- speakers -a 
thing that was possible only theoretically heretofore, but should 
now become a reality. In the next issue of lt.tulo-CRAPI', such 
a receiver will be presented to our readers. 

Of course, this tube is only the forerunner of others. It 
is only one of the many new twin tubes of this kind that will 
make their appearance. 

Then, it should always be remembered that whenever a new 
tube is announced, it takes time before engineers work out 
the best characteristics and operating points; also, as a rule, 
new equipment and other refinements are required in order 
to obtain the ltil;iest efficiency from it. 

1n exaunple of what I have in mind alight better he cited: 
when the screen -grid tube made its first appearance, no one 
knew exactly what to do with it. It took almost a year before 
the introduction of new circuits that proved the tremendous 
superiority of this tube over the three -element tube, and not 
until then was it universally adopted. This is true of all tubes. 
It takes time to digest their characteristics and translate them 
into practice. 

In the meanwhile, a new haven has been opened to tube 
enthusiasts, and we shall he glad to hear from those who try, 
a:ul discover, new uses for the new tubes. 

457 
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NEW TUBES 
The "'39," a variable -mu R.F. pentode addition 
to the tube line. Every radio man should learn 
its characteristics. The author completely de- 

scribes this newest vacuum -tube advancement. 

Fig. A 
The R.F. variable -mu pentode. 

N line with the increasing 
demands of the public for 
tubes capable of producing 
large outputs with small signal 

inputs, no distortion, ease of con- 
trolling volume and economical opera- 
tion, tube manufacturers have recently 
announced a new R.F. pentode with a variable- 
um characteristic, known as the '39. This tube has 
been primarily designed to meet the requirements 
of automobile and D.C. line -operated receivers where power supply 
is limited to 90 or 135 volts. It map- he used in conjunction with 
its older brothers the '36, '37, and ':38 without any change in cir- 
cuit constants. 

Operation of four -element tubes is somewhat critical in view of 
the erratic shape of the plate voltage -plate current characteristic 
at the low values of plate voltage. For comparison, the platy 
voltage-plate current curve of a '36 is shown in Fig. 1, and above 
it, the curve of the new '39. The '36 curve has a large (lip with 
Mint 50 volts on the plate due to the effects of secondary emission, 
which is obviated in the '39 by the insertion of the fifth element - 
the suppressor grid. This grid, as in other pentode.., is interposed 
between the plate and the screen -grid in order to straighten out 
the "hump" in the curve. I.et us see how this is accomplished. 

An electron, upon leaving the filament, is attracted to the posi- 
tively charged plate. Upon reaching it, its velocity is so great 
that it dislodges electrons from. the plate. These electrons are 
known as secondary electrons, which find themselies between two 
attractive forces, one due to the positive plate pl itential, and the 
other due to the positive screen -grid potential. If the plate 
potential is low, the secondary electrons will be attracted to the 
screen -grid, which means that the net flow of electrons to the plate 
is diminished, lowering the plate current. This is the reason for 
the dip in the curve of the screen -grid tube. 

The Pentode 
Element 

Now if another 
grid be interposed 
between the plate 
and the screen -grid, 
and connected to the 
filament, the plate is 
offering the greatest 
attractive force, re- 
sulting in the sec- 
ondary electrons Tie- 

ing attracted to the 
plat e, eliminating 
the undesirable dip 
in the curve. Thus 
the resulting tube, a 
pentode, has the 

By LOUIS 
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Fig. 1 

The full -line curves correspond to the ordinates on the right, while the 
dot -dash carves correspond to flic ordinates on the left. 

smooth curve shown in the figure. During the time that a signal 
is impressed on the grid, the plate voltage fluctuates between wide 
l' 'ts, and if the curve has a dip, distortion is hound to result. 
The addition of the fifth element in a tulle used for It.F. amplifi- 
cation results in a greater voltage output than could be secured 
will t the use of this element. 

Variable-mu tubes have been in use for quite socle time and 
their features are well understood by the Service Man. 'fo appre- 
ciate the characteristics of the '39. let us first examine the grid 
voltage -plate current curve illustrated in Fig. 1, which is accom- 
panied by the curve of the '36 for comparison. 

Note first, that for 
small grid biases the 
plate current is 
greater in the ':39 

than in the '36, and 
furthermore the 
plate -current Varia- 
tion, for a given 
grid - voltage swing 
is also greater in the 
'39 than in the '36. 
This means that the 
mutual conductance 
of the new tube is 
greater than that of 
the '36. For large 
biases, the '36 blocks 

(Continued on 
page 486) 
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Schematic diagram of a three -tube receiver using the new '39, a '36 and a '38, which is suitable 
for automotive work. Observe the position of the volume control. 
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FOR OLD 
Announcing the new triple -twin "two - in - one" 
power tube-constituting a two stage direct- 
coupled A.F. amplifier. Data in this and subse- 

I quent issues reveal its characteristics and uses. 

MARTIN 

IT is customary practice to consider the efficiency of an output 
tube as the ratio of A.C. power to D.C. plate dissipation. For 
a given power output, velum the input signal is confined to 
the negative portion of the grid voltage --plate current char- 

acteristic due to grid -current limitation, the anode voltage to pro- 
duce this output must he high to draw the electrons through the 
negative field produced by the heavily -biased _rid. When using 
a zero grid -bias and allowing the signal to skin_ equally into the 
positive and negative regions, the saur powrl Itiput is obtained 
at greatly reduced plate voltage. 

In actual triode operation, the efficiency is Ir wcreiI uy the neces- 
sity of operating into a load about twice the tube's internal 
impedance. The "triple -twin' illustrated in Fig. A, however, oper- 

295" REPRODUCER 
OUTPUT TUBE 

1Ii 

Fig. 1, left. Diagram of a direct- coupled amplifier using the triple twin. 

Fig. 2, right. The equivalent of the diagram in Fig. 1. 

ales into an output load nearly equal to its own impedance (which 
represents an ideally loaded generator). 

In pentode operation, a positive auxiliary (suppressor) grid 
reduces the space -charge effect, thus improving the efficiency, n: 
compared to a triode. Ilowever, the auxiliay grid consumes energy. 
and a "cathode grid" is necessary to reduce eccentric churactristic 
curvature caused by primary and secondary plate electrons. 'l'o 
.vercume the shielding effect of this latter grid, a higher plate 
potent :al is necessary. Further reduction of efficiency is caused 
by the necessity of operating into a hind approximately one -lifth 
of the tube's internal impedance. 

In analyzing the efficiency of an aunplilier, the ratio of power 
untput to the combined I).('. plate -dissipation of the component 
tubes must be considered. Therefore, if the sensitivity of one 
tube is high enough to eliminate au stage or stages, the effective 
efficiency becomes greater. 

Fundamental Circuit 
The triple -twin, "295," and its associated circuit permits positive 

grid swings and utilizes self- conipensatioa for the flow of grid 
current. This tube contains two sets of three elements; the first 
set handles the input, and the second, the output. The input section 
employs an indirectly -heated cathode in order tu electrically isolate 

fr 

Fig. A 
The new triple -twin. 

itself from its heater and the 
output filament. This cathode is 

internally connected to the output 
grid. 
Referring to Fig. 1. the fundamentals 

of the circuit will be discussed. The 

input of the first section is simile to usual 

operation, as this grid does not take current, 
but it differs in that the cathode is above ground 

potential. The signal reaches the cathode through a small con- 
denser CI, offering a low impcdunce to the incoming signal. The 
grid receives its bias by the 1).C. drop in the load impedance of 
the first section and the Ilt drop in resistance lt2. 'Pile I).C. 
return path to this grid is through resistance ltg. It is signifi- 
cant that the load impedance of the first section exists between 
cathode and ground and is substantially the combined parallel 
value of resistance He and the input grid impedance of the second 
section. Tile 111111111a n e 1.1 is shunted across this combination 
but its impedance is high, except at low frequencies, compared 
to the other values, :11111 its function is to allow a low 1).C. resist- 
ance path for grid aunt plate returns. Its I).('. component :d su 

augments the voltage drop in It2 but the effect is negligible as the 
resistance of its winding is small. Resistance RI establishes the 
grid of the output section several volts negative and is only neces- 

sary its . \.('. nperaation to suppress hum. Condenser ('_ bypasses 

the audio frequency. The plate circuit of the second st rtian is 
identical to triode operation. 

Theory 
It is apparent that when the grid of the second section swings 

positive, and therefore draws current, its impedance cannot he 

considered constant, but some function of the positive cycle of 
the voltage developed 
across cathode and 
ground. 7'hix tuimpiy 
represents a changing loath 
to the first tribe. It is 
significant that this volt- 
age exists between cath- 
ode and ground because 
it is then in phase with 
the pulsating plate -cur- 
rent. 'l'his means that 
(luring the time the sec- 
ond grid is positive, the 
applied signal is likewise 
positive. There exists aL 

slight phase difference 
between these two volt - 

Fig. 3 ages depending upon the 
reactance of the circuit. 
'Phis is, of course, oppu- 
(('uatinued on page 487) 
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Fig. B. Unr -half of the main instrument room of t na, .\am's "air ¡o: livery point of the compass is under inspeetio,: a cr fil. 

GRAND ISLAND 
SINGE the advent of Radio, there has been an increasing 

need for some system of accurately checking the fre- 
quency of transmitted radio waves. Before the general 
use of crystal- controlled transmitters, calibrated wave- 

meters served their purpose very well. However, in order 
to have any regulation of radio transmitters it is abso- 

lutely essential that the methods of measuring used by 

the regulating agency be far more accurate than any method 
used by the stations involved. 

THE discovery of the great value of high frequencies in radio 
made the problem of frequency measuring an international, 
as well as a national one. 

Several years ago, \1r. S. W. Edwards, then Supervisor of 
Radio at Detroit, Michigan, foresaw the value of a cu.ntr,ll.) 
located monitoring station, supplemented by several strategically 
located secondary standards, and bent his efforts toward securing 
such a system for the Radio Division of the Department of 
Commerce.. 

The appropriation of approximately $400,000 for land and build- 
ings having been secured, the next problem was to draw up a 

primary standard and associated equipment, and eight secondary 
standards and their associated units. 

It was then found that few companies were able to build measur- 
ing equipment of the required accuracy and receivers of the neces- 

sary sensitivity and selectivity. The award was finally made to the 
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, and a great 
deal of the equipment now used has been manufactured by them. 

Location of Station 

With the manufacture of equipment well under way, the next 
move was to secure a location for the central frequency monitoring 

PART 
.tation. An extensive field strength surrey was made of the middle - 

west, and finally Nebraska was chosen as the most likely state 
in which to locate the station. Several factors prompted the 

choosing of Grand Island as a location. Chief among these was, 

first, it is centrally located in the United States; second, the level 

nature of the terrain makes for receiving conditions approaching 
the ideal; and third, the action of the Grand Island Chamber of 
Commerce in selling the government fifty acres of land for one 

dollar. 
'l'he exact location of the station is six miles west of Grand 

Island. It was deemed necessary that the station should he several 

ruiles fr any center of population, in order to get away from 
"aman -made static." Considerable care was necessary in planning 
the station itself. As it is an isolated plant, it must he equipped 
with a good water supply, power supply, and heating and sewage - 

disposal systems. In order to satisfactorily accomplish the work 
required of the station, it was also necessary to build an extensive 

I. g. A 
The main building, garage and emoine room, 'plane beacon, and antenna 

system at the U. S. Monitor Station, Grand Island, Nebr. 
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Fig. C. flue half of the morn instrument room of the I'. S. Government's broadcast station frequency monitor system at Grand Island. 

MONITOR STATION 
I) 
antenna system. 

A visitor cannot help but be somewhat impressed by the amount 
of detail that has gone into the eimstructinn of this Frequency 
Monitoring Station, and can readily see that to properly aoan all 
Of this highly scientific equipment calls for a personnel of great 
ability who are well trained in their particular phase of the work. 
At present, there are 27 people employed at the station. In addi- 
tion to the Manager (Mr. Benjamin 1Colf) and Assistant Manager 
there are eight engineers, all of whom hold B.S. degrees in electrical 
engineering or have had wide radio ex irerieuve, eight radio oper- 
ators loaned the Radio Division by the Airways Division of the 
I)ri artrnent of Commerce, four Diesel engineers, one chief clerk, 
two stenographers and two janitors. 'l'his is enough to operate 
the station 113 hours a day. It is hoped that funds will he available 
Liter to add enough personnel to operate 24 hours a day. 

It was mentioned in the first part of this article that in planning 
the stat' , the design engineer was confronted with the usual 
problems of an isolated plant, ninny of which were outside the 
radio field. Among these were the buildings. heating and sewage - 
disposal systems, and primary power supply. In this work, the 
help of the Bureau of lards and Docks of the Navy Department 
was sought and obtained. The architect was F. W. Son thworth 
of the Navy Department. 

Buildings and Power Supply 

There are two buildings, a main building shown in Fig. A, and 
a combination engine mana and garage. The main budding houses 
the radio equipment and heating plant. It is built of red brick 
and in the shape of a cross. The main floor has a motor- generator 
room, a battery room, work shop. main instrument ruum which is 
72 x :35 feet, an office and a kitchen. The second floor has a 
dormitory and small office and the basement has a storeroom and 
boiler loons. The kitchen and dormitory are for emergency pur - 
post's in case the personnel are storni bound. 

The other building is built also of red brick and is divided into 
a four -car garage, a work shop, and engine rooua. 

The primary power supply is two 40-I1.P. Diesel engines driving 
240 -volt, 60- cycle, 3-phase alternators. Diesel engines were used 
in order to eliminate ignition interference. The engines are Fair- 
banks-Morse 3- cylinder, 2 -cycle Marine type. Two 2000 -gallon 
fuel oil tanks, buried outside the engine room, furnish fuel oil 
for both the Diesel engines and the oil burning furnace in the 
main building. The power from the alternators is made available 
in the main building through underground lines to a distributing 
panel in the motor- generator rooui. Motor -generator sets and 
rectifier units provide the necessary D.C. for battery charging. 
'l'he standards and receivers, shown in Figs. B and C, are all 
'tested from battery supply. 

In the engine room beside the engines and their associated equip- 
ment, is a motor -driven pump which is capable of delivering 125 
gallons of wafter per minute. The capacity of the well itself is 
in excess of 500 gallons a minute. This well is used to furnish the 
general water supply as well as an irrigation supply for seven 

(Conks, a rd on ply" ISO) 

Fig. 1 

Grand Island. Nebraska.-the most desirable spot in the United States I r 
the reception of all our broadcast station programs. 
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NEW RADIO 
EQUIPMENT 

AERIAL 
IS TUCKED 

MERE 

A 

1.,1t, front view, and; right, rear . of the Croslry "7 c utriAe ten. 
tube automatic volume control superheterodyne. Chassis Model 127. The 

antenna bends into the position indicated by the dotted lines. Visual tuning 
is incorporated. 

AN ANTENNA -LESS SUPERHETERODYNE 

u AIM' I-1(nir and "Tenstrike," respectively, are the 
names of the new de luxe and table model Crosley super- 
heterodyne receivers; the fitter is illustrated in Fig. A. 
The same chassis is used in loth. 'l'he schematic circuit 

will appear in a forthcoming issue of It Amo- CRrrr. 
This new receiver design incorporates the latest advances in 

circuit design; it also establishes a new comparison for small -space 
construction Of a receiver of exceptional sensitivity, and the nu- 
merous features which went to make up the former attractiveness 
of large radio sets. 

Push -pull pentodes, visual meter -timing, calibrated tuning, tone 
control, and automatic volume -control are included in this chassis, 
which hears the designation Model No. "127." Connections are pro- 
vided for a phonograph pickup. 

Perhaps the one item of foremost interest to 
most people is the "antenna -less" feature. 

' >. Of course, every technician knows \ that a radio set must have an an- 
tenna of some sort -some method s; of signal pickup, even if it is 

only an antenna binding post 
and its lead. However, for 
practical purposes the ap- 
plication will hold- -for the 

antenna may he Till more 
\. t h a n a conductive 

sheet (painted card- 
board) fitted within the cabi- 
net; it is shown at the right 
for convenience in illustration. 

This single feature is of 
tremendous importance to the 
small Dealer - Service Man, 
since he now can successfully 
combat the prospective cus- 
tomer's statement that they 
will not purchase a radio set 
because they will not permit 
unsightly antenna wires to be 

Fig. 
B 

Cobio,,t errs to save their finish. 

strung inside and outside of the house. (Tests in New York City 
by RAOro-CRAFT technicians slowed that in practically every case 
satisfactory reception now is possible with only an antenna pinte 
for signal pickup.) - 

The following ten tubes are required for operation of this set: 
three type '35 or '51 variable -mu tubes, one of which functions as 
the first R.F., another as first -detector, and the third as the first 
stage of I.F.; one type '24 screen -grid tube, which is used as the 
second stage of I.F.; three '27's, one as oscillator, one as the diode 
second- detector, and the third as the first stage of A.F.; two type 
'47 or P7. pentode audio output tubes; and a single '80 for power 
rectification. 

The audio level control, a potentiometer in the grid circuit of 
the first A.F. tube, is coupled to the diode detector audio output 
through a coupling condenser. This receiver is said to have what 
is known as "heterotonal response "; it is pointed out, further, 
that by correct use of the tone control it is possible to greatly 
reduce the acoustic effect of natural static. A dynamic reproducer 
is part of the instrument construction. A unique tube and tuning 
condenser shield, shown at the left of the cabinet has been devel- 
oped for quick servicing. The instruments are manufactured 
Iq' the Crosley Radio Co. 

Thus it is seen that the new Crosley "Happy Hour" and "Ten - 
strike" 10 -tube superheterodyne receivers are masterpieces of the 
radio craftsman's art. 

AN ADJUSTABLE RADIO COVER 
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.11 a. B and C, floe methods of connecting 
flac radio pillow into .I.F. circuits. 

resulted in the cabinet being damaged. 
it Fig. 11, was designed to eliminate tl 

This new adjustable 
radio cover fits all stan- 
dard cabinets and is 
equipped with two 
straps which enable the 
cover to he snugly 

wrapped around the 
cabinet. It is filled 
with later cotton, evenly 
and heavily padded to 
form a cushion against 
hard knocks and ,jolting 
while in transit. It is 
a product of the Chi- 
cago Quilt Mfg. Co. 

A RADIO PILLOW 
IN Fig. C is illustrated 

the "radio pillow" 
which presents to radio 

ONLY too often have 
dealers delivered a ra- 

dio set and then sent a 

furniture polisher to till in 
nicks, dents and scratches 
in the cabinet. In all 
probability, the cabinet was 
in good condition when it 
left the store, but during 
transit and carrying the 
set to the customer's apart- 
ment, the none- too -gentle 
handling by the chauffeur 
The radio cover, pictured 

lis condition. 

Fig. C 
The "radio pilLre" in action; music at your 

ear's tip. 
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The latest devices are described here for 
the trade, Service Man, and home con- 
structor. Watch this department for 

future developments in Radio. 

Fig. D 
Store-type tube tester having 
thirteen scales for direct reading. 

men another means of fattening the 
pocket I look. 

Within the pillow, WIiieh is made 
of washable sponge rubber, is the 
reproducer unit-a standard head- 
phone unit; it connects to the radio 
set just like a standard head- phone. 
'l'here is a small hole straight through 
the center of the pillow, as a sound 
exit whichever way the unit may 
face; a measure of volume control 
thus may be obtained by turning 
the pillow over. 

The total weight of the pillow is 
5 lbs.; it measures approximately 
10 x 14 x 5 ins. thick. It is supplied 
with a white 
pillow - slip. 

These pil- 
lows are sole) 
on the rec- 

ommendations that they may be used In 
hospitals, on radio -equipped trains, at hoarse 
during the rest between rubbers of bridge 
or during favorite broadcasts, for the enter- 
tainment of the occupant of one twin bed, 
in radio- equipped hotels, and last, but not 
least, as a convenient means of individual 
enjoyment of automotive radio. 

In Fig. 1 are illustrated several sugges- 
tions for connecting the "talking pillow" 
to the sound system. 

'Phis new boon to humanity is manufac- 
tured by RCA -Victor Co., limp. 
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Fig. E 
:I bore, an electric phonograph nttachmc tt for your radio set; the lid 

slides. .It ii ter. right, the arrangement of the parts. 
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M 
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Fig. 3 
Schematic rio -nit of the G.E. electric phonograph 

attachment for radio sets. 

A TUBE TESTER FOR STORE USE 
IN line with the tube -testing campaign that tube manufacturers 

are conducting hi ara effort to get the consumer to bring his 
radio tubes to the retail store to he tested, a new tube tester -seller, 
illustrated in Fig. I), has recently been placed on the market. 

While the cireuit diagram, shown in Fig. 2, is not radically new, 
nevertheless the tester hais some very meritorious features that 

INSERTED AND LOCKED WHEN TESTING TO CONTROL-GRID 

PROTECTIVE 
5.G TUBES rR V Or WHEN TESTING 

RESISTORS \y S. G. TUBES 

F. 

LINE 
CONTROL 

SWITCH 

urr= 

! 
" nmm f 

SECONDED PLATE 

-1 

lIl 

BUCK -Our 
CONTROL 

tls 
TUBE UNITS 

ti 

REGT FIER 

GRID TEST 

Fig. 2 
Diagram of connections in the !ever!! story -type tithe seller. 

warrant ilt can side ra t ion. . \n oversized meter 
having thirteen realer tells the customer the 
condition of his tubes. Each of the thirteen 
scales is graduated in three parts, indicat- 
ing whether the tube under test is "satis- 
factory." "unsatisfactory," or "(1oubtful." 
Thus, the lay costumer is not confronted 
with such technical terms as "milliamperes," 
etc., the meaning of evhich he does not 
comprehend. 

The instrument is built in two types, the 
large model 5:38 and the smaller and less 
expensive model 214. 'l'he smaller model is 
provided with seven sockets, three for test- 
ing and four for preheating; all types of 
tithes including scram -grist and pentodes 
inay be conveniently tested with the instru- 

ment. .\ pilot lamp is provided which indicates when the tester 
is turned an. 

All that need loe done when testing a tiihc is to adjust the voltage - 
ieIcator switch for proper filament voltage, reset the small indi- 
oating toiler to zero with the reset control, and press the "Index 
of Merit" Luntrol button. 'floe tube condition is readily indicateel 
on the large scale of the tester without the necessity of e pith- 
Ono or comparison with tube charts. 'no compensate for varia- 
tions in line voltage, a resistance connected in series with the 
Loner line to the tester is made adjustable. 

Only three of the seven sockets are shown for the smoke of clarity. 
The various resistor val- 
ues may be calculated 
from the information con- 
tained in a series of ar- 
ticles by Clifford E. I)en- 
ton entitled "Magic in 

Inters" (which appeared 
in past issues of lt uno- 
CR.cE-r), or in tam hook 
"ItOdio Set Analyzers and 
How to Use 'l'hem," by 
I.. Van der Mel. 

These testers are manu- 
factured by the Jewell 
Electrical Instrument Co. 

(Continued on 
next page) 

Fig. F 
Front .o., of the small -spare "Wal-Tone" 

Radio set. 
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THE END -TABLE ELECTRIC 
PHONOGRAPH 

ART and engineering have conspired to 

produce a new device -the sliding -top 
end-table phonograph: a cuuuuercial model 
is the pretty instrument illustrated in Fig. 
E, a unit which carries the designation of 
G.E. Model E -52 End -1ahle Phonograph. 
The schematic circuit of the device is shown 
for service reference in Fig. 3. This instru- 
ment may make any radio set as "phono- 
radio combination" (since it connects into 
the :audio circuit of a radio set). 

Fig. G 
Upper chassis vine of the li altone miniature 
receiver. The complete shielding and the lay- 

out of the parts are well illustrated. 

A radio -record switch is housed in the 
cabinet, enabling the listener to switch 
from one to the other without the necessity 
of moving to or fr the radio every time 
a change is to he made. 

The pickup is of low -impedance type with 
"inertia" damping. The assembly is de- 
signed for 110 V.. A.C., and consumes 611 

watts. The approximate dimensions are 25 
x 26 x 13 ins. deep: the weight is 42 lis. 

If the set to which the instrument is con- 
nected should exhibit a tendcnc to oscillate 
(due to as poor ground). remove the phone 
tip front the brown cable lead and solder 
it to the spade terminal of the green cable 
lead. Also, place the other end of the brown 
lead on terminal No. I of the input auto- 
transformer T. 

This decoratia`c instrument, which may he 
placed anywhere within audio range of the 
associated sound system,,is soli by the Gen- 
eral Electric. Co. 

AN EFFECTIVE .SMALL-SPACE 
RADIO SET 

l.HIS seems to be an age of small re- 
ceivers, if the interest shown by the 

general public is to be considered any indi- 
cation. The miniature receiver illustrated 
in Fig. F, the circuit diagrams of which is 
shown in Fig. 4, measures only 141/4 ins. in 
width, 98 ins. in height, and 73/8 ins. in 
depth. It employ's four tubes, a '35, a '24, 
as '47, and an '80. and also uses a full- fledged 
dynamic speaker. 

.\ view of the chassis, pictured in Fig. U, 
is an illustration of the marner in which 
the parts are laid out. An under -side view, 
Fig. I-1. shows the simplicity of construc- 
tion, which is an important factor to the 
Service Man. 

The values of the various parts listed in 
the diagram are as follows: Resistor RI, 
8,020 ohms; 112, 1. megohm; 113, 25,000 ohms; 
114, 6 megohms. Condensers CI, two -gang 
variable unit; C3, 8 mf.; C4, 4 mf.; C5, 
.1-tuf.; C6, .02 -mf.; C7, 16 mild., C8, 006 -mf. 
Transformers TI, an antenna coil; l'2, an 
R.F. coil. 

This receiver, the one and only product 
of the Walton Radio Corporation, is accotn- 
pa hied by the slogan. "The Mightiest Mite 
in Radio." 

Fig. Il 
1- older -vine of ri:. . receiver. The 
layout of the part. ar . / that ease of serv- 

icing and replacing parts is accomplished. 

A PORTABLE TUBE- CHECKER- 
SELLER 

Eí SEWHERE in this department there is 
described a tube checker suitable for 

store use, and now. to complete the line of 
tube -checking facilities. there is announced 
a tube seller, Fig. I, that may he carried 
into the home of the customer. 

Fig. 4 

Diagram of the it'a tour receiver. It mucarparates a dynamic speaker, a variable -mu in the R.F. 
stage, a '24 as a power detector, and. a pentode output tube. 

As in the previous checker, an oversized 
meter is employed, graduated in thirteen 
different scales, each scale corresponding 
to a given family of tubes. When a tube is 
being tested, the scale indicates whether it 
is "Satisfactory," "Unsatisfactory" or 
"Doubtful." 

This type of scale is useful since the cus- 
tomer may readily comprehend its reading 
without being confused by technical terns. 

Fig. I 
This tube checker may be carried by the 
Servire Man iato the home of the customer. 

A short -check circuit with four indicating 
lights is provided to test tubes for internal 
shorts. A line -voltage adjustment and in- 
dicating meter insures consistent readings 
despite line -voltage changes. 

The Pattern "540" is housed in a leather- 
ette carrying case, and by removing the 
cover it may be easily converted for counter 
testing when not in use outside the store. 
It is a product of the Jewell Electrical In- 
strument Co. 

A SELENIUM PHOTOELECTRIC CELL 
Dl'RING the last year, several new pho- 

to- electric cells have been presented to 
the public. The trend in design has been 
toward simplicity in construction and in- 
creased versatility. As 
a means toward accom- 
plishing this end, a new 
tube, known as the Ra- 
diovisor Bridge, illus- 
trated in Fig. J, has 
been announced. 

Unlike many of its 
predecessors, this new 
cell isnot strictly photo- 
electric, since it depends 
for its action upon the 
change in resistance of 
a film of selenium which 
is placed over two in- 
terlocking comb - like 
electrodes of gold. When 
light falls on the sele- 
n , its resistance de-. 
creases, the ratio of 
dark to light resistance The "Bridge" 
for this cell being about and its special 
4 to 1. The Bridge is .rocket. 

filled with an inert gas 
to increase its sensitivity, and is rated at .1- 
watt per square inch of light- sensitive 
surface. 

(Continued on page 490) 

Fig. J 
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Dissecting A MODERN 
SET TESTER (PART I ) 

In order to appreciate the efficiency of modern set 
analyzers, the author will, in a series of articles, 
discuss each unit of a modern analyzer separately. 

IN the preceding issue of R.un10 -Ca.Pr 
was described in a general way an up- 
to -date set analyzer, the Model AAA -1 
Diagnometer. It is proposed to de- 

scribe in greater detail, in this and subse- 
quent issues, the several components which 
go into the make -up of this most modern 
of test devices. 

On this basis, we find that the instrument 
contains the following units which, although( 
they may be considered distinct in their 
action, are part and parcel of the operation 
of the set analyzer as a whole (that is, some 
service jobs will call for only one portion 
of the Diagnometer; while the other por- 
tions, perhaps singly, or in combination, 
will he brought into action on other calls): 

1. Shielded Oscillator; 
2. Set Analyzer; 
3. Tube Checker; 
4. Multi -Range Ohmmeter; 
5. Capacity Tester. 

The schematic circuit of the first unit, 
the service oscillator, is illustrated in Fig. 
1; in Fig. 2 is shown a graph that repre- 
sents the general type, one of which is fur- 
nished with each instrument, which is re- 
quired to determine the frequency at which 
the oscillator is being operated. 

This method of operation has been de- .. 
scribed in the July, 1931 issue of ItAmo- 
CaAr -r, page 10. Specifically, the oscillator 
incorporated in the Model AAA -1 Diagnom- 
eter has the following features: .. 1. Intermediate tuning range, approxi- 

mately 90 to 550 kc., and regular broad- 
cast range of 550 to 1500 lee.; 

Chief Engineer, Supreme Instruments Corp. 
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Fig. 2 
Calibration chart of the Supreme AAA -1 

oscillator. 

By FLOYD FAUSETT' 
2. Adaptability for operation with or- 

dinary 100 -120 and 200 -240 -volt A.C. 
power supply potentials, with 100% 
modulation; 

3. C pletely shielded in cast alumi- 
tray, with bakelite- covered aluminum 

panel, and electrically isolated from all 

as to maintain the proper impedance rela- 
tions between the grid and plate circuits; 
and (2), to provide protection to the os- 
cillator circuits against possible short cir- 
cuits between the grid and plate elements. 

The fact that the modulation of most D.C. 
operated oscillators is about 30 %, whereas 
the modulation of an A.C. operated oscil- 
lator is practically 1(0 %, stakes the Ding- 
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Complete schematic of the .1.1.1-1 oscillator. 3lo111latioa takes place at the frequency of the 
power supply, and dors not depend upon the value of the grid -leak and grid -condenser. 

power -supply circuits to prevent electrical 
shocks or damage to sensitive receivers; 

4. Vernier -movement tuning dial for 
accurate- tuning control; and, 

5. Regulation of oscillator output by 
manual control of the input potentials. 
The unit is adaptable to all of the oscil- 

lator tests outlined in the radio manufactur- 
ers' service literature pertaining to radios 
which require readjustments. 

Modulation Characteristics 
Modulation of the R.F. signal of the os- 

cillator is automatically accomplished by 
the A.C. power supply, so that the output 
signals of a radio, receiver coupled to the 
oscillator will have an A.F. "pitch" corre- 
sponding to the frequency of the power sup- 
ply system. The resistance and capacity 
values of the oscillator are such that prac- 
tically no grid -leak modulating action re- 
sults; instead, nualubtion is accomplished 
by the A.C. power supply. 

It is the purpose of the grid resistor and 
capacity combination: (1), to provide the 
proper grid bias for the oscillator tube so 

nometer oscillator very adaptable for ad- 
justments of modern radio sets in which 
the ILrsting effect of strong signals is min- 
imized by volume level circuits which are 
to n o.t efficient when operating with signals 
from a III)'¡ modulated I roadeast station. 

If strong It.F. signals are applied to a 
sensitive receiver of this type by an un- 
modulated oscillator, it is possible to over- 
load the detector with R.F. energy without 
having any appreciable loud -speaker output - 

of .\.F. energy. In some. sets, an overload- 
ing of these circuits with It.F. energy may 
result in two output peaks, and in broad 
tuning, when the modulation is considerably 
less than 100,i . It is, therefore, obvious 
that the loud -speaker output is greatly de- 
pendent upon the percentage of the modu- 
lation of the input lt.F. signals. 

When first connected for operation, the 
oscillator tube shield between the "Type" 
and "31" panel markings should be removed 
and a type '31 tube inserted in the oscil- 
lator tube socket before replacing the shield. 
The procedure for the operation of the 

(Continued on page 490) 
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A Gooseneck-Type 

Fig. A 
External view of the shielded Gooseneck l'.T. voltmeter. 

FERN" art, every work, bus its special tools, else the artisan 
could not accomplish his various tasks. The tools of the 
radio engineer are delicate and sea t.it iv a' measuring instru- 
ments. Of all the uteaa.suiring instruments employed by the 

progressive engineer and technician. 111.111 Caul surpass the vacuum- 
tube voltmeter in its vast and diversified uses. While it is not 
the purpose of the writer to expound to any great extent on the 
subject, it is believed that many employed in the art of radio are 
not f liar with the instrument auul its uses, else they would not 
be disrupting their nervous systems in the operation of instruments 
which are as college professor's delight but nut conducive to pro- 
duction in a busy laboratory. 

'l'he term "voltmeter" has naturally lead many to believe that 
the instrument is useful only for measuring voltages. This is 
erroneous, as the device may he used to make other measurement 
indirectly and, in addition, has the characteristic of no power con- 
sumption from the device or apparatus under test, as is the usual 
ease with the ordinary- servire \ Olt iileter. .\ case in point; how 
many have measured the voltage on the which has 
its potential fed through a series resistor, with the ordinary' 1000- 
ohm-per-volt voltmeter, adjusted the voltage to normal, Mid still 
heave the stage persist in oscillation, yet by varying the voltage on 
the screening -grid the uscillatknis would be overcome? Performing 
the latter operation, the voltage was adjusted more nearly to the 

Fig. B 

Internal view showing the layout of the parts. 

VACUUM -TUBE 
VOLTMETER 
B, B1 R\'l, B. BR1 ANT 

correct value than was accomplished with the voltmeter, as the 
voltmeter required current for its operation and this current, 
though minute, was sufficient to alter the correct reading. Had 
the potential been measured by a vacuum -tula voitnuhr, the 
potential could have been adjusted to the correct value, since the 
grid of the vacuum -tube voltmeter requires no current for its 
correct function. On the contrary, if current be made to How 
in the grid circuit, inaccuracies will result as the tuhe will no 
longer possess at linear characteristic. 

r 
'36 VI GOOSENECK BPI B02 BPS 

37 ¡i 

SW4 

Fig. I 

Connections of the rrlt- 
meter. Observe the 
shielding of leads in the 
gooseneck. :111 le,rds en- 
tering the voltmeter 
from the gooseneck are 
completely bypassed in 
order to stabilize op- 

eration. 
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Fig.:\ Fig. B 

HOW TO MAKE 
A MICROPHONE MIXER 

(PART VI) 

Although designed for a big hotel, this "mike" mixer is adaptable to 
other requirements 

ONE of the most profitable fields for 
the radio Service Man and dealer 
is one that is comparatively un- 
touched by these individuals. It 

is, however, not because they have not tried 
to do public address work, but rather be- 
cause of the mediocre and unsuccessful re- 
sults obtained in the operation of such sys- 
tems even when the quality of the apparatus 
used was considered excellent. 

Why then, you ask. were the results poor 
when the materials used were excellent? 

By ELI M. LURIE, B.E.E. 
Naturally, the amplifying equipment used 
for public address work must he good but 
barring this single item, the most important 
reasons why this work has been unsuccessful 
are directly due to two troubles al t al 
ways overlooked. These are: 

1. The use of carbon button microphones 
working at overloaded conditions. 

2. Improper impedance relation between 
component parts, both inherent and through 
use of improper attenuators. 

Tn time first case, if the sound projectors 
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Fig. 7 

Schematic diagram of the microphone miring panel illustrated in Fins. .1 and I?, above. 
Exceptional care lias been exercised to obto in correct matching. 

are operated so that the issuing sound is in 
the path of the "mike," then there will gen- 
erally he an abundance of feed -back. This 
is espcciall' true in large bare balls in which 
echoes pred ate. To compensate for the 
teed -back, the operator will usually cut time 

gain but -and here is where the difficulty is 
-as soon as the amplifier gain is reduced, 
the sound output is likewise reduced and in 
an attempt to again bring the gain up to 
a point where the level is satisfactory, the 
speaker will raise his voice and shout into 
the carbon microphone. 

The immediate effect is noticed as ex- 
tremely poor quality which is directly due 
to the nicropi being overloaded. Thus, 
through no fault of the amplifier, the general 
opinion is that it is the amplifier that is at 
fault. 

'l'o eliminate such a condition, it is neces- 
sary to arrange the sound projectors so that 
the output is projected away- from the 
"alike." This is not always easy, hit it is 
far better to spend considerable time finding 
a suitable arrangement where the amplifier 
and not an overloaded "mike" will supply 
the necessary output, than it is to have al 

failure with the resultant loss of future 
business. 

In a large hail or auditorium, the hest 
plan is to use only One projector facing the 
audience with the microphone behind it. It 
this isn't possible, then the projector can 
he placed directly above the microphone. 
If more than one projector is used, echoes 
may he created with the resulting feed -hack. 
Remember, it is not necessary to have the 

(('molianred on page 496) 
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How to 
"SYNC" 

Disc AND Film 
By HERBERT C. McKAY 

O 
_\ 1: of the first things which the 
amateur thinks of after his early 
success in home recording, is mak- 
ing talkies at home. After all, the 

talking picture is nothing more than a com- 
bination of notion pictures and a phono- 
graph. There is no reason why the ama- 

The first is the imitation synchronises or 
"lip-matching." In this work, the film which 
is to he watched is projected time after 
time with the speaker speaking in syn- 
chronism with the Tilt until be repetition 
he has gained the ability to speak in strict 
unison with the subject shown upon the 
screen. When this can be clone smoothly 
and accurately, the record is made. If 
there are no accidents, a very good match 
will be secured. 

The second type of sound, and the one 
which will no doubt appeal most 
to the amateur, and the one 
which is most appropriate to the 
average amateur film is the sound 
which is used as an accompani- 
ment. In this type of sound re- 
cording, we use certain effects; 

Fig. E 
The completed strnbaseopes for both disc and 
projector arc shown above. They should be 

watched while recording. 

If there is an error amounting to even as 
much as twelve frames at the end of the 
film it is all right, so we may say that the 
synchronism necessary is only approximate. 

Before describing the manner in which 
this is effected, some space should be de- 
voted to a discussion of the ratios which are 
used in motion picture work. 

Professional talking pictures are exposed 
at the rate of 24 per second or 1440 frames 
per minute. This is a lihn speed of 90 feet 
per minute. The record used for disc syn- 
chronization, revolves at a speed of 33 1/3 
revolutions per minute. Thus the ratio is 

usually spoken of as 1410 -33 1/3. 
This is obviously 4320 to 100, or 
43.2 to one. 

'l'he usual I phonograph op- 
erates at a speed which approxi- 
mates 80 revolutions per minute 
and the home recorder is usually 
made to match. The first machines 

tenr who has a recording machine 
should not make sound additions to 
his home- ie films which will be 
entirely satisfactory. 

Sound, which is used to accompany 
motion pictures, is of two kinds. 
'l'ucre is that which is recorded syn- 
chronously with the action and 
which constitutes the true "talk- 
ie." This type of sound is not suitable for 
amateur fuse. The technical difficulties could 
be overemese, hut the trouble lies in the fact 
that the actual sound % %thick accompanies 
the usual hoarse -movie making is not worth 
while recording. It may he surprising to 
learn that in professional work there are 
far more difficulties encountered in produc- 
ing the right sound than there are in re- 
cording it after it is produced. For this 
reason, synchronous recording is definitely 
not advised for amateur experiment. 

'l'he sound which is added to the picture 
after it is completed is a type of sound 
which is far better for the amateur's pur- 
pose, and one with which he can do much 
that is really worth while. There are two 
ways in which this sound may be used. 

Fig. A, right. 
Lo,dnn out the divisions. 

Fig. B, above. 
21fariing the black divisions. 

Fig. D, left. 
Assembling the stroboscope. 

wind, rain, the surf. gun shots, 
automobile or airplane motors, galloping 
horses as well as incidental speech which is 
not timed to the actor's lips. 'l'luis is effec- 
tive and easy to record. 

Speed Ratios 

It is of course necessary that in order to 
do any of this work that the projector and 
the phonograph run at speeds which main- 
tain a certain ratio to each other. That is 

they must run in approximate synchronism. 

for showing talking films in the home Were 
made to use the standard commercial record 
which is played at 78 or 80 revolutions a 
minute. However, for some reason best 
known to themselves the manufacturers 
adopted a two to one ratio. The sprocket 
feeds eight frames in one revolution, a 

(Continued on page 499) 
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MORE ABOUT THE STENODE 

IN an interesting discussion regarding the 
"Stenode Hadiostat" (which appeared in 

the November, 1931 issue of It.mto-('R.c-r) 
carried on between Dr. Robinson of the 
British Radiost t Corporation and Mr. Clyde 
J. Pitch, several important questions were 
raised. The "Steinak ' has created such an 
enormous auuuint of discussion, that R.mto- 
('R.,rr has decided to reprint in full Dr. 
Huhinsim's reply to Mr. Fitch. 

Readers are requested to read the above - 
mentioned issue of H.uno-CLU-r before pro- 
ceeding.-Editor. 

DR. ROBINSON'S REPLY TO 
MR. FITCH 

Editor, R.anto-CR.irr: 
Mr. Clyde J. Fitch, in an interesting let- 

ter in your November issue, raises some 
questions ahnaut the theory and practice of 
the "Stenode," on which your readers would 
probably like to have my views. \1r. 
Fitch's letter originated out of s e - 
melds of mine on a former article by him 
in which he had suggested that the func- 
tioning of the "Stenode" might have some 
connection with iweidental frequency modu- 
lation of broadcasting stations, and it is 
of great interest to sec that, in his opinion, 
there is now no doubt that the "Stenale" 
reproduces the uuuhutations of a transmis- 
sion even if there is no frequency uodula- 
t' present. Now that this very important 
point has been removed fr the field of 
controversy, it is of great interest to see 
how Mr. Fitch puts his linger on other 

The television receiver of the near future. 
Remote control buttons are used to select any 
type of picture with its accompanying sound. 

.t suggested layout is shown here. 

points .just as important, and which need 
some elucidation. I shall take these points 
in turn and attempt to stake them clear 
for your readers. 

I. What Seleelirilg does the ".denote" 
re.0 /!q give? Mr. Fitch sot's it is difficult to 
sec what gain is obtained in the "Stenode' 
by employing very high selectivity and then 
eorrerting in the audio stages. flow can 
this give any better results than the usual 
lo keé Ile brings forward this question 
in an admirable manner, and although he 
himself has not answered it theoretically, 
hr is at pains to describe the excellent re- 
sults from this point of view which he ob- 
tained with an actual "Stenode." 

For years now, the aim of designers has 
been to obtain as perfect a high -frequency 
curve as possible to give equal response over 
a to -kc. range, and with no response at all 
outside of this range. In fact, designers 
had sought for a resonance curie which 
shall be square topped, with vertical sities, 
and have an absolutel Uniform response 
met. 111 ke. The method. emploed have 
almost universally been of hand -pass types, 
and the results have usually been to give 
a wavy top to the curve or one with maxi- 
mum and , whilst the sides have 
trot been vertical. 

The first feature of the "Ste l ' in 
this eonnetion is that it enables us to ob- 
tain the equivalent of this ideal 11) -ke. re- 
sponse curie. one whose top is flat, and 
whose sides are nearly vertical. This is 
achieved by using a circuit of great selec- 
tivity such that the modulation effects are 
inversely proportional to the modulation fre- 
quency, and then to employ a low- frequency 
amplifier whose amplification factor is di- 
rectly proportional to the frequency. 'Chen 
if we are only concerned with a 5 -ke. audio 
response, we arrange that the audio ampli- 
fier begins to cease functioning at .' ke. 
Ilence, front the purely design point of 
view, the "Stenode." gives the ideal solution 
to the present day selectivity problems. 

The second feature is that from its func- 
tioning, a very Hutch better result as re- 
gards interference is obtained than most 
people expected, for in fact the possibility 
is introduced of reducing interference froze 
neighboring stations to an undreamt -of ex- 
tent. Let us consider the case of two neigh- 
boring stations In ke. apart. living to the 
very high srlecli, it , we have very desirable 
effects at the rectifier which precedes the 
audio corrector and amplifier. In the first 
place, when we tune to one of the stations, 
we produce a large amplitude of the de- 
sired carrier, and a very low amplitude of 
the interfering carrier. Secondly, we have 

the fact that the desired carrier, has had 
its percentage modulation reduced, so that 
at the rectifier we have normally a desired 
carrier wave with it large amplitude, and 
laving a low percentage of modulation, to- 
gether with an interfering carrier of very 
small amplitude, which however is also modu- 
lated. Then, normally, we shall have to 
employ such grid bins at the detector that 
the desired modulations occur on the straight 
portion of the rectifier characteristic, thus 

ing its linear rectification. 

The conditions are thus suitable to take 
advantage of an effect in radio not yet well 
known, called "Detector Demodulation." I 
indicated in a paper I read before the 
Radio Club of America, that the "Stenode" 
makes use of this effect, and it is very 
interesting to note that, since that time, 
there have been saute papers written to give 
a clear explanation of it. 

Demodulation Effects 

This de lulation effect is that when a 
linear detector is employed, and when there 
are present a. strong and a weak carrier, 
both modulated, the strong carrier demodu- 
lates the weak carrier when the heterodyne 
effect is supers The extent of this 
duvntdubttion depends on the relative 
strengths of the two earriers, and as the 
ratio of strong to weak carrier increases, 
the lulaIiun of the weak carrier is nuore 
and more absolutely reduced. This effect 
,,,s discovered by Beattie anti later elabo- 
rated by Butterworth. 

Obviously, the "Stenode" produces the 
conditions ,just described. The high selec- 
tivity makes the desired carrier strong and 
the interfering carrier weak. linear detec- 
tion is almost unavoidable, and we can ar- 
range to make our andin circuits and in- 
slrument.s reject every frequency above any 
predetermined value. 'l'hus, if we choose 
5 kc. as our desired limit, an interfering 
carrier at In ke. gives an inaudible hetero- 
dyne effect, and thus has its modulation re- 
duced to at negligible ;uuount. 

\\e can go still farther than this, and if 
I' e bring the interfering carrier nearer to 
the desired carrier, say to 5y_ or fi kc., it 
is also demodulated, ;;s the heterodyne ef- 
feet is still inaudible. This is obvious he- 
r;uase the theory of demodulation as worked 
out by Butterworth is perfectly general, 
and independent of the frequency separa- 
tion of the carriers, so long as the hetero- 
dyne effect is inaudible or supersonic to 
our acoustic circuits or instruments. 

(Continued on page 501) 
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PUSH -PUSH RECEIVERS 
Two interesting receiver designs, one for operation on battery power, 

and the other on 110 V., D.C., are described by the author. 

LTHOUGH it may at first be thought 
that the push -push amplifier (de- 
scribed in the J ary, 1932 issue 
of ltAIlo-CRArr) has its major 

value in the field of high -power amplifica- 
tion, a little study of the subject will show 
that this is not quite true. 'fhe writer shows 
in two of the accompanying figures just 
how the system is valuable in the lowest 
powered equipment in the radio field: the 
direct- current operated receiver; and the 
dry -cell powered receiver which may be 

employed in rural districts where power 
systems have not as yet penetrated, or on 
boats, where it is the most economical forum 

of operation. 

By C. H. W. NASON 

The most satisfactory tubes at present 
available for use in the D.C. set are the 
new automotive types with 6.3 V., .3 -A. fila- 
ments. We have the single '38 pentode 
available with a power output of 200 milli - 
watts; or about 500 milliwatts in push -pull. 
Now let us see what the little '37 "general 
purpose" tube will do for us in the l'USHI- 
l'USII connection. In Fig. 1, there are 
shown the curves of the '37 operated as a 

push -push amplifier with a plate voltage 
of 100 and a negative grid bias of 7 volts. 
The load impedance at which the curves 
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Fig. 2 
Schematic circuit of a receiver designed for operation on 110 V.. D.C. "Genera! purpose" '37's, 

L'S-1 Ub, develop 1,2(10 milliwatts output. 

Let us consider first the power output 
usually available in the receivers of these 
classifications so that a standard of com- 
parison may be established. 'Die D.C. re- 
ceiver usually employs either two '45's or 
four '71Á's in its output circuit. Either 
method of operation is wasteful of power 
because of the high filament current re- 
quired, but particularly so in the case of 
receivers using the '-4.5. The power output 
available is about 7110 milliwatts from two 
'45 tubes operated in push -pull with a plate 
voltage of only 1(1(1. Four '71:1 tithes in 
a parallel push -pull structure can deliver 
about equal power without disturtinn. In 
the case of the battery- operated receiver, 
we have, in the ton -volt classification, the 
'31 tube which will deliver at 135 volts about 
1.50 milliwatts per tube; or al uut too milli- 
watts in push -pull. Two '31 tubes draw a 

total of 13.6 ma. from the "B' batteries. 

The Push -Push Amplifier and the 110 -Volt 
D.C. Receiver 

Let us consider the advantages to be 
gained from the push -push amplifier in either 
of these receivers. First we will take the 
D.C. receiver such as is necessary in cer- 
tain metropolitan areas. 

are taken is 1500 ohms. If we employ the 
data given in the lust issue of R.LUmrCH.Lr-r 
we will arrive at the conclusion that a pos- 
sible power output of 1200 milliwatts is 
available -terre than twice that available 
with the power output pentodes of the 6.:3- 

volt line! 

A grid swing of 40 volts is necessary, - 
readily available with a similar tube in the 
first A.F. stage working into a low ratio 
interstage transformer such as is necessary 

in push -push operation because of the grid 
current drawn. 

A transformer for the output coupling 
will be difficult to find because of the small 
load required. We may, however, employ 
a transformer designed for use with the 
'45 tube instead, with a small sacrifice in 

the output power obtainable. The power 
will still be far in excess of that obtained 
with the two pentodes in the push -pull 
connection. In Fig. 2, there is shown the 
circuit schematic for a D.C. receiver em- 
ploying these tubes. The receiver is self 
explanatory in so far as the other circuits 
are involved. 

The Battery- Operated Receiver Assumes 
The Push -Push Role 

With the battery -operated receiver, we 
would normally employ- the '31 with a power 
output of 150 milliwatts at 135 volts :and 

a plate current of 6.8 ma., or about 400 

milliwatts with a plate current of 13.6 ma. 

in push -pull. These tulles have the disad- 
vantage of requiring a filament current of 
.1311 -:nap. whereas the associated tulles of 
the 2 -volt line take but .06 -amp. There is 

also a pentode output tube incorporated 
in this line but having a filament current 
rating of .260-011111.-1110 re than four t s 
the drain on the butteries imposed by the 
general purpose tube of the line -the '30, 
and with a possible power output in push - 
pull of 1.2011 milliwatts or so. 'l'he filament 
cons ption of the tube renders it unsuited 
for use with the air -cell battery -tao drain 
for two tubes in push -pull being more than 
a half ampere for the filament current and 

(Continued on pane 503) 
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Fig. A 
Underside view of the classi. of Mr. Poncc!s .4.C..D.C. convertible 

Fig. B 
Looking into the relay -controlled clectrie receiver. lust plug into the 

power outlet. 

AUTOMATIC OPERATION 
A relay automatically changes the circuit for 110D.C. orA.C. 

N past issues of IIADIO- Ca.vrr there have 
been described various reeeivers that 
may he operated directly fn MI both 
alternating and direct current. These 

receivers all bane some form of switching 
arrangement that must he manipulated when 
changing from une type of current to an- 
other. In the receiver to he des.rihecl op- 
eration from either A.C. or D.C. sources 
may be effected without the complications 
that usually accompany switching arrange- 
ments. The finished receiver, a lutent for 
which has been granted, is illustrated in 
Pig. A, and a top view shown in Fig. 11. 
These show the general atraingenont of the 
parts. 

General Theory 
An examination of Fig. I will reveal the 

general method by which universal power 
I peration is secured. The winding \C of 
a high- impedance induction roil 'l'1 is con - 
nected directly to the line plug. If the 
source is D.C.., then the current that flows 
I trough the winding pulls the arm .1 against 

By ALEXIS PONCEL 

the tension of the spring S, making contact 
with a stationary contact 2. This places the 
D.C. line directly into the filter unit, the 
positive terminal to the plates of the tubes, 
and the negative terminal to the filament 
circuit which will be ehribed later. If the 

AWE ONO. 
A+ 

V5 V6 

Fig. 2 

Filament circuit nit of the receiver. 

source is A.C., then the amount of current 
flowing through the winding 1C is not suffi- 
cient, due to its high impedance, to cause 
the arm to pull over. The result is that 
the arm .1 makes contact with stationary 
contact 1, and the A.C. is applied directly 
to the primary of the power transformer 
PT. Thus, the switching is done auto- 
matically and the installer need not worry 
about the type of current available. 

The telephone repeater coils are inserted 
in series with the electromagnet in order to 
increase the impedance to the flow of A.C.; 
their resistance is not sufficient to affect 
the operation on D.C. The rectifier may be 
either of the gaseous type, as shown, or of 
the '80 type. 

The Filament Circuit 
Only one other part of the circuit needs 

conmeent -the filament circuit. Since the 
filaments are connected directly across the 
line, it was found necessary to connect the 
negative "I I'' return to the geometric center 

(Continued on pope 504) 
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II " -Radio men -work too fast. -Radio 
will receive from the set and the cost 

at box office prices, should not begrudge the money 
certificates of approval on their radio installations 
same as they get when they do any other wiring 
We do not quarrel with any man's right to make a 

others, civilized life demands that this man be subject 
New York Board 

l)ST electricians in the building trade, or in jobbing and 
Mmaintenance work, hold the radio Service Dian in low 
esteem. The reason for this viewpoint becomes apparent 
immediately comparison is made between the length and 

character of the training required by each, before the tenm 

"mechanic" is applied to him. Also the higher wages paid in the 

electrical industry have had an important effect in bringing this 
condition about. 

Actually, the average Service Man knows more about electricity 
than does the journeyman electrician. In the writers' twelve years 

as master electricians, we doubt whether half of tic electricians 
employed, can solve for resistances in parallel. Those who could, 
usually totaled up all the currents in all the resistors and divided 
this into the voltage. Possibly one mechanic in ten could explain 
why, in an Edison three -wire system, failure of a neutral fuse 
would gradually burn out all the bulbs on one side of the line 
and cause all the Mullis on the other side to grow dimmer and 

finally go out altuugether. 
Yet, we must rate the electrician as the better mechanic. In the 

final analysis, the radio set owner pays the Service Jlan, not for 
the contents of his head, but for the actual physical work done 

upon that radio by his hands, assuming that the Service Man 

knows his theory. Since most of this work is done with tools, the 

quality of the net result will depend upon how well trained in 

the use of tools, the Service Man's hands have lucen. 

It is highly regrettable that radio has no training period com- 
parable with the mechanic and helper stage in the electrical in- 

dustry. While the radio man has to "dope out" the fundamentals 
for himself, the electrician helper starts work with an esiuricnced 
mechanic who will usually puss on to the helper, all the work he 

can. To get this work done properly, he 't explain the how 

and usually the .chg. Further, the helper, in the beginning. sehlont 

has his own tools and works with the mechanic's, and the latter 
is pretty apt to insist upon these tools being properly handled. 

The "Electric Code" 
Lastly, the electrician does not depend upon his conscience to 

guide him. Ilis work must conform to the regulations of the 

National Electrical Code and municipal Electrical Coules. 

Electrical work is subject to munch stricter regulation than any 

other branch of the building trades simply because wherever it 
is used, electricity always carries with it the menace of lire. Since 

the financial losses of most fires are covered by insurance com- 

panies, bodies of persons qualified by training and experience to 

study the amuses of past fires and form rules for the prevention 
of future fires, have been organized by these insurance companies 

and are known as Fire Underwriters. The Electrical grade is the 

result of the thousands of investigations and radio Service Men 

will do well to heed its regulations. 

By GUS JACOBSON 

(PART 

. \t this point, as few words of warning to employers of Service 
Men, are in order. 

They are responsible for the actions of their agents. Action 
for damage to property while installing radio sets will be brought 
against them, not against the Service Man. If the cause of a 

fire can be traced to their installation, for which they cannot 
I.roduce a written certificate of approval, action may be taken 
against them. Further, if there has been injury to persons or 
loss of life in the fire, this action will be on criminal charges. The 

laws covering electrical installations or repairs to electrical in- 
stallations or appliances are, for legal wording, usually simple. 

We quote from the New York City Municipal Code, Chapter 
Nine, Code of Ordinances: 

"Article 1, Section 6. No person shall install, alter or repair, 
or cause to be installed, altered or repaired electric wiring or 
appliances for light, heat, or power in any building except a per- 
son holding a license, a special license, or a permit as defined in 

Section 1 of this chapter, or a person employed by and working 
under the supervision of the holder of a license, a special license, 
nl al permit. 

"Section 12. No person shall supply, cause to be supplied or 
used, electric current for light, heat or power to any wiring and 

appliances in any building until at certificate temporary or final, 
authorizing the use of said wiring or appliances, shall have been 

issued by the commissioner. 

"Article 5, Section 501. (h) Wires shall not he fastened with 
staples. (i) Twin wires shall not be used, except in conduits... . 

"Article 6, Section 611. (e). Ail splices and joints in con- 

ductors shall be made both naechtuaicnllc and electrically secure 

without solder. The splice or joints shall then be soldered unless 

au ui opt uecd form of splicing device is used, ttnd shall be covered 
with insulation equal to that "n the wire. (j). Where exposed 

to mechanical injury, wires shall be suitably protected." 

'1'1111. we see that radio installations in New York City must 
onl be dune by licensed electricians or their employees. In the 

exact meaning of the law, no radio set may be used without first 
being approved by the Commissioner of the I)ep't of Water Supply, 
Ca. and Electricity. Service Men, therefore, have no "divine 
right" to install or repair radio receivers in any manner they 
wki and, unless their "bosses" are licensed electricians. are eon - 

tinually violating local ordinances in the performance of their work. 
flow long this condition will last, depends entirely upon the 

character of the work that Service Men turn out and it is the 

writers' belief that the precut grade of work is not good enough 

to maintain this state of affairs, and we believe that the Hine is 

drawing near when radio Service Men will be compelled to take 
out licenses to prove their Lability, the same as electricians. 
plumbers, chauffeurs, motion pistare operators, or members of any 
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¡he ELECTRIC 
set buyers, figuring the entertainment they 

II to them if they were to buy this entertainment 
for a decent job. If they were to demand and get 
as both the law and their insurance policy direct, the 
both they and the radio Service Man will be the gainer. 
living, but when this method involves possible danger to 
to whatever rules are found necessary to minimize 
of Fire Underwriters. 

ODE 

and DAVID COHEN 

I) 

other trade where lives and properties of 
other persons may be endangered by care- 
lessness or ignorance. 

Inspection a Selling Point 
Several large department stores and a 

number of other radio sales organizations 
have long ago taken steps to avoid any 
trouble for their customers from lire au- 
thorities. With each radio sale, an installa- 
tion charge is made and certificates from 
both Underwriters and City Electric Bu- 
reau are turned over to the customer. In 
such cases, radio set owners can look at 
any inspector without fear, trembling and 
worry about possible violations. 

Now, of course, will come the 1 1 and 
dolorous cries of the men guilty of the 
flexible cords tacked to walls and spliced 
under canopies, "the others are connecting 
up radio sets the same way and we must 
meet competition. Customers won't pay for 
a decent installation." 

That is not the truth. Armored cable 
does not cost much more than flexible cable. 
The trouble is these men do not know how 
to do the work without ruining entire ceil- 
ings or walls. They haven't the tools to 
fish 11X, most of them do not even know 
how to cut IIX, they do not know how to 
mix plaster and patch up the few holes that 
may be necessary to open in walls. They 
do not know whether plugging in a radio 
will overload a circuit or not, yet they will 
speak sagely of their high standing in the 
radio industry. 

It is as peculiar fact that men of this 
type get higher prices for repair ,jobs than 
good men who really know what is wrong 
with a set. Subconsciously knowing that 
they may have to spend much titre at the 
bench before actually finding what is wrong 
with a set, or that they may have to turn 
it over to sonic other man to fix, they 
have n standard diagnosis, "Burned out 
condenser block," and they show the set 
owner a list pries of :';16.93 or $14.R7; some 
radio organizations prize high price getters 
like this. 

this 

A City Inspector Speaks 
Mr. Whittaker of the New York City 

Bureau of Gas and Electricity and Mr. 
Cawley of the New York Board of Fire 
Underwriters take in the district bounded by 

, 

A_1, 
i 

I`{:.';;' 

w.f.: 

± -I i _ 

Power taps under canopies. .1. or to drops, 1:, 
arc not "cod( wiring." 

Fifth Avenue and the East River in 
Fifty- and Sixty Numbered streets in New 
York City. Since 711 Fifth Avenue, Park 
Avenue, ;and the East Side are included in 
this district, these men are able to speak 
from experience on radio for extreme wealth 
and extreme poverty; and also on a real ,job 
as exempli fied ita 711 Fifth Avenue, the home 
of stations R'l:.\i' and R'.11.. 

Jlr. Whittaker says, "To me, it semis that 
radio men do not realize the serious ton - 
seguenccs that may result front as had in- 
stallation. Just as surely as the noun who 
drives an auto without any brakes, or the 
maul vhio pumps gasoline with a glowing 
cigarette in his mouth, the man who tacks 
silk cord along a base, up a wall, and under 
the canopy of a fixture, is courting trouble. 

"Ignorance of the law cannot lie recog- 
nized as an excuse for its violation. As 
this principle is not peculiar to the electri- 
cal code, but is recognized by all governing 
bodies, a radio Service \Ian cannot take 
refuge behind the excuse that he didn't know 
this or that was a violation. 

the 

danger." Mr. Corlies, II 

"The most common condition that I find, 
seems to he that installation dues not receive 
the attention it should at the time of sale 
of radios. If the buyer w'ish,s hi have the 
radio placed in a certain position in a par- 
ticular room and there is no haase or wall 
receptacle there, why is that the fault of 
the firm selling the radio? Yet that seems 
to he their view) t and they will send a 
man up to connect the radio in as cheap a 
manner as possible. 

"If the buyer wishes the set in any par- 
ticular location, I don't sec why he or she 
shouldn't go to the expense involved in hav- 
ing the job done in an approved manner. If 
there are no receptacles, the radio or other 
appliance bought by the tenant has caused 
the condition of its being needed to arise. 
\ little courage on the part of the salesman 

oho would take the trouble of explaining 
this to a ay.toiuer, would Certainly make w ay 
for better installations. 

"Receptacles wired frutti fixtures with 
flexible cord, motor generators plated in 
closed, unventilated closets, anti usually with 
a lot of clothing and other combustible ma- 
terial thrown over them, splices made by 
merely hooking or twisting two wires to- 
gether, without solder or without rubber 
tape, gas pipe used as a ground, -these are 
violations and must be `written up wherever 
found. 

"It is false economy on the part of any 
radio dealer to permit his truck driver to do 
his radio installations. Some of the most 
slovenly .jobs I h ;ne ever seen, have had 
more tiuu and material cost, than it would 
take to pay an electrician to do the ,job 
rig/ht." 

Here we might add that fir. Whittaker 
has the power to enforce his stilntIatiuns 
with the aid of the police and ,judicial de- 
partments of the City of New York. Read- 
ers will observe, however, that fir. Whitta- 
ker is not denunciating or clamoring for the 
blood of the Service Man. Ile merely calls 
attention to things as he finds them and 

(Continued on page 504) 



Fig. A 
A simply sl.,,i :- ,h,rker and prcheater. 

T is now standard practice with manu- 
facturers of the better -grade tube -test- 
ing equipment to provide means for 
checking vacutml tubes for short cir- 

cuits between elements as a preliminary to 
operating tests; and, in some designs, pro- 
vision is also made for preheating the cath- 
ode type tubes. 

It is the purpose of this paper to touch 
briefly on several practical means of mak- 
ing these tests and to describe and illus- 
trate two working models embodying some 
of the principles discussed. It is not pro- 
posed to treat the subject in an altogether 
exhaustive manner. However, sufficient data 
will be given to enable any one to utilize 
such equipment as may be available in the 
design of a really practical test unit. 

A few general considerations will not be 

amiss its a prelude to actual detailed dis- 
cussion. To begin with, any short- testing 
device is essentially a foal of continuity 
test, and any device suitable for this pur- 
pose can be adapted to the checking of 
vacuum tubes for shorts between elements. 

Due however, to the need of a relatively 
simple and inexpensive arrangement, as well 
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SHORT - CHECKERS 
and PREHEATERS 

PART 1 I 

This is the first of a series of articles by Mr. Tillett 
describing the theory and construction of short checkers 

and preheaters 

By JESSE TILLE'l'T 

as One of reasonably high sensitivity, the 
number of really practical arrangements is 

I" "led to comparatively few. The need of 
a reasonably high order of sensitivity comes 

about by reason of the occasional existence 
of partial shorts and leakage paths between 
elements (such as cathode to beater) and 
for this reason such devices as flashlight 
bulbs, electric bumps, or any device requir- 
ing comparatively high current for its oper- 
ation are less effective that a more sensi- 
tive arrangement, such as a neon lamp, or 
a high resistance voltmeter (or its equiva- 
lent, a low range tail liamtneter with a series 
resistor appropriate to the meter range and 
test voltage used). 

A further considerat is the desirability 
of testing certain tube types for shorts 
"hot," that is, with correct voltage applied 
to heater or filament terminals. This is par- 
ticularly true of the cathode type tube and 
it is the writer's experience that in many 
cases shorts and leakage aabwlutcly fail to 
show up with tube "cold." This point 
seems to have been entirely overlooked in 

commercial designs. 

A Neon Tube Short -Tester 
Figure I show's an arrangetucnt which is 

quite flexible, inasmuch as it can be adapted 
to the use of either neon lamps or six -volt 
dial lights as indicating devices. In the 
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Fig. I. left. .1 simple short checker using fife neon lamps and na switches. 

Fig. 2. right. :1 .chart rhcrtcr asino One orma lamp and a rota rp switch. 

event of using the neon lamp, the windings 
on the transformer (see. Nos. 1, 2, 3, 3 (k. 5) 

should be IIlI volts. If six -volt dial lights 
are used, the windings will of course be 

six tolts. Note the fact that the ends of 
each of these windings are designated plus 
(+) and minus ( -), respectively, which 
simply means they are connected series aid- 
ing with the indicating device placed in the 
connecting lead, as shown. It is quite essen- 
tial to follow these exact connections. 'l'he 
sane circuit IN HIM he used with 1.5 -volt 
uni -cells in place of secondary windings I, 

2, :1, t LX 5 (observing sauce polarity) with 

a I.5 -volt flashlight bulb ht place of the 

neon lamps or six -volt dial lights. This, of 

course, in event :i.('. is not available. 
If using- noon bumps for indicators and 

testing the tithe "hot." it will be convenient 
to insert a u.5- to 1 -ulf. condenser in series 
with each tube element as shown by dotted 
lines. The reason for this will be discussed 
later during the description of Figs. i. and 
5: also some data as to the best type of 
neon lamps to use will be given. Note the 
teraninntion of filament (wads, at the left 
of the drawing, with "XX.' 'Phis practice 
is also followed in Fig. 2 and c plete 
explanation will be found in Fig. :3 and its 
;issocinliai text. If desired, a chart to in- 

dicate the rxaet elements shorted can he 

worked out along similar lines to that shown 

in connection with Fig. 2. 

Another Type of Tester 

Figure 2 was lifted bodily from a booklet 
distributed by Weston Electrical instru- 
ment (.'urpormtion entitled "t "ses of Elec- 
trical Instruments far Radio Testing." The 
only changes tieing the before -intentioned 
filament circuit termination "XX" to the 
right of the diagram, and the addition of 
the dotted lines indicating possible inser- 
tion of as condenser of 0.5- to 1 inf. in value 
as mentioned in Fig. I and explained in de- 

tail in Figs. 5 and li and the accompanying 
text. 

This condenser is only used in event it 

is desired to test the tube "hut" and then 
only in tonjunttiun with a neon lamp and 
1.('. The "code.' or chart. to indicate the 
exact elements shorted is given as an ex- 

ample of similar charts for other circuits 
also. 
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Fig. 4 
The diagram of the short -checker and preheater illustrated in the photographs. .Srnitches S1[1 

and SII'2 operate the entire unit. 

G -CG- Grid -Control Grid 
G -P- Grid -Plate 
G -F- Grid -Filament 
G -K- Grid - Cathode 
G- KG-Grid-Cat hode Grid 
CG- P- Control Grid -Plate 
K- KG - Ca t h od a -C a t h nd e 

Grid 
CG -F- Control Grid - 

Filament 

CG -K- Control Grid - 
Cathode 

CG -Kt'.- Control Grid. 
Cathode Grid 

P- F-Plate- Filament 
FP- K- Plate- Cathode 

G- Plate- ('athode Grid 
K- F- Cathode - Filament 

Like Fig. I, this circuit is also rather flex- 
ible, as it is possible to insert any other 
type of indicating device in place of the 
neon lamp, such as at dial light and dry 
cells, or an A.C. or D.C. voltmeter, etc., 
leaving out the series condenser in any ease 
where other than a neon lamp and IIo volts 
A.C. are used. The neon lamp is simple, 
sensitive, ragged and inexpensite however, 
and is recommended. 

In using any arrangement of this circuit 
other than the neon lamp and 110 volts 
A.C., it is recommended that the tube be 
checked with the filament or beater "cold.' 
which l' is the arrangement of the filament 
connections to that shown in either Figs. :3A 
or 3C. 

Filament Connections 
Figs. 3A, 311 and 3C show three practical 

types of filament connections, as illustrated 
in Figs. I and 2 and designated "XX" in 
each case. In [usury short -checking droves 
the practice is followed of putting a ,juniper 
across the filament as shown in 3A and this 

\ -A- 

-iT6ú0Öîfis 
IlO V 
A.0 

X 

NEON 
LAMP 

110 V,A.0 
OR 
D.C. 

-C- 

x 

f. 

Fig. 3 
The above three diagrams illustrate three 
methods of connecting the heaters of tubes to 

be tested. 

is O.K. if the short -check is made with the 
filament "cold." 3B illustrates it preheating 
arrangement and when this is used, the tube 
is checked "hot." Fig. 3C shows a method 
of checking for filament continuity which 
can be used in conjunction with pr(tically 
any short- checking circuit desired. How- 
ever, in connection with Fig. 2 it would be 

simpler and just as satisfactory to return 
the filament leads to two terminais on the 
bi -polar switch next to those marked K -F, 
or tu ana of those that are blank or unused, 
and thereby use the saune neon lamp used 
as short -indicator to indicate filament con - 
tinuity. (.)f course, other variations of heater 
connections are possible and one of then[ is 
shown in the arrangement of Fig. 5. 

A Short- Checker and Preheater 
Fig. 4 shows the diagram of an inter- 

esting short -checker and preheater and Figs. 
A and 11 show the external and back of 
panel vie-.vs. A satisfactory portahle tube - 
te5ler mats already availabie, but was not 
provided with means for preheating or 
checking fur shorts and such a device of 
small size was desired to use with it. This 
is an age of "'Midgets" so why not a midget 
short -checker and preheaterí 

This checker was accordingly built up on 
as 5a ¡r x IPA in. panel, and ctontained in st 

ease 117!;. in. deep inside and has proven very - 
satisfactory. Note that two I).P.1).'1'. push 
type switches serve to connect the va s 

tube elements to the plate and to the fila- 
ment of the tube uriner test in turn, and 
in various combinations. It is not usually- 
imnpurtunt tu know t es a et elements be- 
tween which a short exists as a short be- 
twcln any of the elements renders the tube 
useless. 

The two switches mentioned are desig- 
nated SCI and SW'2 in the diagram and 
they need only be pushed in turn (not to- 
gether) to indicate every possible short in 
the tube. The reference points (or points 
of connection for the two sides of the test 
circuit) are the plate and filament respec- 
tively, and as stated the two plush switches 
serve to connect the remaining elements in 
turn to the plate and to the filament circuit 
in proper combination to indicate all shorts. 

Switch SW3 adjusts the filament voltage 
to any one of four values, and the range 
of voltages shown is sufficient as it is per - 
ntissible to wake such tests at slightly- less 
than rated filament potential µhere the tuhe 
requires intermediate or higher values than 
those shown. 

Some types of tubes Intro so dimly as to 
make it diltietilt to determine whether they 
are lighted or not, and if at test of filament 
continuity ton these types is considered essen- 
tial, it is suggested that the circuit be al- 
tered to the extent shown in Fig. 411. This 
simply invoices adding a S.P.i).'l. push or 
toggle type switch, which in the uoruutl 
position completes the filament circuit 
through the fil -tat switch and when thrown 
to the other position checks filament con- 
tinuity on the same neon lamp used for the 
short -check. 

The Neon Lamp 
Note that the neon lamp is specified as 

G10 -0.5-watt A.C. only. This is the stan- 
dard designation used by General Electric 
Vapor Lamp ('umpany of Ilobuken, N. J. 
If the 0.5- to 1 -of. condenser is used in 
series with the neon lamp, as shown, it 

Fig. B 
Art iemler -th-r of the tester illustrated in Figs. 

.I and J. ()Nerve the simplicity. 

is possible to use other types of neon lamps. 
If the condenser is omitted, it is absolutely 
necessary to use the above type lamp in 
order to permit the tube being tested "hot," 
as otherwise the neon Iatlh will glow even 
though no short exists. 'Phis is due to the 
rectified plate current. IIowever, using the 
type lamp specified, only one of the two 
electrodes in the lamp will glow as the 
electrodes are polarized, the glow taking 
place on the negative electrode, and as the 
normal rectified plate current is a pulsating 
ILC. current, partaking of some of the 
characteristics of both the :t (' supply and 
also 1).('., the tone electrode glows though 
the lamp is ostensibly responsive to A.C. 
only. This may not be objectionable to the 
user as no short exists unless both elec- 
trodes glow, which they will do when A.C. 
is impressed across the lamp due to a di- 
rect tube short. 

(('ontinued on lodge 498) 
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Improving Operation 
(PRIZE AWARD.) 

Rewiring Battery Receivers for 2 -Volt Tubes. 

By B. T. STUBBS 

the present "depression," the Service I Man can pick up quite a few jobs re- 
wiring older model battery radios for 
the new low current "2- volt" (filament) 
tubes. In my case, I have rewired several 
models for owners whose storage battery 
developed a dead cell. With their machine 
using the 2 -volt tubes, they are able to con- 
tinue fusing the old haters', one cell at a 
time. When the old battery is no longer 
usable, they can use the new "air cell." 

Figure 1 shows the Atwater Kent Models 

"33" and "49," rewired for 2 -volt tubes. 
Since with 90 volts "B" on the R.F. tube - 
plates, a negative bins of 41/ volts is re- 
quired, the secondaries of the first three 
11F. transformers are disconnected from 
the filment, grounded through a .5 -nef. con- 
denser, and brought out to the "C" con- 
nection. There are only six wires in the 
cable, so the detector "I1 plus" is cut loose 
and connected to the R.F. and first audio 
plate -lead through a 10,000 -ohm resistor and 
bypassed by a .5 -inf. condenser. Then, the 
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Fig. I 
Schematic diagram of the Atwater Kent Models "33" and "49" rewired for 2 -volt tube opera- 

tion. The "C" connections for the R.F. stages are grounded through a .5 -mf. condenser. 

$10 FOR PRIZE SERVICE 
WRINKLE 

Previous experience has indicated :bar 

many Service Men, during their daily work. 
have run across some very excellent 

Wrinkles, which would be of great intere -1 

to their fellow Service Men 

As an incentive toward obtaining infor- 
mation of this type, RADIO -CRAFT will pay 

$10.00 to the Service Man submitting the 

best all- around Radio Service Wrinkle each 

mouth. All checks are mailed upon publi- 

cation. 

The judges are the editors of RADIO -CRAF r. 
and their decisions arc final. No unused 
manuscripts can be retuned. 

Follow these simple rules: Write, o 

preferably type, on one side of the sheet. 
r 

giving a clear description of the best Radio 
Service Wrinkle you know of. Simple 
sketches in free -hand are satisfactory-, a< 

long as they explain the idea. You may 
send in as many Wrinkles as you please. 
Everyone is eligible for the prize except em- 
ployees of RADIO -CRAFT and their families. 

The contest closes the 15th of every month. 
by which time all the Wrinkles must be re- 
ceived for the next month. 

Send all contributions to the Editor, Ser- 
vice Wrinkles, c -o RADIO- CRAFT. 98 Park 
Place, New York City. 

wire in the cable that originally went to the 

detector (the yellow wire) is connected to 
the R.F. grist lead, and also to the first 
A.F. transformer grid return lead. 

The best vol control found was the 
use of the "antenna adjusting condenser," 
as this has a knob on the front panel for 
manual adjustment. Of course, the fila- 
ments are cut loose from the two rheostats 
Ind connected direct. If an "air cell" type 
of "A" supply is to be used, a .7 -ohms re- 
sistance is wired in at point marked X. 

(Continued on page 494) 

The Service Man's Forum 
Where His Findings May Benefit Other Radio Technicians 

ATWATER KENT SERVICE MANUALS 
is ail o r. It Aulo- t'R.tr-t: 

In the December issue of ltnoo- CRAr-r 
under the department "Service lan s 

Forum," appears a letter from a Mr. Jack 
Levine of Worcester, Mass. While we ap- 
preciate \ír. I.evine's letter and his favor- 
able comments on the Atwater Kent Service 
Manual, we wish to correct an impression 
which may be conveyed by his letter, in re- 
gard to our policy with reference to re- 
quests for the Ma al from independent 
Service Men or service companies. 

Service Manuals and Supplements are 
furnished direct froid the factory to Atwater 
Kent distributors and dealers only. Re- 
quests which we receive from independent 
service e panics or dealers not handling 
the Atwater Kent line, are always referred 
to the local Atwater Kent distributor. Our 
distributors carry a stock of Service Man- 
uals, and if in their ,judgment additional 
service on Atwater Kent radio is needed 
in the locality front which the request comes, 
the distributor is at liberty to furnish a 

Manual from his stock to the party making 
the request. 

In the majority of eases, the local Atwater 
Kent dealer is able to perform any ordinary 
sery ice which might be required, but there 
are occasionally exceptions, and we believe 
our local distributors, being thoroughly- fa- 
miliar with the conditions in their particular 
section of the country, are best able to 
make the decision in these matters. 

'ro every letter we receive asking for 
the Manual, a prompt and courteous reply is 
sent, advising that the inquiry is being re- 
ferred to the distributor for consideration. 

'l'he present Atwater Kent Service Manual 
consists of some 250 pages of printed matter 
and diagrams, covering sets from the early 
models of 1923, up to the present time. 
This is naturally an expensive publication, 
and it can be readily seen that it would he 

entirely impractical to furnish a copy in re- 
sponse to every one of the hundreds of 
requests received every month. 

We are indeed anxious to have Atwater 
Kent service adequately handled in all lo- 

t-a Iitit's, but it can readily be appreciated 
that it would not be advisable to place a 

publication of this nature in the hands of 
anyone without discrimination or considera- 
tion of ability or equipment. We feel that 
our local distributors are the logical people 
to determine, through their salesmen or 
dealers, the qualifications of any particular 
party asking for our Manual, and the re- 
quirements for additional service in the 
section from which the request comes. 

We believe every fair -minded Service Man 
or company will appreciate the factory's 
point of view in this matter, and hope we 
have clarified this matter for all who might 
be interested. 

.\.vane :R KE:xr MEG. ('o.. 
t.. A. ('tl.tRa "NN11R, Setrier .Urrnayer. 

(This department has received ninny let- 
ters from Service Men who have vainly 
attempted to obtain Atwater Ke:.t Service 
Manuals, and about an equal number from 
men who have obtained them. Naturally, 

(('oalitnced Ole ¡)fIge 494) 
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Operating Notes 
The Analysis of Radio Receiver Symptoms 

I 1. increasing popul.irily of radio- 
. phonograph couihivations has tended 

to broaden the ..rope of radio Service 
)fen. 'tike new field opened up by 

the advent of radio -phono combinations, and 
Issue "Talkie" outfits has made it necessary 
for every man to have a closer working 
knowledge of the principles of electricity 
and sound. A wide acquaintance with audio 
amplifiers is no longer amiss in the servic- 
ing of these new outfits. 

MOWING LOCATION OF 500 -OMM 
GRID SUPPRESSORS 

Fig. 2 

Chassis layout of the bolster K20 series show- 
inn the location of the grid suppressors. 

Perhaps the very first point that should 
be well known is the fact that distortion in 
record reproduction is not always IIused 
by defcrtive audio amplifiers or dynamic 
reproducers. .\ most usual cause of this 
complaint is improper speed of the turn- 
table. Most Service Men knout- that the 
speed (if the turntable should he seventy - 
eight revolutions per minute. For speed 
adjustment, some outfits supply a strobo- 
scope, but the most common method is to 
insert a two -inch strip of paper about one 
inch between the record and turntable. With 
the record platting (pickup in position), 
the revolutions should be checked with a 
watch. When the speed is slow, more dis- 
tortion results than when the rate is fast. 
However, for perfect reproduction, it is 
necessary that the phono speed be exact 
or as nearly so as possible. 

In the centering of the armature of any 
magnetic pickup, it is extremely important 
that the magnet be kept in contact with the 
Dole pieces or some other piece of iron or 
steel, should the magnet be r %moved for 
the necessary adjustment of the pickup. 
If the magnet is kept free for only a few 
moments, it is enough to impair and some- 
times ruin the permeability and the effec- 
tiveness of the magnet as a pickup device. 
it is very simple to slide the magnet, keep- 
ing it engaged with the pole pieces, for ease 
in adjusting the armature. A weak magnet 
will cause weak volume and distortion. 

Most pickups employ a strip of soft 

By BERTRAM M. FREED 
rubber ns a centering device for the arma- 
ture and also as a damper for too rapid 
vibration of the armature. When the pick- 
up is kept inactive l'or some length of tiene, 
the robber strip will harden and throw the 
armature off to ont side, no matter how 
many tintes, all adjustment is made. The 
remedy in this case, is replacement of the 
rubber damper. .\ good phonograph record 
to use in testing the low frequency response 
of a magnetic pickup is Victor record No. 
211.21, which has notes below 60 cycles re- 
corded on it. 

Rediole Model "48" 
When employing a magnetic pickup with 

the Hii¿lioln "48" receiver and similar Victor 
models, it is best to use a pickup with 
an input transformer coupled to the proper 
terminals on the terminal strip of the re- 
ceiver. It occasionally (happens, however, 
that an annoying hunt will result while it 
record is being reproduced. This condition 
can be eliminated by shunting a 5010-ohm 
resistor across the phono input -transformer 
secondary. 

In the new ItCA phono -radio combination, 
records other than Victor will not operate 
the :tidonmtic record- changing device, due 
to the difference in record- rejecting grooves. 
The Victor records have an eccentric groove, 
while others have concentric grooves. How- 
ever, provision for these other records has 
already been made. 

By the addition of a new part, which 
can he obtained front the distributor, any 
record can be made to operate the record - 
changing device. The trip-ant that oper- 

Fig. 1 

Diagram of t/:i Sonora model '.144" power 
unit. An open bleeder ;rill increase all twit- 

ages. 

aces the stop switch should be removed from 
the mechanism. Oft this part will he found 
two holes already drilled to take the ma- 
chine screws that hold the new part on the 
trip -arm. This part is slotted so that an 
adjustment ¿iii easily he made by sliding 
to the proper position. The two screw's 
pass through the slot, through the drilled 
files, and screw into the threaded strip 
that is supplied. The screws should not 

he firmly tightened until the trip -arm has 
been fastened into place. like part should 
be set. so that the stop switch operates at 
the proper time. The machine screws should 
then he tightened. 

Fig. 3 

Detall schematic of the Fada "43" detector 
unit. An open chassis -to- screen resistor caused 

distortion. 

Brunswicks 

The Brunswick .\iitonuttic phono -radio 
combination met with wide favor because 
of its low price and cianimrattivc simplicity. 
Certain precautions must be taken for 
proper instillation and operation. The out- 
fit is a heavy one but it is important that 
the cabinet stand on a level floor. Should 
the cabinet he tilted, the pickup arm will 
swing too far and start from a quarter to 
one -half inch from the beginning of the 
record. The loading compartment holds 
twenty records, and care should be taken 
that the records should not exceed that 
number and that each record be straight. 

A warped record will jam the mechanism 
and perhaps seriously injure its operation. 
The common troubles on model "42" are 
but few and it need not be said of therm. 
Soviet' -s, after the mechanism has been 
started, the records start rejecting continu- 
ously. 'Phis condition is a usual sign of a 
jammed solenoid plunger. To straighten 
this trouble, it will he necessary to loosen 
the two screws holding the solenoid to the 
iron frame and re-center the solenoid to 
free the action of the plunger. On some 
occasions, the motor will operate but the 
changing mechanism does not. Isere, the 
solenoid should be tested. Usually, in the 
latter symptom, the sole 1 will be found 
burnt out. 

When the motor stops after a few revo- 
lutions after the starting button has been 
pressed, look to the cycle switch beneath 
the gears. 

This switch will cause the above complaint 
by failing to make proper contact. How- 
ever, a shorted cycle switch will cause the 
condition where operation of the off -on 
switch will fail to stop the motor. SI Id 
the motor stall or lose power while chang- 
ing records, it would be wise to clean the 

(Continued on page 501) 
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MAJESTIC MODEL 25-9 -TUBE TWIN -DETECTOR 

Superheterodyne Receiver Models Brentwood, Cheltenwood, and Brucewood 

Three new Majestic receiver models intro- 
duced by Grigsby- Grunow Co., Chicago, III., 
have features of special interest to Service Men. 
These models, the Brentwood (Jacobean Low- 
boy), Brucewood (grandfather clock pattern). 
and Cheltenwood (highboy) incorporate "twin 
power detection," a type of rectification which 
was used in the Science Museum (London, 
Eng.) receiver, which was first described in 
America (at any length) in the April and May, 
1931 issues of RADIO- CRAFT; this detector action 
was still further analyzed and discussed in 
the November, 1931 issue, page 298. The first 
reference to the Science Museum set (which 
incorporated the "'paraphasing" or twin power 
detection circuit) as a "perfect quality" receiver, 
was the original title, "A Perfect Quality Dem- 
onstration Receiver," in the April issue. It is 

recommended that Service Men refer to these 
articles in order to familiarize themselves with 
the theory and operation of such "two-detector- 
tube" circuits. 

It is inadvisable to use any but Majestic 
tubes in these receivers, since tube shielding, 
which is part of the design of those tubes with 
code numbers terminating in the letter S, is 
essential to the correct operation of the several 
circuits. 

Operating characteristics for the tube circuits 
of the Model 25 chassis are as follows: Fila- 
ment potential, VI to V8, 2.5 V.; V9, 5 V. 
Plate potential, VI, V2, V4, 260 V.; V3, 90 V.; 
VS. V6, 115 V.; V7, V8, 245 V.; V9, 400 V. 
Plate current, VI, 5 ma.; V2, 1. ma.; V3, 
3.5 ma.; V4, 5.5 ma.; VS, V6, 14 ma.; V7, 
V8, 32 ma.; V9, 120 ma. (total). Filament - 
to- ground potential, V7, V8, 16.5 V. Cathode 
potential, VI. V4, 3.5 V.; V2, 8 V. Screen - 
grid potential, VI, V2, V4, 90 V.; V7, V8, 
260 V. First filter condenser D.C., 385 V.: 
<eco nd condenser, 330 V. Field coil, 70 V. 
( Measurements to ground at 115 V.. line po- 
tential, and volume control set at maximum.) 

The Model 25 chassis employs the efficient 
superheterodyne circuit designed with a greater 
number of tuned stages to give the character- 
istics of uniform high sensitivity, single -channel 
selectivity (10 kc.), and nearly perfect A.F. 
response. 
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-fhe circuit from antenna to speaker is ar- 
ranged as follows: pre -selector, first -detector, 
oscillator, I.F. amplifier, second- detector (twin 
lower detection), push -pull pentale power am- 
plifier stage. Nine tubes are employed in the 
above mentioned circuits. 

The Model 25 superheterodyne circuit differs 
from the regular superheterodyne circuit em- 
ployed in the customary receivers, in that the 
design of the second- detector stage (through 
the use of twin-detectors) provides an almost 
perfect fidelity of signal output from the 
speaker. 

The R.F. amplifier, first-detector, and I.F. 
amplifier are biased by the volume control, and 
a balance resistor of 160 ohms (contained within 
the control), which are in the cathode circuit of 
these tubes. The twin power detectors have 
in their grid circuit a !í -mpg. resistor which 
returns to ground. 

Control of volume is obtained in the Model 
25 chassis by a 6,500 -ohm control which varies 
the bias of the R.P. amplifier, first -detector, and 
I.F. amplifier stages. 

In cases where low sensitivity is encountered, 
the trst step taken to remedy the condition 
should be the checking of the R.P. types 6-51 
and C -51 -S tubes. Trades having a low am- 
plification factor in any of these positions will 
seriously affect the sensitivity of the receiver. 
These procedures should always be taken prior 
to any attempts at remedy by realignment of 
the condenser gang. 

The power supply system of the Model 25 
chassis consists of a power transformer, filter 
twit. and dynamic speaker field. The filter unit 
contains two 8 -mf. especially designed dry elec- 
trolytic condensers, a liberally designed choke, 
and the speaker field in addition. 

In checking the alignment of the Model 25 

chassis, the I.F. transformers should not be 

aligned unless there is definite reason to believe 
that they are out of adjustment. The setting of 
these transformers at the factory is more or 
less permanent, and should not need further 
adjustment. except in rare cases. In all align- 
ment procedure at output meter must he used. 

The procedure in aligning the R.F. and oscil- 
lator tuning condensers is as follows: (1), tune 
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in a station in the vicinity of 1,500 kc., or put 
the output of a local oscillator (if available) 
into the receiver; (2). align the RF. stage, 

and oscillator toiling condenser (the R.P. stage 

and oscillator aligning condensers are on the 

gang condenser). 

Under-view of the model 25 chassis. .111 

parts are labeled for the COI1Ven11,ICC of 
Service olden. 

To align the oscillator tracking condenser, 
the steps are as follows: (1), Tune in a local 
oscillator, set at atout 600 kc.; (2), adjust both 
the tuning control and tracking condenser si- 
multaneously to give maximum signal as noted 
on an output meter. This will be obtained by 

"rocking" the tuning control across the reso- 

nance point while adjusting the tracking con- 
denser to give maximum output at the point 
of resonance. (This operation cannot be per- 
formed without a local oscillator and output 
meter.) 

The alignment of the R.P. oscillator aligning 
condensers now should be checked in the vicinity 
of 1.500 kc. 

The color code of the lower transformer is 

as follows: Start and finish of primary wind- 
ing, yellow; start and finish of anode. red; cen- 
ter -tap (anode), black: start and finish of No. 1 

heater. black: start and finish of No. 2 heater, 
yellow; start and finish of 5 -V. filament, black; 
center -tap of No. 1 heater, red. 
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HOWARD MODEL 45 A. V. C. SUPERHETERODYNE 
WITH MODEL. A. V. H. CHASSIS 

The values of the components of this receiver 
chassis are as follows: Resistors kI. R3, R5. 
Ys -meg. (A -watt); R2, Rfi, 500 ohms ( - 

watt); R4, 6.000 ohms (Ve- watt); R7. 30,1100 
ohms; R8. volume control, !i -meg.; R9. % meg.; 
RIO, 3,000 ohms; RI I. 2.000 ohms; k12, RI3. 
150,000 ohms (! ;-w;ttt) ; 1(14. 2 megs. : IC15- 
R16- 1(17- R18 -R19. voltage divider, 9,900 ohms; 
R20, R21, 10 ohms (center- tapped): l22. 200 
ohms. 

Condensers ('4. C5. Co. C7, I.F. trimmers; 
C8. C9, 010. C15. CI6. 0.1 -mf.; C11, .n0025- 
mf.; C12, .001 -mf.; ('17, C18, 11.25 -mf.; C19, 
C23. 0.5 -mf.; C21, .n5 -mf.; ('24. I. mf.; C25. 
C26, 8 mf. (420 volts); ('27. 4 mf. (420 volts). 

In the interest of obtaining lest results with 
the Automatic Volume Control receiver, it is 
important that the type '27 control tube \'9 
be a selected one, with a definite plate current 
cut -off when tested at 1811 volts plate and 20 
colts bias on the grid. This cut -off should is 
less than 5 microamperes. If there is no means 
available for checking the tube (in the form of 
a special tube tester). an immediate check for 
tube performance can be obtained in the set 
itself. 

For instance. disconnect the antenna and 
short- circuit the aerial lead, leaving the con- 
trol tube out of the socket, and note the swing 
of the tuning meter. Then insert the tide in 
the socket and if it is a good automatic volume 
control tube, there should Ge no change in the 
position of the pointer on the tuning meter. 
If there is a change in the position of the tun- 
ing meter pointer, namely, a swing toward the 
right, it is an indication that the . \. \'.l'. tube 
does not have a definite plate cud -off; instead. 
it is drawing plate current and as a result the 
bias voltage on the regular R.F. and I.F. tubes 
has been raised. with the consequent cutting 
down in plate current. 

The Model 45 speaker has a 350ohm field, 
and as such it cannot be used with the Models 
35 and 40 receivers. 

The receiver housed in the regular cabinet 
is the "Model 45 "; the chassis is the "Model 
A VII." 

The automatic volume control functions in 
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holding the stcuud- detector input voltage at a 
definite level. a system which is different from 
that in other receivers. A reduction of back- 
ground nuises, between stations, will be noted. 

The only service met with to date on the 
\fold "II" receiver has been in connection 
with the shorting out of the R. F. plate bypass 
condenser, the red lead of which may accident. 
ally become wedged underneath the first I.P. 
coil can. The insulation does not cut through 
immediately but. after being in service for a 
number of days. the pressure on the insula- 
tion may lu: such as to gradually cut through 
it, shorting out the plate bypass condenser, and 
thus producing zero voltage on the plates of 
the R. F.. first detector, and I.F. tubes. 

The .\:\'.C. tube is so connected by means 
of a 2- megohm resistor. RI4, that the grid is 
at absolute "Il -" potential. The cathode of 
the tale is connected to a point on the voltage 
divider which is at 24 volts positive, with re- 
spect to "13 -" or the grid. 'there then exists 
between the cathode and the grid a potential 
difference of 24 volts with the grid negative 
by this amount. The plate of this tube con- 
nects to ground by means of two 150,000 -ohm re- 
sistors, RI2- 1213- Since ground is connected to 
124 volts, positive (with respect to "1; -") there 
exists between the cathode and the plate a po- 
tential difference of 100 volts. In order to 
bypass any R.P. energy which may appear on 
the plate, a ton- inductive condenser C22 is 
connected from the plate of the A.F.C. tube 
to the cathode. 

With the condition of no- signal there exists 
a bias of 24 volts and a plate potential of 100 
volts. Under these conditions. there is no 
plate current flowing and the tube is said to 
be adjusted to cut -off. Since no plate current 
is flowing. there exists no voltage drop across 
the plate circuit resistors and, therefore, there 
is no bias voltage on the grids of the controlled 
tubes. The only bias on the R.F., first detector, 
and I.P. is caused by the respective voltage 
drops across their cathode resistors. These re- 
sistors are designed to give the most sensitive 
operating point. 

In the ease of a received signal, energy passes 

through the receiver to the second -detector grid. 
Isere the A.V.C. (automatic volume control) 
tube grid. and the second- detector grid, arc in 
parallel. The signal voltage is fed to the grid 
of the A.V.C. tube through a small fixed con- 
denser. C11. 

It will be seen that during the positive half 
of the incoming cycle, the peak voltage of the 
signal swing subtracts from the original bias 
voltage; which means that the instantaneous 
bias on the tube is less than the original bias 
and the tube begins to draw current in its plate 
circuit. Since this current flows in the resistors 
in the plate circuit of the A.V.C. tube. there 
exists a voltage drop across these resistors; 
also, the flow of the electrons is from plate to 
ground so that the plate becomes negative with 
respect to ground. Now, since the original po- 
tential of the cathode of the R.F., first-detector, 
and I.P. tubes is positive with respect to ground, 
it follows that if the grids of the respective 
tubes are connected to a resistor in the plate 
circuit of the A.F.C. tube, that any potential 
existing across this resistor is added to the 
original bias and makes the grids more nega- 
tive than the original bias by the amount of the 
voltage drop across the resistor in the A.V.C. 
tube plate. 

It is at once apparent that the greater the 
signal voltage appearing at the grid of the 
A.F.C. tube, the more plate current will flow 
in the plate circuit: an increase in plate cur- 
rent means an increase in bias on the R.F., 
first- detector. and I.F. tubes; an increased bias 
on these tubes means less amplification and. 
therefore. less grid swing on the second- detec- 
tor and A.V.C. tube. This cycle goes on until 
a constant voltage is obtained across the second- 
detector input, or, in other words, until a con- 
dition of equilibrium is reached. 

Since R8 is located where the tone control is 
normally connected. it was necessary to relocate 
the tone control, ('13- R9 -C14. As less resist- 
ance is included between the two condensers, 
they become more effective in by-,assing the 
higher audio frequencies; at the same time, they 
resonate the primary of T2 to a lower audio 
frequency. 
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Resistor R1S is 450 ohms; R16, 3,000; R17, 3.750; R18, 2,250; R19, 450. Condensers C13-C14, 0.1-mf.: C20, .0009-mf. 
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A Self-Powered 
S -W Converter 

A n attachment that enables the reception 

of foreign stations 

]; N1. 1 í. GERNSBACK 

Mof the .horluse voovcrters 

that are now in line have several 
roils, at least one for the oscillator 
alai one for the antenna stage. In 

order to change :van eleugth hands, it then 
becomes neces.s,nry to change at least two 
coils. In the converter to be described. all 
of the coils are wound on a single form and 
at single stage of I.F. is iiicorporaiteil in an 

attempt to minimize any stray pickup. 
The converter itself, illustrated in Figs. .\ 

and It. is a. "three-tube- affair consisting of 
a modulator. an oscillator and an intermedi- 
ate frequency amplifier. In addition, it cOli- 
taiins at built -in power unit. eliminating the 
necessity of tapping the current supply of 
the broadcast receiver. 

The short -wave range is covered by three 
plug -in coils. . %il the inductances used in 
the converter for any one range are wound 
on one furs, eliminating the necessity for 
separate sets of plug -in coils for each band. 
There are six contacts on each of these 

fort ts. five of which are brought out to a 

regulation t'Y -type hase, the sixth being in 
the form of at special wiping contact on the 
side of the coil form. The coil forms are 
tubular with an outside diameter of 11/ ins. 
ao,d a length of 2a.; ins. 

Coil Construction 
('nil No. 1 covers the band from 80 to 200 

meters and is tight -wound with No. 24. 

enameled wire; 10 turns are used for the 
antenna coil, 34 turns for the modulator coil, 

Fig. B 

Chassis ;ire of the self.p,rerrrd S -If' converter. .alt that nerd be done is to connect the con- 

verter to the receiver in order to receive short-ware stations. 

Fig. A 
Front vicar of the S -if' converter. 

13 turns for the oseillator -plate coil and 20 

turns for the oscillator -grid coil. 
Coil No. 2 covers the hand from 45 to 85 

meters. It consists of four coils wound tight 
with No. 22 enameled wire; 9 turns for the 
antenna coil, 20 turns for the modulator coil, 
11 turns for the oscillator -plate coil and 13 

turns for the oscillator -grid coil. 
Coil No. 3 covers the band from 15 to 49 

meters. This form is wound with No. 22 

enameled wire, but each turn is spaced from 
the adjacent turn by one thickness of wire. 
Eight turns are used for the antenna coil, 7 

turns for the modulator coil, 8 turns for the 
oscillator-plate coil and 7 turns for the os- 

cillator -grid coil. 
The oscillator is coupled to the lultor 

through the screen -grid of the modulator 
tube as shown in Fig. I. 

This converter differs fr the usual type 
in that it incorporates a sharply tuned stage 
of intermediate- frequency amplification fol- 
lowing the modulator. This I.F. amplifier 
has a high gain and is not merely at coupling 
stage between the modulator and the broad- 
cast receiver. 'l'he frequency of this inter- 
mediate stage is adjustable by paeans of the 
trimmer condenser Cl located at the back 
of the chassis, and may he varied between 
900 and 1100 kilocyeics. The circuit has a 

resonant peak in the vicinity of 1000 kc.aand 
should he operated there for hest results un- 
less there is a strong broadcast signal near 
that frequency which might cause interfer- 
ence. 

The main tuning control is the variable 
condenser C3 which is placed in the grid 
circuit of the oscillator tube. The modulator 
tuning condenser C2 is used as auxiliary con- 
trol for fine tuning after the carrier has 

been tuned in on the main dial. 
By means of a D.P.D :1'. switch controlled 

from the front panel, the aerial mar be con- 
nected directly to the broadcast receiver or 
it may be connected to the converter input. 
At the same time, the output of the con- 
verter is connected to the aerial connection 
of the broadcast receiver. It is not neces- 
sary to make any changes in the connections 
between the converter and the broadcast set 
once the initial installation has been made 
as the switch takes care of this. 

'l'he tubes required for operation arc: one 

type '27 for the oscillator, two type '35 for 
the modulator and the intermediate fre- 
quency stage, and one type '80 for the power 
supply. The heaters of the tubes are oper- 
ated on A.C. from the power transformer. 

(Continued on page 502) 
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THE FINEST 
BROADCAST RECEIVER 

THAT CAN BE HAD 

In the 716 -683 

Ten -Tube Broadcast 
Two -Unit Super 

Pentodes in Push -Pull 
Three -Vario -Mu Tubes 
Double Tone -Control 
Fractional Microvolt 

Sensitivity 
10 kc. Selectivity 

111/4" Electro- Dynamic 
Speaker 

The 716 tuner as described above, completely factory wired, 
tested and RCA licensed. Size 16%" long, 10! 2" deep (ex- 
clusive of controls) 7h" high. Shipping weight 25 lbs. 

Price $69.50 LIST 
The 683 amplifier is intended primarily for use with the 

716 Tuner. Supplies required B, C. and heater currents. De- 
signed to use with 855B Speaker (800 ohm field). See Page 
7 of catalog for complete description. Factory wired and 
tested, RCA licensed..._.. ...._.._.._.._.._.._.._...Price $69.50 LIST 

No All -Wave Receiver Will Beat the 726SW 
In the 726SW -- 

Tubes required: 2- '24's, 3- '27's, 3 -'51's, 2- '47's, 1 -'80. 
726SW All -Wave Superheterodyne, complete as de- 

scribed above, wired, tested, licensed, including S-M 855 
111x" electro-dynamic speaker unit. Size 202" long, 12" 
deep, 8I¡" high. 110 volt A. C.. ...... _Price $139.50 LIST 

SILVER-MARSHALL, Inc. 
6457 West 65th Street Chicago, U. S. A. 

Canadian Division: 
SILVER- MARSHALL of CANADA, Ltd. 

75 Sherbourne Street, Toronto 

Export Office: 41 Water Street, New York City, U.S. A. 

Nine -Tube Broadcast Super 
Eleven -Tube Short -Wave 

Super 
No Plug -in Coils 

Pentodes in Push -Pull 
Three Vario -Mu Tubes 

Sensitivity Between .45 and .7 
Microvolts per Meter 

Selectivity Absolute 10 kc. 
111/4" Electro- Dynamic 

Speaker 
! 

MIM111 

SILVER -MARSHALL, Inc. 
6457 W. 65th Street, Chicago, U. S. A. 

Please send me full technical details on the S-M 
716.683 (enclosed you will find 2c). 

Please send full technical details on the S-M 726SW 
(enclosed you will find 2c). 

Please send me FREE your November General 
is arts Catalog. 

Name . - .._.. 

Address .. 

a a 
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RADIOCRAFT KINKS 
Practical hints from experimenters' private laboratories. 

Prize Award, $5.00 
BUILDING A RESISTANCE 

CALCULATOR 

By S. H. Burns 

F T\\' experimenters are fortunate enough 
to have an ohmmeter or other instrument 

for the measurement of resistance. 'There 
is no end to the ocrasions that call for the 
use of some such device, even while ea rrying 
on the simplest of experiments. 

With the current and the voltage known, 
the resistance can hr calculated by apply- 
ing the formula for resistance in Ohm's Law. 
.\ voltmeter and a millia mueter, when used 
ill connection with a batten-, will give these 
values. 'l'he disadvantage of this method 
is in Having a Voltage supp that is con- 
stant while the current that must flow 
through the resistance bring measured. is 
drawn from it. 'Then too, a considerable 
variation in the voltage must be available 
to accommodate the measurement of greatly 
different resistance values with any degree 
of accuracy. For a low resistance measure- 
ment, it is not possible to use :t high volt- 
age; on the other hand, when dealing with 
higher values the voltage sl Id be increased. 

Where the work can be done quickly-, 
batteries are satisfactory, but oftentimes 
the voltage required for accuracy may he 

as high as 110 volts. In these day's of bat- 
tery eliminators, it is somewhat of a prob- 
lem to secure this battery voltage. 

-A Reliable Voltage Source 

Various schemes were tried out while 
searching for something that would supply 
any reasonable voltage for as long a time 
as was necessary to complete the work at 
hand. It was decided that 100 volts wo,ld 
be sufficient for all requirements. The A.C. 
lighting circuit seemed to offer an unfailing 
source of energy. Now to convert this 
into the direct current required. After dis- 
carding several ideas as altogether too c0111- 

plitated, the scheme illustrated in Fig. 1 

was adopted. 

26 

LINE 

V 

Fig. 1, left 
Theoretical circuit of the resistance calculator. 

Fig. 2, right 
Final circuit diagram of the calrndator. 

'l'he only things needed are a tube for 
rectifying and a variable resistance to regu- 
late the voltage output .supply. Several tubes 
were tried and a '''r was selected since the 
rectified voltage was plenty high enough and 
the current output sufficient. Then also, 
most experimenters will have several of these 
tubes not in use since they have been re- 
placed by other types. 

$5 FOR A PRACTICAL RADIO 
KINK 

As an incentive toward obtaining radio 

hints and experimental short -cuts, Rout o. 

('RAFT Will pay $5.00 for the best one sub- 

mitted each month. Checks will be mailed 

upon publication of the article. 
The judges are the editors of RADIO-CRAFT 

and their decisions are final. No unused 

manuscripts are returned. 
hollow these simple rules: \\'rite, or 

preferably type, on one side of the sheet. 

giving a clear description of the best radio 

-kink'' you know of. Simple sketches in 

free -hand are satisfactory. as long as they 

explain the idea. Von can send in : 

m:u,y kinks as you wish. Everyone is elig 
ible for the prize except employees of RADIO 

CRAFT :mud their families. 
This contest closes on the 15th of every 

month, by which time all the Kinks must Is 

received for the next month. 

Send all contributions to Editor, Kink- 
Department, c -o RADIO- CRAFT, 98 Park 
Place. New York City. 

The 110 -volt line has one side tied to the 
grid and plate terminals of the tube while 
the otiter side of tilt. line is not connected to 
the rectifying tube directly. A variable re- 
sistance of 23,01t0 ohms is in series with the 
tuba filament and the other side of the line. 
The 2 -tuf. condenser shown across this re- 
sistance levels out the rectified voltage just 
as ill any rectifying circuit. It can he of the 
low -voltage bypass type since the voltage is 

not great. 
The filament of a '26 operates on 1.5 volts 

and consumes 1.0.5 :mops. An idle filament 
transformer haying such a winding can be 

used for this; or, if one is not handy and 
the device is to be made more or less perma- 
nent, a heater transformer can be quickly 
made. For the core, re e the laminations 
from a burned -out audio transformer. That 
portion of the care inside the coil is in most 
cases abut t!,-in. square. 

If the dismantled transformer had a hob - 
bin in which its coil was wound. remove the 
wire and use the bobbin for the new coil. 
Otherwise, a forms can be easily made of 
cardboard. The total current is low, there- 

fore a primary wound with No. 32 B&S wire 
will earn' it. Using this wire with enamel 
insulation, or better still, enamel and silk, 
wind IStM) turns on the coil and insulate it 
with tape. As the wire is quite thin, flexibly 
leads had best be soldered to the start and 
finish of this primary. The 1.5 -volt winding 
consists of 2l turns of No. 211 lt&S enameled 
wire. Cover the coil with tape to protect 
the wire. The lauiinittiuns should now he put 
hack in place in the new coil. 'l'o eliminate 
,my tendency to hum, dip the transformer 

into a put of melted wax; this when cool 
will hold everything firmly. 

The Variable Voltage Feature 

In Fig. 2, the parts are shown connected 
diagrammatically. It is the connection from 
the movable arm on the 25,INN1 -ohm resistor 
that gives the voltage and current used for 
our purpose. \With the arm at tite end near- 
est the filament connection, the voltage ob- 
tained will be 1/N1 volts when the maximum 
of 10 ma. is being used. 'l'he drain through 
the resistance will he ti bout .1 ma., staking 
the total less than 15 ma. at max' . 

The meter connections are shown in this 
figure also. The voltmeter should have a 

0- 1110 -volt scale and preferably marked in 
10 -volt divisions. 'l'he 2510-olum resistance 
in series with the muillianuueter is only used 
when measuring low resistance, and can he 
cut in or out of the circuit at will, with the 
single pole switch shown. 

The Resistance Curve 

To eliminate the necessity of working out 
each resistance problem, the curve given in 
Fig. 3 is used. Along the lower edge appear 
the current values in milliamperes. The re- 
-i- tnnce in shuts is at the left, vertically. 
This curve gives the resistance value direety 
when the voltage used in measuring is 10. 

(Continued on page 303) 
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Over 

PROOF 

As agraduate and a student under your 
supervision. I have only the highest 
praise and satisfaction to offer. Any 
man of ordinary intelligence wanting to 
learn Radio could not help but master 
it by your method of trainint'. 

GEORGE A. KRESS, 
2997 Montclair Ave., Detroit, Michigan 

I am a Projectionist in charge at the 
Andelus theatre, r ently completed. 
You may quote me at any time or place; 
refer to me, if you wish, anyone who 
may be interested in this vast virgin 
11.1.1 of ail that pertains to Radio and 
its many allied industries. and I shall be 
delighted to champion honestly without 
any reservation, your courses. 

A. H. STRENG, 
3015 Woodburn Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio. 

To study Radio under R. L. Duncan is 
to learn it properly sot in a way that I. 
pleasant and fascinating. Once again 
thank you for your kind assistance and 
helpfulness. 

E. E. PRtcE, 
:rt cores.[ St., II., 
Atmore Joie, Soak., Canada. 

Although it has not ye. [aeon a year sines 
I enrolled for a course under your excel - 
lent supervision, I have opened a Radio 
S:rvicu Shop that is effective. success- 
ful and profitable. People come for my 
services from , verywbere. 

RUSSELL PEARCE, 
836 -18t1í Street, Des Moines, loua. 

25,000 Men 
karte been trained under 
mg supervision for tke 

Better Jobs 
in RADIO R. L DUNCAN, President 

Radio Training Schools 

IN hundreds of Broadcasting Stations . .. in 
Radio Manufacturing Plants throughout the 
country ... in Radio Laboratories ... in 

Wholesale and Retail Radio Stores... in Radio 
Servicing ... in Sound Motion Picture activities 
... on hundreds of ships that sail the Seven Seas 
. s . and even in the latest Television develop- 
ments -you will find ambitious men who have 
been trained under my direct supervision. 

I have devoted the last twelve years exclu- 
sively to the training of men for all branches of 
Radio. Employers in the Radio field recognize 
my methods of qualifying men and young men. 
I have geared my training to the rapid growth 
and development of the Radio industry. My 
courses, text books, methods and equipment are 
based on years of practical experience. 

And now, with the organization of my own 
independent Radio Training Schools, Inc., I am 
better prepared to help you than ever before, in 
training for the opportunities which the future 
of the ever -growing Radio industry will have to 
offer. 

You tee can train for Future Success 
in Radio 

The next few years will offer more prospects 
than ever before. The past several months offer 
positive proof that the trained man has the best 
chance. You still can get that training which 
will qualify you to gain a foothold in Radio. 
Study at home, in spare time, at minimum ex- 
pense. Earn while you learn. Capitalize your 
idle and spare time and reap the benefits of a 
trained man in a progressive industry - Radio. 

Make your Idle and Spare Time 
Profitable 

My courses include everything needed for thor- 
ough training. There are no "extras" or "specials" 
to cost you extra money. The lessons, text 
books, methods, correcting, grading and re- 
turning of examinations, all the extra help and 
personal consultation you need ... everything 
is provided until you complete your training. 

RADIO TRAINING SCHOOLS, INC. 
326 Broadway New York City 

And in addition you are assured predical as well 
as theoretical training. 

Ptak Your Dneek of Swift 
I am offering four distinct Radio training courses: 

1. Talking Motion Pictures -Sound 
2. Radio and Broadcast Operating 
3. Practical Radio Engineering 
4. Radio Service and Mechanics 

Each course is complete. Each starts out with 
simple principles well within your grasp. Each 
is right up to date, including latest develop- 
ments such as Television. Each prepares you 
for a good paying position. Each leads to a 
Certificate of Graduation. 

Advanced Training for Radio Men 
My Practical Radio Engineering Course is an 
advanced course intended for Radio men who 
want to go still higher. It provides that neces- 
sary engineering background which, combined 
with practical experience, qualifies the man for 
the topmost job. 

Ask for Facts -Write Now i 
Let me sit down with you for an hour or two at 
your convenience. Let's go over the possibilities 
in Radio. This we can best do by means of the 
book I have just prepared. It covers the many 
branches of Radio and the kind of training re- 
quired. Be sure to get your copy ... it is free. 

Mr. R. L. DUNCAN. Pro aidoat 
Radio Training Schools, Inc. 
326 Broadway, New York City 
Without incurring the slightest obliga- 
tion on my part, please send me a copy of 
your latest book, "Facts About Radio." 

1tG2 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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New Edition Containing 100 Pages 

A -C RADIO! 
We're glad to send a set to your 
boom to examine and use as 
Sour own for 10 days -to el 
you that here is the most up -to- 
date and complete work un Elec- 
tricity mer published Written 
by CHOCK KIt of Columbia U. 
-MILLIK.tX of Calif. "Tech." 
-11A1titisON of General Elec- 
tric and 26 other noted Elec- 
trical Engineer -. Starts tilt with 
elementary Ele, vbir. In -hittln 

m- technical language for the 
beginner and Includes eser' 
Engineering branch for use of 
etperl Olt the job. 

SFLEXIBLE 
MAROON 

VOLUMES 
Conn Inge,, :luxe 
i ll tuns, deluge 
gold stamped sniped handing. 
Index in euch tarok. 
general Index in Vol. 
x. Voters es-cry sub- 
legit in ttertrlrltg - 
Light. Power, Train- 
mission, Gener:tun. 
Niolors. $wi e 

Telephon 
Masse Iring, hail- 
way . ete. 

Complete Electrical Reading Course 
I.1ol tinily, the biggest lulu -try 

in 
tbt a rid. into eon, 

1., grow the mint r :mi,lly. And it offer. better lobs. 
bigger satanic, and brighter future than other 

Held Every dollar. a -ery hour invested in learning Elee- 
trieity will come bark to you a thousand -fold. Lvrn in 

stare tittle with these Link. at 
one -8 /1h the e.l of trade 

Dutton (tor organised 
south. . quis -tined loft. and a 

free consulting umember- 
ship 

a 

In the iAureriratt Teelud- 
ral i.,iety included without 
extra 

Si., 
If you mall coupon 

uu uudl:tely. 
AMERICAN TECHNICAL 

SOCIETY 
Dept. E -226 

Drexel Ave. B. 58th St.. Chicago 

LOOK IT UP! 
Thousands of these 
sets are sed as REE- 
EItENI'E hooks by 
men eutlduyed In 
elect rital. building 

est roil lin and al- 
iledIlur.. Suitt- .II t FY 
INDEX puts the 

o 20.000 
toilet( hots right at 

finger Hr. 

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY 
Dept. E226 Drexel Ave. a 58th St.. Chicago 
l'h;ur seed for In ,li - free trial s siduue et of tawirital 
Engineering nisi alt 1111 pit'. -. sni'i-tl to tenon If I tt'f.lt 
no I1 par the f 1 espreos charges on renIpt if 

L,.Ik you pa) express If returned., If 1 de,Lle to keep 
them. i will Pao $2 111/ after In (lays trial. then $3,tit a 

mill. until $:N so. 'erlal ndterpsing prlre. is paid. 
tiller which book. install. lily nmprrty. Year's Consulting 
u tsubrr -hip Io be included free. 

Naomi 

.tddre.s 

Employed by 

I:udoyu .tddre-: 

SERVICEMEN! 
Resistor Replacement Manual FREE Rah purchase of 30 Lynch 

Metallized Resistors, or $1 rash 

MORE THAN 200 CIRCUITS 
u rallie :al, ride ,f , u L re- Metallized 

sIstt.r and ils position in the .t Itrait. f nearly .story popular make of nt- 
HO. SAY ES TUII: and experi- 

menting. 
h'dteltt 

YNCH Resistors 1.2. and 3 

11 'rife foe .Manual ludey. Watts 

LYNCH MFG. CO.. Inc.. 1775RC BROADWAY. N. Y. 

M I C R O P H O N E S 

Indispensable for many tee ' the 
,,nudnat inn Midget Si h, notion, 
snit Earphone. yludrl Illustrated 
o. 'Ile $7.511_ with carnhone. 
SPECIAL NET PRICE LIST 

No. 300 Single Donlon Carlton 
Typo Stretched Diaphragm $0.00 

Ni,, 301 Two - Poston ('arum Typo 
Stretched Diaphragm ... $15.00 

Nn. 302 Two -Dutton Meaty Duty 
Type 30.00 

Nu. 303 Two- Itutton Concert 
Model 45.00 
.slot lomnlete vtrttu for 

nubile addre''s mirk 
Write for Catalog 

MILES REPRODUCER CO. 
26 E. 22nd St.. N. Y. C. 
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BAI.ANCING THE VICTOR 
"MICRO- SYNCHRONOUS" RECEIVER 
(148) Mr. . \rthur Parrish, Basking Ridge, N. J. 

(11.1) Please explain in detail the manner in 
which the Victor " \ licro- Synchronous.' receiver is 

Olt he baóutccd. The aligning procedure in con- 
nection with this radio set nunlel differs greatly 
from that followed in any other radio set. and there- 
fore it is considered Lest that accurate instruc- 
tions be available Iltfure any attempt is made to 
align a chassis at the five frequencies specified by 
the manufacturers. 

-Fig. Q.148A 

Top- of- clmssis How of ficher tu lf icro- SyndiroH- 

(. \.11 The decision tap 'bold -tiff" re- aligning the 

"Dl icro- Synchronutd receiver was an exceedingly 
wise one: in fact. this policy should be followed in 

ct with the adjustments of any receiver 
alatut which there may be any considerable doubt. 

Incidentally. it may i.e mtnt iuned that the sane 

tutting mechanism has been used in a number of 

past models of Victor radio sets. and is retained in 

the new numbers. the, R -33, R -39. and RE.57. the 

chasses of which are represented in Figs. 0.148.\ 
and t!.145R. The schematic circuit is shown in 

R.ADMM- CRAFT Data Sheet No. 33, which appeared 

in the January. 1931 issue. 
Looking at the top of the chassis. there is seen 

a round wheel to which is attached a lung metal 

arm, ending in the tuning knob. In the center of 

this unit. called the cant wheal. is a small metal 

plate. which. when renn0 ed. reveals five groups of 

live screw's each. Spaced at equal :nttrvals around 
the earn wheel are five rille rs. ttudi of which tenches 

the flexible track around the outer edge of the cam 

wheel. 
Looking at the lottunt of the chassis. after the 

condenser shields have been removed, five tuning 
tensues are seen. Each one is pivoted or sup- 

ported at one point only. The side of the condenser 

I pposite the pi rot loi it t is free to move within cer- 
tain I. a. although it is bring held in position by 

one of the round sprints. It is also noted that the 

roller on top of the chassis is attached to chi.: mov- 

able side of the tuning condenser. 
The driving acti,n, which produces the .cissors- 

like motion in the condensers when the truing lever 
is operated. is not from the rollers, but is through 
the micarta connector links which are attached to 
the five metal ruils fastened .tu the underside of 
the cant wheel. 

Thus, it is seen that the condenser moves in 
two whys, -a comparatively large amount of the 
action of turning the cam wheel. null a very small 
amount un One set of ;!at r. due to the roller on 
top of the chassis following the irregular track 
around the outer edge of the cant wheel. This last - 
metttitntil movement is the eu mltensating motion 
which is the "secret" of these receiver models. 

Note that the station selector is set at 550 lec.. 
the first screw of each group of five is exactly 
opposite a roller; at 710 kc., the second screw of 

each group is opposite a roller: additional paints, 
all of which are known us the :dig g frequencies, 
Ire found where the other screws are opposite the 
rollers. 

I:y connecting a voltmeter in place of the loud- 
speaker as an output indicator, by setting the tutt- 
ing lever at 550 kc. while a local signal generator 
(service oscillator) is bring operated, it is possible 

to adjust the first screw of each group of five to 

a certain point where the largest reading. corre- 
sponding to the loudest signal, is obtained on the 
meter; thus indicating that each of the five tuning- 
condenser circuits are in alignment. 

This is due to the fact that the end Of the screw 

caused the roller to move in or out slightly. de- 

pending upon the direction the screw was turned. 
This movement of the roller. of course. produced 
a slight compensating movement in the condenser. 
Thus, at 550 kc.. the set is performing at its high- 
est efficiency because it is electrically in perfect 
balance. The screw's hold their adjustment because 

they are locked in place with a rubber gasket. 
The tuning lever is next set at 710 kc., at which 

point the second screw is opposite each roller, and 
adjustments are again made a 

s 

at 55(1 kc. This 
procedure is followed also at the remaining frr- 
ilttencies, 1,000 Ice.. 1,300. and 1.5.0, etleli tittle ad- 
justing the proper screw opposite each of the five 
rollers. 

The ends of the screws thus determine the track 
around the outer edge of the c:lin wheel, which in 
tarn determines the inward and outward move- 
ment of the rollers. for each successive position of 
the filial. 

Because of the flexibility of the track around the 
ostler edge of the cant wheel. there is a gradual 
change in the roller movement and not a definite 
jump at the point where the rollers are directly 
opposite the screws. Thus. the condensers also 
align at the various positions between the five pre- 
viously mentioned points of alignment. 

Fig. Q.148B 

Undercltassis vicar of Victor ".lficro-Synchron- 
ous" receivers. f)ji Sa rti tiIlion/ anti adjusting 

mechanism. 

FRANCE'S "NOBLE EXPERIMENT" 
CltEl)l'l' tu 11orld -Radio the interesting 

statement that ti Ithuugli there is a law 
in existence in Franey rnnlpelling all radio 
set owocrs to "declare" them, and pin' a 

small tax, it is one honored in the 
breach than in the observance. No one 
bothers about enforcing the law, well -know- 
ing that the position will be chIanged when 
the Broadcasting Bill is passed. 

"liotttleggerv" seems to he international! 
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HOLLIS BAIRD ON 
"TELEVISION SETS" 

T'l'll the present high state of refine- 
ment of tone in the modern broadcast 

radio receiver, anyone who delays purchas- 
ing these remarkable instruments at their 
present extremely low prices with the isles 

'they will wait' until television brings theta 
a receiver for both sight and sound are 
neglecting a great opportunity. We, for 
one, haven't the slightest intention of pit- 

.. ting out such a combination set for many 
years. 

"The great television market comprises 
those people who have been visionary enough 
to invest probably $150 each in first class 
radio sets and enjoy them. 'These will lie 
ideal only for receiving the sound programs 
from the studios that send out pictures: now 
we want to build television, not sound, radio 
sets. 

"Television and sound radio are two dis- 
tinct subjects, two arts, and the only thing 
related about theca in the future will be that 
the programs will emanate from the sane 
studio. From that point the connection 
ceases. The sound part of the program will 
go out over the present broadcast waves and 
he received on the present type of broadcast 
set. The picture part of the program will 
leave the studios by way of entirely different 
apparatus, go out over a wavelength entire- 
ly separate from the broadcast hand, 
demanding a completely different receiver 
for its reception. 'l'hus in the home the 
sight and sound entertainment will be two 
distinct features. 

"Since this is so, why should we want to 
build tip soles resistnare by incorporating a 
broadcast set in the sinne cabinet with our 
television set, two distinct sets merely 
housed together, and then have to charge 
the extremely high price this combination 
would demand, at the same tinge, asking our 
prospective customers to get rid of their 
existing and highly satisfactory broadcast 
sets at a loss? The idea is too ridiculous 
for any thinking person to seriously consider. 

"Then again, we know that the broadcast 
receivers, having changed so little during 
the past year, merely refinements, have be- 
come a stabilized) product. But television, 
as good as we may be able to make it this 
year, will have to have a ten -year period of 
development even as has sound broadcasting 
and at the end of that time the television 
receivers will probably be quite different 
from the very best ones we will sell during 
the next three years. 

"Thus to sell a television receiver in a 

cabinet with a broadcast set and then lind 
television changing after a few years, vet the 
broadcast set as good as ever, would cer- 
tainly not be wise and would necessitate the 
junking of a perfectly good broacast receiver 
because it happened to be housed in the 
same cabinet with the outgrown television 
set. 

"No, indeed. We intend to make tele- 
vision a very separate thing from broadcast 
reception, a separate machine. As a sep- 
arate receiver it can be changed as the 
passing years improve television. The sound 
will be conning in over the present highly 
developed broadcast sets during that time." 
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A 
THOUSAND RANGES 

from this 
HANDY KIT! 

4.4... 
net 

e 
The unbroken seal 

certifies quality 

GOOD news for the Service- 

men who have been asking 

us for a compact "resistor kit "! 
Good news for every repair man 

who wants to speed up his work. 

This new Certified Kit contains 
20 Metallized Units of the most - 

used sizes -500 ohms to 3 meg- 

ohms. It is 

FACTORY -SEALED, FACTORY - 
TESTED, and FACTORY - 

GUARANTEED 

It gives any value you want. 
A thousand ranges -two thou- 

Contains 
20 MF -4 

I -watt 
Resistors 

sand -or more are possible from 
this little kit. Free information 
with every kit tells you how. 

Ask your jobber -and be sure 
the seal is unbroken when you 
receive the kit. 

Metallized Resistors, at their 
new low prices, offer the greatest 
value in the resistor field today. 
The purchase of the Certified 
Kit entitles you to our I. R. C. 

Resistor Replacement Guide free 
-and in addition, our R. M. A. 

standard Color Code Chart. 
See your jobber today. 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY 
PHILADELPHIA 

I. R. C. Resistor Replacement Guide. 
PRICE Si. Free with purchase of 10 

Metallized Resistors. 

TORONTO 

RESISTORS 
EVERY SERVICEMAN NEEDS THE I. R. C. GUIDE. MAIL THIS COUPON 

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO., 2006 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
Gentlemen: 
I endose $1.00, for which please send I. R. C. Resistor Replacement Guide. 

C -2 

Please send complete data on Metallized Resistors. I wish to purchase assortment of 10, 

entitling me to Resistor Guide Free. 

Name 

Address 

City Srob. 
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Make 
Depression 

Pay! 
Take advantage of the present de- 
mand for repair of old receivers! 
Build strongly for the future, and in- 
crease your business by giving GUAR- 
ANTEED REPAIRS. 
You can do this safely by using 
Radio's Finest Parts- 

POLYMET 
PRODUCTS 

Standard of the Industry 

The new 1932 Polymet Catalog lists 
the widest line of replacement parts 
offered by any manfacturer. You need 
it. Send the coupon below, and we 
will include a remarkable low -price 
offer on the most useful Condenser 
Repair Kit ever assembled. 

POLYMET MFG. CORP. 
834 East 134th St. 
New York City. 
Send me your sensationally low- priced in- 
troductory offer on the Polymet Condenser 
Repair Kit. Also include the new 1932 
Polymet Radio Parts Catalog, without 
charge. 

Name - -_ 

Address 

City - 

State 
Mark Proper Square 

JOBBER DEALER 

SERVICE MAN CUSTOM SET BUID. UER 

UNIVERSAL 
2- BUTTON 815.00 
HANDI -MIKE List 

Maximum volume, minimum hiss, 
scientifically damped. Truly na- 
tural in tone and the most rugged 
m acn iphoue yet devised. No deli- 
cate parts to he damaged if 
dropped, bored or roughly handled. 
For annnuncin¢. transmitting or 
home recording. Our Engineering' 
Department is at your senior. New 
catalog covers twelve models from 
$5.011 up. 

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO.. LTD. 
1163 HYDE PARK BLVD. 

Inglewood. Glli. U.S.A. 

NEW TUBES FOR OLD 
TILL R. F. VARIABLE -MU PENTODE 

(Continued front I)otde 458) 

the Pate current entirely, while the '39 
retains its smooth vauiatium of plate current. 

True, the mutual conductance is lower 
for large biases than for small ones, but 
it is this feature that gives the tube its 
ValiaiIIC -u nn characteristic. This may be 
verified. by reference to Fig. 2. Starting 
with a zero bias and increasing negatively, 
the mutual conductance decreases in almost 
:i straight line until it negative bias of to 
Ills is reached, at which point the curve 

bends (c ITS Ire upwards) gradually decreas- 
ing in a smooth line, until at 40 volts the 
mutual conductance is zero. 

The Variable -Mu Action 
Let us see exactly what goes on in the 

tube when a strung signal is being received. 
Assume the tube is operating at its normal 
control -grid negalitt bias of three volts, 
and as strung signal is impressed on its grid. 
To reduce the volume, the bias must lie 
increased, and in doing so, the mutual con- 
ductance is lowered, causing a reduction in 
output. 'Die stronger the signal, the greater 
the bias must become, and if a uniform de- 
crease in signal strength is to result, then 
the mutual conductance mntst vary uni- 
fornil-. What would happen to the signal 
if a '36 were used instead of a '39 may 
easily be predicted by reference to Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3 shows the variation of mu and the 
plate impedance of the ':39 with grid bias; 
these curves being accompanied by similar 
ones for the '36. Reference to this set of 
characteristics will indicate that the mu of 
the tube decreases for the larger values of 
grid biases. resulting in a reduction in the 
over -all amplification obtainable. This is 
in acenrclnnve with our previous conclusions 
arrived at in the study of the mutual con - 
ductance curves. . .. .1/ ...........A ...........IPI 'i .Jt ..N......IIII .// ... Itb.. .......... 'III. .1lI rl .........aI, ll:/r1 
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Fig. 2 
The Hures above slots. Nie relation between 
the grid bias and mutual conductance of the 

'39 and '36. 

For normal operaati en, the negative bisas 

OD the tube should can' between :3 and 45 
colts. This range should be sufficient for 
the greatest signals usually encountered in 
practice. With such large control -grid vari- 
ations, it is possible that the plate and 
screen voltages may vary considerably, 
changing the operating characteristics of 

the tube. For good stability, however, the 
screen -grid potential should not exceed 9ei 

volts when the plate-current How is maxi- 
mum, and should mot exceed 135 volts for 
minimum plate- eurrent. This variation in 

plate and screen -grid voltages will not im- 
pair the operation of the receiver in which 
these tubes are employed. 
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Fig. 3 
factor and .1 C. plate resist - 
grid biases of the '39 and '36. 

The Cathode 
l'he new five -electrode tube uses a coated 

cathode of the semi -quick heater type de- 
signed for D.C. operation only. Because of 
the cathode design, the heater voltage may 
vary between 5.5 and 1.5 colts during opera- 
tion (which is not an uncommon range of 
battery voltage in an automobile battery) 
without affecting in any way the normal 
life arid serviceability of this tube. 

The socket of this tube is of the standard 
17l' type and may be mounted for either a 

vertical or a horizontal position of the tube. 
Standard connections to the terminals are 
made, the control -grid being connected to 
the cap on the top of the tube. 

Stable operation is secured if the recoin- 
mendat ions of complete shielding of all the 
elements of a particular stage are carried 
out. If this is not done, the nwxiunun pos- 
sible amplification will not be niIt iined. Ra- 
dio frequency filters in all leads entering 
the stage shields are desired. as only in this 
manner can coupling between other stages 
he reduced. Bypassing of the screen -grid 
to ground is recommended as a means of 
securing isolation of stages. 

The screen -grid voltages may be obtained 
from a tap on the "II" supply battery for 
automotive receivers, or from a bleeder cir- 
cuit across the power source in the case 
of D.C. line- operated receivers. A resistor 
in series with the screen -grid and the high 
voltage point may also be used to secure the 
desired voltage, providing the cathode re- 
sistor method of obtaining bias is employed. 

The '39 as a Detector 
The '39 may not ordinarily be used as a 

detector working directly into an audio am- 
plifier. However, it does have a very useful 

(Continued on page 488) 
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NEW TUBES FOR 
OLD 

TRIPLE -TWIN 
(Continued front page $50) 

site to normal operation where the output 
toltage is 180 degrees out of phase with the 
signal. 

The simplified equivalent circuit giten in 
Fig. 2 is useful in analysing the triple -twin. 
In order to maintain a voltage across Z, 
which represents the effective load-impe- 
dance of the first sect' , independent of 
the internal grid resistance Ri, the current 
through 7. must not be a function of the 
grid current of the output tube. To sat - 
isfy this condition. the voltage delivered by 
the first section inlst he likewise constant. 
The input plate ellar eterisIic, are designed 
to maintain a nearly constant. value regard- 
less of the changing load. As the effective 
load- intpelance decreases, the plate impe- 
dance likewise becomes lower, which tends 
to produce a constant voltage. The chang- 
ing load exists hs already explained, while 
the signal is positive. 

111 . RATED k, tMOeDANCE Ill 'E\ M\MEs?i 
1111010111111116 

0 feo lQOO sp0010005pOosew 7;00 woo 9 !00010,000 

LOAD MPEDANCE IN OHMS 

Fig. 4 

. It rated load the fonda ,neural output 111. i.9 

less than 5 per nod. Observe that the toot it 
impedance is equal to the tube's impedau. e. 

The spreading and curvature of the plate 
characteristics arc in the right direction 
to establish a low enough plate impedance 
for full grid -current compensation. 'l'he 
extra current demanded by the lower grid- 
impel ;ante is supplied as graphically demon- 
strated in rig. :i. On the left of the oper- 
ating line, the l'g -1 i characteristic is shown 
with a constant land. On the right. this 

J line is approaching the ordinate and its 
rate is a function of the magnitude of the 
positive cycle. The shaded area represents 
grid -current compensation. 'l'he grill-cur- 
rent peak is shown as pant of a sinusoid. 
In reality, the non -linear' shape of the lig- 
lg characteristic alters this form, hat the 
compensation also nearly assumes this ir- 
regular shape. From the foregoing ;mall sis, 
it is evident that the grid bias is not a 

function of grid current, and therefore, re- 
mains steady. 

Load Impedance 

The proper load for minimum distortion 
may he equal to the internal impedance 
which also permits mmaxiiiii power trans- 
fer. 'The output and distortion character- 
istics as a function of load impedance ap- 
proach an ideal condition as shown by ref- 
erence to Fig. t. The high -frequency power 

(Continued on pore 488) 
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FREE RADIO BOOK- 
describes many opportunities 

to make BIG MONEY inó- ?w/kiii0Movies 
( Television also Included) 

Hundreds of Men 
Have Won Success 

This Way 
The National Radio Insti- 
tute is the pioneer home - 
study Radio school. It has 
prepared hundreds of men 
for the Radio profession- - 

some of them now holding 
leading positions in this in- 
dustry. You'll and N. It. 1. 
trained men in Pratt irally 
etery Radio organisation of 
any inlmrtance throughout 
the conutrt.. The same prac- 
tie 1 tested training that en- 
abitd these men to get ahead 
is now open to von. And 
this training has' been im- 
p oted enlarged greatly to 
ken p :all With the constant 
expansion of Radio oppor- 
tunities. 

Has Made $10,000 
More in Radio 

"I call +:fitly say 
1 hat I have made 
$10.000 more in 
Radio than I 
would have made 
if I had eon 
tinueel at the old 

- i job. when I en- 
rolled with you 

4 I ti know a 
toll from an am- 
pere. pere. I advise 

all ambitious young men to 
get into Radio. There is no 
greater ommrt ntdty. "- Victor 
L. Osgood. SL Cloud Are., 
West Orange, N. J. 

Over !rasa Monthly 
"I had 15 years 
astralcliogsales- 
mu ti and wa 
making good 
money. but could 

the opnstt- 
tunitie, in Ra- 
dio. Believe the 
I have made 
more money th:ui 
I ever did be- 
fore. I haventade 

more than $100 each math. 
I can't say too moth tea tisr 

hod. " - J. G. l nabl.tevd. 
Radio Station ]aTA, Sau 
lrrancisca. Cal. 

Ilere's a famous book that has shown many a man the way 
to "cash in" on the big -pay opportunities in Radio. I'm not 
asking $5 or $6 for it -it's FREE. If you're earning a penny 
less than $50 a week, mall the coupon below and get a 
copy Of this free Radio book. It will be a revelation to you I 

Many Make $50 to $100 a Week 
Radio -the NEW, uncrowded, growing, live -wire profession - 
needs many !rained Incas for its good jobs every year. Tele- 
vision. Talking Movies, Aircraft Radio, Radio Servicing and 
Merchandising, trans- Atlantic Radio Telephony and many other 
opportunities are thoroughly covered by N. R. I. training. Each 
one means more big -money opportunities for a trained Radio 
swan. My book gives the facts about these Radio opportunities. 
And more -it tells how you can get all the training you need, 
quickly and easily in your spare hours at home, by my new 
and practical methods. In a short time, through my training, 
you will be prepared to take advantage of these big -money 
Radio opportunities, My Free Book will give you all the facts 
and proof of what I have done for hundreds of other men. 

Extra Dollars for You Almost at Once 
Think of making (15. S'_'0 $30 extra each week "on the side," without in- 
terfering tt ith v our regular 

, 

ar job! 1'Il show you how to do that, too, by 
using spare time that you're wasting 110W. I'll show you how to turn 
what I In teaching yon into cash almost at once. when you and I get 

tstarted 
together. >Ir l'rce Ito.k tells tint all nbnnt it. If yon send for 

he book today and if you hate use avenge man's ability, it's possible 
for yon to he making extra nt.t , less than thirty days from now. 
And can he ready her n g Il -time Radio position after eight 
to Mille m.mtL; of :pmt tittle r 

I'll Send You This Big NEW 64 -Page 
Book FREE 

My book is filled with plioL d facts -the pay -miring 
facts ran want to read. If interested in Radio. or 

're interested in mak l t. 6 more money, you o 
to yourself to read this Imok. 'f he rh 

tre it 
book absolutely won't 

cost it oil a emit. and you 1iace yourself tinder no obliga- 

if I E \ \\ 
tine by sending for it Nt previous revious Radio experience 

I needed to take advantage or this offer. No special 
schooling acquired. Fill in and nail the coupon NOW 

J. E. Smith Address J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2BXA, Washington, D. C. 

J. E. SMiTH, President, 
National Radio Institute, 
Dept. 2BXA, Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Smith: Kindly send me a free copy of your 
famous 04 -page Radio hook, which tells all about the 
big pay opportunities in Radio. Talking Movies, Air- 
craft Radio. i4ervieiug taud Merchandising. and those 
corning in Television, and how you can train me at 
home to take advantage of them. I understand this places 
are under no obligation and that no salesman will call. 

\bat e 

.l dd res, 

Toten 

- J 



1932 PRICE GUIDE 
Radio Supplies- Tubes -Sets 

Every item you require in your business is 
in this book, from the finest high grade 

mike to the smallest screw. 
GUARANTEED QUALITY GOODS 

Prices Lowest Ever Quoted 
Fresh new dependable Merchandise at 

Bargain Prices! 
Leading Manufacturers Lines Complete 

Send For Your Copy Now! 
SAMPLE BUYS FROM THIS BOOK 

Ar- 

514.65 $1.98 69c 
4 -Tube Replacement 500V -8Mf 
Receiver Transformer Dry Cond. 

and Three Thousand Other Bargains 

HEADQUARTERS 
for SERVICE MEN'S SUPPLIES 

Redolek Co., 
CO-.P.p.., //. 102 IF 

Canal Station NT 
CO Chicago, III. f! 

Please send me without obliga- 
tion your Service Man's Supply Book. 
Name 
Address 
Or> State 

f..t: Electrolytic 
Condensers 

Conservative voltage ratings, 
fastest reforming, lowest leak- 
age factor, minimum noise, 
exceptionally low power fac- 
tor, most effective filtering, 
longest service life - these 
features characterize 1)uhilice 
Electrolytic Condensers. 

Available in uprigh or 
inverted aluminum cans, 
and in cardboard con- 
tainers with hag or wire 
lead terminals. In single 
and multiple sections 
units, and in capacities 
up to 20 mfd., for high 
and for low I). C. volt- 
ages. 

Write for Catalog 121 
describing I)ubilier elec- 
trolytic condensers as 
well as paper. mica and 
other dielectric condens- 
ers for all purposes. 

Dubilier 
Condenser Corporation 

New York City 4377 Bronx Blvd. 
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NEW TUBES FOR OLD 
R.F. VARIABLE-MU PENTODE 

(('au I; o ',ell from ¡age 4fi(i) 

application as the frrsl- (leleelor in n super- 
heterodyne, and in :i be used to advantage 
in this position; the control -grid bias may 
ornlat not ht ivade Viirialrle. With vaiiahle 
111:15 om the first -detector the peal: oscillator 
Nonage should be male about one volt less 

than the minimum grid bias (approximately 
seven volts). This practice will eliminate the 
possibilit of the lirst -detector drawing grid 
current causing Bross -modulation, which the 
tube is inherently supposed to minimize. 
With a fixer) bias, the peak oscillator bias 
should he considerably less than the grill 
bias in tIrdtr to prevent _rid current flow- 
ing and causing grid distortion. 

It should he noted that by varying both 
the first- detector grid bias :001 the lt.F. 
and I.F. biases, additional control is secured. 

because of the advantages in faithful and 
well -controlled a ti i slilit,tt' which have 
heretofore been difficult to obtain, we can 
well expect the new lines of autonurtiyt' and 
1).C. littt- capersited receivers to he closer 
in perfornmmtc to the well- equipped .1.C. re- 

ceiver than ever before. 
This tithe should also lind special favor 

with short -wave experimenters who are en- 
deavoring to SOU ntI out the possibilities of 
receiving in the mcighhurhood of live uaeters. 
'l'he very low input capacity (:3 to 4 mini.) 
and the almost negligible plate -grid capacity 
(.(x025 of l fluid.) open a new field for 
investigation. 

Operating Characteristics 
The operating characteristics are as fol- 

lows: Filament potential, 0.3 volts (1).C. 
only); filament current 0.:3- :mop.; plate po- 
tential, !lit to 135 (180 max.) volts; screen- 
grid vuiltagr. !Ill visits; cnmtrol -grill volt;ige, 
3 volts; plate current, 4.5 ma.; screen -grid 
current, 1.7 fun.; plate iopeditnee, 300,1101 

to 680,0011 ohms; amplification factor, 285 

to 7(0; mutual eundnetamce 950 to 105(1 

ntitrombos, mutual conductance at 40 volts 
bias, 1 naieromho. 

A circuit diagram incurtiorating this new 
tube is illustrated in Fig. :1. the constants 
fur which are included in the diagram. 

THE TRIPLE TWIN 
(Cnlinned from page -487) 

losses caused by increased impedance of the 
dynamic speaker are less than in triode op- 
eration and therefore produce a flatter over- 
all frequency characteristic. This feature 
will allow it greater latitude for speaker 
designs and will eliminate the necessity of 
certain resonant peaks for obtaining high 
register. 

Fig. 6 
Suggested diagram for a tclrvision amplifier. 
Since there is no phase shift, the triple-gain 

is especially adaptable for television use. 

Some attention must he given to the 
shunt resistance Ire which is the effective 
lund- imgtedance of the first tube. This value 
cont.ols the peaks of harmonic distortion 
throughout the power output range. 

Frequency Response 
'Lite fidelity of this new tulle is good. 

Figure 5 is typical, and shows that the high 
register is flat far above the audio- fretlunt 
range. The frequency characteristic of the 
coupling indurt:owe has little effect on the 
shape of this curve because of the coupling 
shunt -resistance. The curve was taken with 
resistance toppling input and a pure re- 
sistance output load. Resistance euupling 
will probably be seldom used in broadcast 
receivers employing this tube because of 
their combined detector-amplifier aclan- 
tages. However, in Fig. (i, a resistance - 
coupling circuit primarily developed for 

television amui special applications is shown. 

Power Sensitivity 
The power sensitivity is high due to the 

no -loss effects in direct coupling and the 
high gain in both the input and output sec- 
tions. 'fir effective grid area of the output 
section may he large, as the plate current is 
not limited by a strung negative field. '1'bis 
allows high auaplificatiun with a low plate 
impedance. 

The usual problem when employing high - 
gain tubes, that of eliminating grid to plate 
coupling, hcconus small as the high uvcr- 
all gain is tilt hied between the two sections. 
Fur the first section, the value of the bypass 
condenser i'- suanll. Although the gain in 
the last section is greater than in a power 
triode, the bias resistance value is less. l'on - 
scqucntly, the capacity for effective bypass- 
ing can he directly cuui .aced with triode 
ope ra t ion. 

')'his tube was designed in the laboratories 
of the Cable Radio Tube Corporation. 

4,10 
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Fig. 5 
Fidelity curer of the triple -twin. This curve 
ans taken with a resistive load, but observe 
that it is flat far above the audio f', envies 

used in radio eommanri,,at ion, 
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GRAND ISLAND MONITOR 
STATION 

(Continued front pofe 461) 

acres of ground surrounding the buildings. 
This acreage has heel) landscaped and in a 

few %Tars should Ide one of the beauty spots 
of Nebraska. The Stars and Stripes floating 
from a seventy -foot flag pole in front of 
the main building advertises the fact that 
this is a Federal institution. 

The numerous fifty -foot poles and the 
antenna network supported by then) have 
been recognized as a definite hazard to air - 

. craft. For this reason, a sixty -foot tower 
with a 'L- million candle power revolving red 
beacon mounted on top, has been erected 
ou the grounds. A white course -light point - 
ing directly to the local airport is mounted 
just below the red beacon. 

Every effort has been made in construct- 
ing the station to eliminate inductive inter- 
ference. All Motors used at tic station are 
of the induction type. All power leads arc 
shielded. Copper mesh is incorporated 
within the walls, ceiling and floor of the 
motor- generator room. All outside power 
leads are underground. 'l'he telephone cable 
enters the station through nearly a/q -mile 
of underground duct. This is a 26 -wire 
cattle and furnishes ample facilities for local 
and long -distance telephone communication. 

The Sequence of Measuring Station 
Frequencies 

Each measurement goes through four 
operations before it is turned in to the 
office. First, the station must be inter- 
cepted and identified In- the receiving oper- 
ator; second, the now:taring sheet goes to 
the measuring booth where the station is 
measured and the sheet stamped in order 
of its submittal; third, the final results 
must be calculated; and fourth, the entire 
sheet is checked. 

All the sheets from one day's watch are 
turned in to the office the following morn- 
ing and made up into a report sheet. which 
is sent in to the Radio Division at 
Washington. 

Y 

General virtu of the battery room of the U. S. 
Monitor .Station at Grand Island, Nebraska. 
The room is rerll ventilated in order to allow 

the fumes that arc generated, to escape. 

:Already the needs of the plant have out- 
grown its present onze. Many more direc- 
tinn:ll antennas are needed if the station is 

to give the sanie service to all parts of the 
country. This necessarily means outre land, 

more receiving equipment and more per- 
sonnel. A high power short -wave trans- 
miller is needled for more rapid reporting 
of frequency deviations. The station must 

Distributing pond in one of the generator rooms 
at Grand Island. The generators used for 
charging the batteries are shown to the right of 

the picture. 

grow and change as the radio art grows 
and changes. With proper support, the fu- 
ture of the station is bright. 

Uses of the Station 
The station is designed primarily for the 

purpose of checking the transmitting fre- 
quencies Of all the broadcast stations in the 
United States, as well as a considerable 
number of foreign broadcasters. Aside front 
its routine task, Grand Island performs 
numerous other special services for the 
Govenuuent. It is prepared. for example, 
to report on radio transmission in prac- 
tically any country on the globe. 

Station wavelengths are measured against 
the Standard I'recisicm Clock which is 

mounted in a vnonutn chamber in a ten -ton 
concrete column. The )'recision Clock cor- 
responds to the standard pound. the stand- 
ard foot, the standard gnarl. et r., in Wash- 
ington, and Is law to the In,ailrastcrs. Its 
pendulum stakes one complete .wing in two 
seconds, or covers one -half ryrlc in one 
second. Tais fri gueni c is multiplied through 
a. toning fork and t'nruuni tulle amplifiers 
to :30,000 evcles per second, from which 
harmonics are produced and selected to 
match the lowest or highest radio frequen- 
cies in cowmen ial tue. 

While reception is taking place careful 
notes are made of weather conditions, baro- 
metrical pressure, and other items which 
tetiol to furnish information on transmitting 
conditins. . \ppruxintote signal strengths 
are noted tis well as any other character- 
istics of the received signal. 1Sv reason of 
this information, it is expected that trans- 
mitting conditions under given circumstances 
will be predictable, and that it will be known, 
in a general way, viutt stations can be re- 
received tinder certain conditions and at 
what times reception will be at its bet. 

In the second part of this article. which 
will appear in the March issue of lt nn,- 
('R.tPr. the ¡antenna systenm and all other 
available information concerning this inter- 
esting station will be given. 
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" Sittii.g 
on top of the 
World " 

Permanent Sri: c *. itt r.tdid e k as in other 
things -conics from "making s good"-not just 
"getting hy." Making good means protecting 
)our skill ruin experience with equipment second 
to sour, Radii, men who challenge 1912 with the 
nrwrst SUI'RE:ME INSTRUMENTS are liter- 
ally "sitting on top of the service world" - 
abreast- ahead -of radio's swift strides. No true 
service man can resist the combination of sim 
plicity and versatility of the Supreme "master" 
instrument -the complete answer to every service 
riddle. natm'l. 

SUPREME 
DIAGNOMETER 

AAA 1 

$147.50 
ultra modern testirg instru- 
ments in 1 at the price of 

nur no instrument nntil . ou have 
s 

nt the 
0111114M l f sr fullest information on . \. \ : \1 and 
the other new 1932 SUI'icE \IIC INS--ItI 
\IEN1S, 

Model 90 $78.50 Supreme Set Analyzer 
Model 60 30.00 Supreme Oscillator 
Model 70 49.75 Supreme Oscillator 
Model 40 30.00 Supreme ' l'une Tester 

:Ill L,- rührst art price., F.O.R. Greenwood, lit iss. 
.1s four Jobber to Demonstrate 

FOREIGN DIVISION 
I 30 West 42nd Street New York City 

Cable Adress, Lopreh, New York 

I 

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORPORATION 
425 Supreme Building. 
Greenwood. Mississippi. 

Pleas end me fuit p.utbvlars on: 

Inert. Ind eat,. Ina en nunl or 
Inlenord hu 

Name 

Address 

cmy 

Name at Jobber 

I ily 

Instruments 

State 

State 
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THE NEW EMC 

Simplicity Test Probe 
Precision Made 

The new EMC "Simplicity Test 
Probe" for service men. dealers, and 
experimenters is a fast, efficient 
testing device of vest-pocket size. 
Users agree that it locates defects 

titradio 
sets at a great saving of 

me and money. 
The Simplicity Test Probe locates 

open or shorted by -pass and filter 
condensers. burned -out resistors and 
wiring, breaks in tuning -coil wind- 
ings. and shorts in variable tuning 
condensers: also checks presence of 
filament or heater voltage and cor- 
rectness f tuning coil polarity. It 

tests continuity of all low resistance 
windings and resistors. 

Described below are two uses which 
make this instrument worth many 
times its price. 

To use as a visual indication of tun- 
ing condenser alignment and circuit 
resonance, and to insure high de- 
gree of set output efficiency, place 
the probe across the speaker voice coil. 
and adjust the volume control for 
minimum illumination of the lamp. 
Next adjust tuning condensers indi- 
vidually for maximum brilliancy of 
lamp. and again reduce illumination 
using volume control. When further 
adjustments result in no increase in 
illumination lamp. the radio set is 
adjusted for its most efficient opera 
tion. The probe becomes a very effi- 
eient trouble lamp when you fasten 
its clip to one side of a radio filament 
supply and run a wire from the probe 
point to the other. And it is only 51.50. 

The EMC Simplicity Test Probe is 
made of a polished red and black 
dielectric material neatly engraved in 
gold. It is exceptionally attractive 

and professional: 
real quality product. 
Guaranteed a n d 
comes complete 
with standard lamp 
and lull instruc- 
tions. The size is 
7/16" a 7 ". 

Sales at the re- 
duced price of $1.50 
are now made di- 
rect from the fac- 
tory. Send only 
money orders, ex- 
press company 
checks. or cash to 
us and get one of 
the most valuable 
testing instruments 
on the market to- 
day. The net price 
outside of the U. 

S. A. is $2.00 at Boston. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

ELECTRICAL NIA NL' FACT L'RING 
CORPORATION 

10 -6 High Street Boston, Mass. 

.50 
Net 

GÁÑ inAo ADA 
Before he enrolled with 
Radio College of Can- 
ada. Mr. Kelso knew 
nothing :.bout radio. 
That was two veal. agig. 
Today hr is hi own Is... 
with a shop at 2374 St. 
Clair St. W. Toronto. 
with an efficient Sales 
and Service organization. 

Business is good,' Mr. 
Kelso soy.. and he 
thanks Radi:, College 
for the personal interest 
they take in every stu- 
dent. 

DAY, EVENING and 
HOME STUDY Classes 

Leading , , In t A -.d croada approve 
the radio , u. -e t offered to mdrot' I ,his College. 
It is ,nu,plete, new, lhonmghU to...tira', Free 
Employment Sinire definitely assist Y.. to I art In 
bminr s for -elf, r get employment engineer. 

i , -perl`or, 1,- 1r nlesman, eir. write for Irre booklet. 

RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA 
Limited 

310 YONGE STREET TORONTO 
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LATEST IN RADIO 
(Gout inaed froin page 4611) 

A special three -prong socket is necessary 
for its use, two of the prongs connecting to 
the elements of the cell, while the third is 
used merely for the purpose of keeping the 
polarity of the applied voltages the same if 
the cell is replaced after it has been re- 
moved. Two methods of connecting the 
Bridge are shown in Figs. 11:\ and II; the 
values for the component parts being indi- 
cated on the diagram. 

J 

LB4 
BMW 

L 
AI 
xMEfi i Mi. 'ID _ 

/FAY 

IIOV.,D.C. 

Cl 

R2' 2M 

70 OMMSr ,500 OHMS 

{ RADIOVISOR 
POLARIZED 
RELAY 

2 WATTS OUTPUT 

3) r 

11 1. 
- a- BATTERY 

DYER 100 VOLTS 

LB4 BRIDGE 100V. 

-i 

Fig. 11 
Two circuits for the Radiovisor Bridge. 

The Bridge is uniformly sensitive over 
almost the entire light 1/1111(1, fund hence its 
output will not vary greatly with changes 
in the color of light used. 'l'he relation 
between current output and light intensity 
On the cell is quite linear, and the voltage 
across the cell falls off rapidly as the modu- 
lated frequency of light on the cell increases. 

It is a product of the Burgess Battery Co., 
Chicago, 111. 

A HIGH INTENSITY 
SEARCHLIGHT 

The new searchlight, a development of 
the Westinghouse I':Icetrie & Mfg. Co., is 
operated from an ordinary storage battery. 
The light is so intense that a newspaper can 
be read at distances of five tuiles; it is 
visible 50 miles. 

DISSECTING TESTERS 
(Continued from page .I') 

,,., illator is very simple and is outlined as 
G,ll,tyv5: 

Sequence of Operations 
I. With the I)illgnometer properly- ad- 

justed to the A.C. power supply, throw 
the "O.seillatist -Tube 'l'est s" toggle switch 
to the "Oscillator" position. 'l'he adjacent 
pilot light, which IS connected in series with 
the oscillator tube filament, should he illu- 
minated; 

2. Insert the red dummy -antenna pin 
plug into the ".%nt." pin ,jack of the I)iag- 
nlllCte'r s oscillator; 

:I. Insert the black (Lunen'- antenna pin 
plug in the red "Gild." pin jack of the 
oscillator; 

1. Attach the "+" dummy- antenna clip 
to the ". \ntenna" binding post of the radio 
receiver, or to a contact point specified by 
the radio mlunlfaetnrcr; 

5. . Itaoh the remaining dummy- antenna 
clip to the "Ground" of the radio set; 

Experimental 
Equipment 
Given 
FREE 
to Every 
Student ! 

Size of Cabinet: Height, 22;; ", Leng h, 
17' ":"; Weight 25 lbs. 

We give to every student without additional 
charge his chemical equipment, including 
fifty pieces of regular standard laboratory 
apparatus and supplies and forty -tyro dif- 
ferent chemicals and reagents. 

Opportunities in Chemistry 
('Irrt 

. 

ti try utters those 
who are ambitious and 
willing to apply them- 
selves conscientiously, 
the greatest opportuni- 
ties of any vocation 
today. Industrial firms 
cf all kinds pay tempt- 
ing salaries to get the 
right men - Opportunities 
aliund on every baud. 

You can study Chem- 
istry under the well - 
known instructor, T. 

Dr. T. O'Conor O'Connor Sloane, -\.It.. 
Sloane A.M., I'h,D., LL,I), 

You Can Learn at Home 
Our home study course. written by Dr. 

Sloane himself, is practical. logical and 
remarkably simple. It is illustrated by so 
many experiments that are performed right 
from the start that :anyone can thoroughly 
understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane will, 
in addition, give yon any individual help 
you may need in your studies, 

Easy Monthly Payments 
The tuition is very low, and incl ,,firs your 

laboratory oat lit -there are no extras to buy 
with our course. You can pay in small 

thly amounts, and we show you how to 
earn the cost of the whole cost as you go 
along. 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF 
NEW YORK, Inc. 

HOME EXTENSION DIVISION 
19 Park Place New York, N. Y. 

Mail the Coupon NOW! 

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK. 
Nome Extension Division 
19 Park Plates New York, N. Y. 

)'lease .emu o at ores, without ans olltIgat Ion 
on my part, your Free Rook 'Opportuni t les for Chenti.ta, und full part 'colors about the Experi- 
mental Estu 1prnent given to every student. Also 
please tell me shout the latest reduction In Luit ion 
price and your easy plan of payment. 

ADDRESS 

CITY SPATS 
IIC -232 
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f. Torn lite i lio rer,ictr': power supply 
switch "On." . \. Ih tidies in the chassis 
attain their uordnal operating temperature, 
adjust the "Oscillator-Output" and receiver 
volume controls %%idile taming the oscillator 
and radio set to the desired frequency for 
any receiver adjustment which may be 

necessary; 
í. If it is desired lu make the adjustment 

by output meter indications, turn the puwer- 
p:ah ,witch "Ott." insert the push -pull 
power tubes (when. for instance, the output 
tubes are used in this manner) in the plate- 
lead-adapters, and replace the tubes (with 
the adapters attached) in the push -pull 
power tube sockets; 

M. Insert the plate lends of the adapters 
in the "-1- Output" and "0 -10011 Volts" pill 
jacks, and set the "Seale Selector" at 
"100 0"; ; 

9. Throw the "Ohuuuetei- lulti- \lette" 
toggle switch to the "Junto- \lore" position, 
:nd connect a suitable conductor between 
the " \tutti- Meter Common" and "- Output" 
pin jack; 

I0. Turn the power supply switch "On 
As the tubes in the chassis attain their op- 
erating temperature, adjust the "Scale Se- 
lectur" fur a "Multi-Meter" deflection at. 
or below, two -thirds of the fill scale de- 

flection. The "Multi-Meter" deflections will 
be arbitrary, and should not be interpreted 
in the relues marked on the dial; 

11. Make the proper timing readjust- 
ments on the radio under test for maximum 
output readings, resetting the "Seale Se- 

lector" whenever necessary to keep the 
"\1ulti- fileter" needle from going off scale. 
During the "Multi -defer" indications, the 
oscillator signals should he audible from 
the loud- speaker; failure to hear the signals 
which are indicated by the "Multi- Jleter" 
would be an indication of defective output 
transformer or speaker circuits; 

12. After completing the adjustnurnts, 
turn the sel "Off," disconnect the usril- 
htor, re e the adapters from the tubes, 
and return the power tubes to their proper 
sockets. When using the oscillator portion 
of the 1)iaguonieter with receivers having 
only one power tube, of course only one of 
the adapters is required, with the plate lead 
connected to the "0 -11100 Volts" pin ,jack, 
and with a test lead connected between 
the "Output" pin jack and the grounded 
chassis of the set under test. If the op- 
erator finds it mure convenient, the "0- 111110 

Volts" and "±Ontpnt" pin jacta mua) be 
connected across the voice coil terminals 
of the radio receiver under test; tltherwise, 
the procedure is similar to that outlined 
above. 

Tuning Ranges 
The oscillator incorpurted in the Supreme 

Diagnometer is designed and calibrated for 
universal application for all intermediate 
and broadcast frequency requirements with 
multiple tuning of all frequencies between 
approximately 90 and 1.500 kc. (kilocycles). 

It is, therefore, adaptable to all present 
commercial intermediate frequencies as well 
as such frequencies between 90 and 550 
kc. as may he selected for the I.E. tuning 
of future radio receivers, thereby greatly 
lessening the probabilities of obsolescence. 
Titis design is a radical contrast to the 
earlier types which provide tuning at only 
une or two I.F. points and which will be- 
come more or less obsolete as new inter- 

Mel iate frequencies, are chosen and an- 
nounced he .uperldeterud lie receiccr and 
comertrr manufacturers. 

This unusual adaptability is accomplished 
by tuning near a fundamental range of ap- 
proximatel 911 to 250 Lc., all higher fre- 
quencies being provided in the higher or 
harumouie- frequenc range of this funda- 
inental-frequicncv band. for the tuning and 
balancing readjustments of tuned IL.F. re- 
ceivers which operate 111111111 the . \uitrirul 
Inuadca,t r;ung of .ism to 1.00 ke. 

Unusual tuning selectititt is provided for 
all broadcast frequencies without sacrificing 
the apparent broadness which is essential 
for the -Hat-topping- tut' intermediate I.F. 
tuning circuits as ',commended by sonde 

superheterodyne manufacturers. In choos- 
ing broadcast timing frequencies, it is gen- 
erally :id, isable to select the desired fre- 
quenc at a dial setting between to and 511, 

where tla curse has a slope of about 15 

degrees on the calibration chart. 
.\ receiver frequency can be determined 

with the oscillator by working the oscillator 
as near the zero setting as possible. The 
recommended procedure for these determi- 
nations tunsíls of setting the oscillator 
tuning dial at 'v" 1111 then uwcing the 
oscillator dial trmmu "0" to a point which 
will re.unate lie oscillator with the receiccr 
at an arbitrary tuning of the receiver. 

This Itracetlure will cause the harmonics 
of the oscillator to be approximately 250 kc. 
apart. l;y noting the oscillator dial set- 
ting for tile resonant condition obtained by 
this procedure. the operator will be able 
to follow the horizontal line from the dial 
setting on the calibration chart to the cline, 
thence downward to the frequencies col 
responding to the dial setting where it will 
he observed that his week cr is resonating 
at one of about tice frequencies; and since 
he will know the approximate frequency' of 
his receiver. that is within 200 or 2511 ke., 
I hire will not be any difficulty in finding the 
exact frequency inclication which is nearest 
this approximate frequency. 

Vernier -Movement Tuning Dial 
'l'hc ratio -gearing of the tuning dial is 

provided for fine tuning adjustments. ('ore 
must be exercised in its nucuipcclalon at fhe 

"II" nail "100" Icoxiiinn.e ,vo as not to force 
the movement beyond these erlrecne posi- 
tion*, thereby- affecting the accuracy of the 
ralilirattun. Its using the vernier -movement 
tasting dial with which this oscillator is 
equipped, and with the apparent tuning 
broadnesS of the oscillator over its funda- 
mental range, the user will find very little 
difficulty in varying the tuning of the oscil- 
lator the few kilocycles which are necessary 
fur either the "Hat- topping" or "staggering" 
adjustments of the I.F. stages of super- 
heterodyne receivers. 

One superheterodyne manufacturer, using 
an I.F. of 175 kc., recommends that the 
"flat -topping" adjustments sl 1(1 he be- 
tween 171 and 179 ke.: that is, an adjust- 
ment of 1 ke. either vvan frond the basic 
intermediate frequency. Service Men should 
note that at these points on the calibration 
chart of the 1)iagnometer's oscillator, each 
scale division of the oscillator tuning din' 
represents about 21/., kc. so that 4 kc. may 
be obtained Inv moving the dial 1.0 divisions. 
l'he fractional division can be very closely 
approximated by observing the vernier ratio 
of the dial movement. 

Get this FREE Book 
telling how Centralab 
Fixed Resistors are 
made 
Just off the press . an interesting, 
handsomely illustrated booklet describ- 
ing the unique and different process 
of manufacturing CENTRALAB 
FIXED RESISTORS. Its yours for 
the asking ... send for it. 

NOTE: New low prices on Centralab 
Volume Controls. Effective Jan. 1st, 
prices have been radically reduced. 

n 
CENTRAL RADIO - LABORATORIES 

930 E. Keefe Ave., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Mail the Coupon Today 
CENTRAL RADIO LABORATORIES 
930 E. Keefe Ave. Milwaukee Wis. 

Please send me FREE Booklet "A Baptism 
of Fire" 

I enclose 25c for CENTRALAB VOLUME 
CONTROL GUIDE 

Name 

Address 

City 

4 41NI1,I1, 
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FILTERMATIC PRODUCTS 
Help you to get the BEST go;able reception from 
your RADIO let. 

SUPER -TONE 
CONTROL 

Will make your old 
Radio (batter)' or 
elect rh., equal In 
tune to the most 
ad 

! 
rn set. 

lullled 'In one 
Inutes time, no 

tools required Will tune out much 
of your noises and so- called static. 
Will tune your set to Ault your 

l'ositir b cannot hang the 
tinesi radio in any way. Price 
32.50 postpaid. Satisfaction guar- 
anteed or moue) refunded. 

SUPER -FILTERMATIC 
The Modern Ainsi 

Thousands of -at istlyd users, praised by 
radio experts. Replaces all other aer- 
ials, reduces static, and noises. Espet1- 
ally goal on distance rerep?l,,li Helps 

separate stations. dues not ennert In 
light socket (therefore eliminating hua 
and line taises r. It Io very compact. 
measuring only 1(.02 inches. Is abso- 
lutely nets- eorrwlte and non -directional. 
Installed In minute, nu bols 
needed. will 

one 
out. Elimin- 

ates trouble- and. 
wear 

of light- 
ning arrester. 

Price only 32.00 postpaid 
Sat'+factiot guaranteed or money refunded 

ALL PROGRAMS are gad 
with FILTERMATIC. 
For all radios only 31.00 
pntpaid. 
Entirely automatic - no 
bothersome tuning. Improves 
one, reduces antic, brings 
In list mice. Increases sol- 
unte. separates stations. 

Installed In one minute, no tools required, in series 
s th your aerial or across tour aerial and ground 
S it !erect inn guaranteed or nlmre)' refunded. 

Send check or money order. ('.0.1). 25!-e with osier. 
So foreign C .U. I Money hack guarantee aft,r 

day trial 
Service Men and Dealers Write for Particulars, also 

information about FREE Imal new 
advertising service. 

FILTERMATIC MFG. CO. 
I Dept. B9) 4458 Frankfod Ave.. Philadelphia, Pa. 

RADIO DEALERS 
RADIO SERVICEMEN 

NEW 
Radio Handbook 

CONTAINING: 
Technical Information. 
Volume Control Guide. 
Transformer and Condenser Guide, 
Radio Replacement Parts Catalog. 

Sent postpaid anywhere for only 

25 Cents 
Specials from our Catalog 

Atwater Kent 3; 'transformer, ea. 

Atwater Kent 3i Block with chokes 3 

Majestic Super "B" Eliminator Block 
Electrolytic 2 anode Condenser, ea, j 

Hard to Get Parts -\'e have theca. 
Send us your Repair work for estimate, 

Grant Radio Laboratories 
6521 -C South Halsted Street, Chicago, Ill. 

$2.95 

$2.25 

DEALERS -AGENTS WANTED 
EVERYWHERE. to handle 

the fastest selling radio at- 

I 
THE POLICE LOWWAVE 
taehment on the market at 

_ 
CONVERTER 

A nor Invention licol Is 
easily attached to ans radio 
-by means of which anyone 

r4J can tune in, at any t line 
Fil on local police broarkust hog 

and get 
[lems tas then laluarlers puts 

on 
the eOr such 

for Radio- Police squads. Simple Ins? nun Ions 

are furnished. 
SELLS FOR ONLY 33.00 

Send $1.79 for sample, no stamps. Or if you 

wish, send Inc In lamps for e O.n. order and 
pay postman the balance of $1.69 

POLICE LOWWAVE LABORATORIES 
1410 Huron St Dept. IO Toledo. Obi. 
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AV.T. 
VOLTMETER 

(C'uatiaaed from page 466) 

laboratories, The instrument which is de- 

scribed in the following paragraphs and il- 
lustrated in Figs. A and 13, has been morde 

as versatile as possible and has a voltage 
range for alternating currents of approxi- 
mately .04)05 to 100 volts, or to greater 
values as desire(. It has a D.C. voltage 
range of approximately ,1 to 100 volts or 
greater if desire(. It is designed printipally 
for radio frequency measurements, and is 

provided with a single direct- coupled R.F'. 

stage. The It.F. tuts. is placed at the end 
of a long flexible neck (made from BS 
cable), thus the name given the instrument- 
"gooseneck." '.'his is done in order that 
the onnections between the point to be 

measured and the control grid of the V.T. 
voltmeter can be made as short and direct 
as possible to min' ' e pickup of strays, 
losses, and resultant inaccuracies. 

Batteries 
'file new automobile tubes, the '36 and 

':17, lend themselves admirably to this in- 
t 'nt because of their heater -type con- 

struction, non- critical filament requirement 
and the USE of a common filament supply. 
The filament requirement of the '36 and '37 

is ti volts at .3- atlpere. The source of sup- 
ply may be four No, ti dry -cell batteries. 
'l'hese are placed in a metallic shield -can 
which is readily constructed froid galvan- 
ized sheet iron or tin. Some of the larger 
battery-manufacturers Make a 6 -volt unit 
ill a metallic container which is satisfac- 
tory, 

The batteries for plate supply are con- 
tained within the housing of the .V.1'. volt- 
meter (see l'ig, 11) and are; two single 
flashlight cells of 1.5 volts each, two 4.5 -volt 
°C' batteries, and six type 4156 Burgess 
(or similar size) 22,5 -volt "lt" batteries, 
'l'he only other item of real expense, with 
the exception of the two tubes, is the micro- 
ammeter. This may be either a \Veston or 
at Jewell, O to 200- 1ticroanlpere scale, of the 
model :301 type. 'l'he balance of the ma- 
terials, with the exception of the switches, 
will probably be found in the ",junk box." 

Construction 
The container of the V.T. voltmeter is 

made in four parts: the panel, the socket 
support, the battery carrier, and the cover. 
'l'he first of these to be prepared is the 
panel. This is laid out in accordance with 
the photographs and the sketch. It is made 
of sheet aluminum I/8 in. thick, 11:2 ins. wide 
and 12 ins. long. While aluminum and the 
size given are recommended, the constructor 
may use any Metal and may t'bonge its 
shape; however, practice has shown that the 
shape given is more convenient. 

The hole for the meter and the hole for 
the tube-well are next cut out. This may 
be done with at fly cutter or may be accom- 
plished by drilling a series of small holes 

ar i the inner cire- ferenee after which 
the inner portion is removed and the edges 

filed smooth. Next, drill the holes for the 
mounting of the potentiometer 12, the 

bucking- circuit resistance 113, the switches 

S. Gernshaclk's 
Radio 

Encyclopedia 
Second Edition 

Contents Entirely New 

2,201 Radio Definitions 
1,253 Technical Illustrations 

34 Tables and Charts 
24 Pages of Appendix 

Size of Book: 
9 in. wide by 12 in. high 

352 PAGES 
Weight, 3 lbs. 

Red Morocco- Keratol Flexible 
Binding 

Printed on strong ledger paper 
Loose -Leaf Arrangement 

THIS book the New Edition of 
Emotive F i r a t Radio Encyclopedia by S 

Gent -back, the first book of its kind c 

published In America. 
The new Second Edition -just off the press -I. 

fully resised, rewritten, and enlarged. It Is the 
absolutely up-to-the-minute new model of the into 

beer First Radio Encyclopedia, which became [It 
stand -by of all radio men in every part of tit 
world. Over 39,000 copies of the first edition wer 
.old. 

What the New Second Edition Radio 
Encyclopedia Gives You 

It gives you an explanation of every wool used In 
radio. These explanations -or, rather, definitions 
--are not brief outline Information like arose of 
an ordinary dictionay, but they give In fullest de- 
tail, and at sonsldernhle length, the meaning and 
application of even ssnrd. tinrast, general anil spe- 
cial tens used In the science of radio. Tibet are 
written in plain, everyday English, easily under- 
stood by anyone. 

Practically every definition In the book IA illus 
t rated by drawings. photographs, diagrams, or 
chart& All you need to do Is to look up as you 
would In a dictionary, the word or phrase about 
which sou are seeking Information. Furthermore. 
rah page is key -Indexed, for greeter 'o -en'eltre 

and speed in 'orating any definition. All the Sub - 
Jeet -Matter Is Arranged la Alphabetise! Order. 

This greatly enlarged Second Edition Radio En- 
t yelulsedla it an absoluto necessity to everyone In- 
terested in Itadlo. It answers all radio questions. 
'nemeses your knowledge and saves your time. It 
cosen every known radio problem, and is a Kohl- 
mine of practical information for even. radio mat. 

Ifail Coupon Today! 
r 

S. GERNSBACK CORPORATION, R(' -2:(4 

98 Park Plate, New York. N. Y. 
Send me cote MO' of the new Second Edi- 

tion S. Gernsback Itadlo Encyclopedia. I en- 
lose herewith $3.90, check or money order pre- 

ferred. (Foreign and Canada, add 35c extra 
for postage.) Money refunded in full if not 
satisfactory. 

Name 

Address 

City State 
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SW I, S\\'3. S\\':I, S \\'I, and the three holes 
for the binding hosts. The hole for the 
insertion of the gooseneck or DX is next 
drilled. The sire will depend upon the size 
of the IIX. 'I'IH IIX should be large enough 
to 'dare six leads through; one, the plate 
lead, is shielded. After these tulles :nr 
drilled. a series of smaller holes is drilled 
around the edge of the panel at cilia-dis- 
tances. These are then countersunk to take 
a 6/32 flat -head machine screw. 'l'htse holes 
are provided to anchor the I:- by 1 -in. angle, 
aluminum or brass, which is matte into at 

rectangular frame and fastened underneath 
the panel. The details of this construct' 
are shown in Fig. B. 

l'he socket support is next prepared. This 
may he 1alIV kind of material but aluminum 
is reeunuutnded as it is easier to work. It 
is 1 /11i -in. thick, 2 ins. wide, nod Iit ins. 
long. It is suspended from the panel with 
threaded rods IA-in. in diameter and I1, 

ins. long. In addition to this support, the 
socket panel is fastened to tut nieromn- 
metcr, taking care that the terminals of the 
meter are insulated from the metal. 

The Irattery carrier is next matte, and in 
turn nnay he made of any metal of such 
thickness as to be sufficiently rigid. It is 
cut and bent as detailed ill Fig. B. 

Making the Gooseneck 
'l'he gooseneck, as it has crone to be 

called, is IMO le of three parts, exclusive of 
the six leads that pass through the IIX. 
The parts are: a length of I._ -in. (or even 
larger if desired) IIX hollow tubing, :m 
empty "M(lunenti" talcum power (for unen) 
can, and a Pilot type 317 molded hakelite 
socket or one of similar size or shape. The 
top of the talcum powder can is pried off, 
care being taken not to bend or disfigure 
either the can or the top. The perforated 
end of the top is drilled out to pass the IIX 
tightly. The ISX is then soldered firmly to 
the top. To remove the paint or enamel 

Or 
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Three methods of calibrating the voltmeter are 
shown at .d, B. and C. Any one may be used. 

depending upon the apparatus on hand. 

from the cam. hold it over a gas burner 
until the enamel is burned nearl off, then 
finish the ,job by rubbing with steel wool. 

Next, a disc of bra.., copper, or iron 1,', 
in. in diameter is secured. 'Three hones are 
drilled I., in. f the edge and equi- distant 
froth each 'other; these are Provided to 
fasten the neck to the panel. This disc is 

now soldered to the other end of the 11X. 
The six leads are now provided, one of 
which should be shielded with woven wire 
braid. 'These are passed through the BX. 
'rile leads are then soldered to the rivets or 
cy(leis of the Pilot socket and the extend- 
ing prongs of the socket are removed. It 
is recommended that colored heads he used 
as this will prevent confusion and it great 
dead of testing. 'Hoe socket k next fastened 
to the top of the gooxnrdk making sure 
there is clearance between the socket and 
the .ides to allow the rout to .lip into place. 
The bottom of the can is drilled with a I..- 
in. drill to accommodate a rubber grommet. 
Five leads are soldered to the socket; the 
extra lead, which is the grid return, is 
brought through the top of the talcum pow- 
der can, .just under the socket. 'Floe end 
of the lead is then proviticd with a battery 
clip. :\ t'nntrol -grid clip of the carp type 
is also provided with a battery clip. 

The gooseneck is next fastened to the 
panel, leaving the leads sufficiently long to 
reach tai the a III,Ius switches and parts. The 
Socket panel and meter as well as the other 
parts are mounted, and the instrument is 
wired as 5110w11 in Fig. 1. Care should he 
exercised in wiring :Is the thole expended 
will amply repay the constructor. The "C" 
batteries are held in 111.ilion with brackets, 
and connections are mode to them by solder- 
ing direct, or by soldering screws to the 
batteries, after which the leads 'nay be con- 
nected with lugs and nuts. 

The fecal resistor It 1, is soldered direct 
th the 111 "1 hinting post. 'l'he bypass con - 
demwrs ('l, ('3, and l':1 are soldered direct 
to the top of the battery carrier, which in 
turn, after wiring is complete, is fastener) 
to the angle on the underneath of the panel. 
The details of the coyer are given in Figs. 

.111(1 11 and will not be explained here 
as it is simple of construct' . It is amine, 
however, to lit over the angle sides of the 
top. 

Calibration Procedure 
'Pile insertion of the binding posts on the 

panel and the switch SR'l, which will br 
noted is a three point single -threw switch, 
allows the operator to switch out the am- 
plifier tube and to use the tube \3 alone 
as an ordinary V.T. voltmeter. This ar- 
rangement also allows the operator to ex- 
tend the range of the instruutent t'o anv 
scale desired. by the Ilse of :ni external 
voltage undtiplitr which is described in a 
later paragraph. 

'Floe instrument is first lalibrated across 
the binding -post terminals. Either of two 
methods Of calibration may be used as shown 
in schematic form in Figs. 3:\ and 211. ')'hat 
of big 3.\ is recommended. In either cause, 
:m A.C. cultmrtet.. having a maximum volt- 
age .scale of a calls. and a filament trans- 
former with a winding of 3.8 volts 'ore re- 
quired. The resistor It, Fig. 2.1, is a known 
resistance and is more convenient if ill the 
form of a decade resistance box. although 
this is not neeessarv. 'Phis \'.T. voltmeter 
is placed across the terminals 1 and Sand 
is then calibrated. 'Che voltage drop across 
the resistor RI is the ratin of Ill x E, 
divided by It 1 plus It, in which E is the 
reacting of the voltmeter. 'l'he voltmeter is 
thus calibrated over its entire range by 
varying the ratio between RI and It and by 
simple calculation. 
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Many men who have 

BECOME 
SUCCESSFUL 

IN RADIO 
learned at jp 4 

Ise 

Behind the scenes at a broadcast studio 

MORE than 20,000 men have graduated 
from RCA Institutes, America's oldest 

radio school. Many of these men now hold 
responsible positions in all branches of the 
radio industry. They got their training at the 
right school. So can you. 

RCA Institutes is fully equipped to give 
you complete training in every branch of prac- 
tical radio. There are elementary courses for 
beginners- advanced courses for those who 
already have some radio knowledge. No "cut- 
and- dried" lessons -you are enabled to pick 
the course that exactly suits you. 

Learn Two Ways 
You may learn radio in two ways ... either 
at one of the four big resident schools, con- 
veniently located in New York, Chicago, 
Boston and Philadelphia. Or, if you prefer, 
you may study at home in your spare time, 
through our extension courses. Special home 
laboratory equipment is furnished. Both types 
of graduates are eligible for special free schol- 
arships for outstanding work. 

Association with the largest research labo- 
ratory in the radio industry enables RCA 
Institutes to keep up with the latest develop- 
ments. All schools are supplied with the most 
modern equipment ... the instructors are 
men of practical experience. Yet with all these 
advantages which you get, the tuition is no 
higher than other schools. Why not write for 
our latest general catalog, giving full details 
of any course in which you may be interested' 
The coupon makes it easy. 

A Radio Corporation of America Suhcidiary 

eirta RCA INSTITUTES, INC. 
Dept. RT -2, 75 Varick St., N.Y. 

'mt. 
Please send me your General Cata- 

log. I am checking below the phase of radio in 
which I am interested. 

Aircaft Radio O Talking Pictures 
O Broadcast Station or O Servicing Home En- 

Studio tertainment Equip- 
0 Disc and Film Record- menu 

ing O Television 

Name.. -.. 
. Address 

r Orcnpation Axe 
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Listen 
in I1ntEiT Io 

Lyndon, Parli. lter- 
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Elt gels 14 b, 'CU meter, 
AERO SHORT WAVE CONVERTERS 

rumen `bur 1nirut Sci NI. a $hart \Cave 
super -I letemd> nr 

A. C. MODEL 512.50 -D. C. MODEL $11.50 
AT LAST! The Perfect Auto Radio ONLY $20.00 
Built bp pioneer, In Ow H nnfarulring of .tuta Hallo. 
.V, guarantee 1.001 mile- Inpllu-. of reception. A Ina,- 
Ietioir. or Ila.Do engineering. loam -t Hostel ,' Tube 
Sere Pentole Auto Radio. Price of -et I lonly 
Set rolnplele with tube.. liaiterlet, .lynaudc speaker, 
antenna equipment gull uol se .uVli,,.ora, $39.50. 

NEW AERO MIDGET 
11Ing the Latest 'r, pe P,,, .Ii Nulli -31u Tubes. 

Price Su..n 
We guarantee COAST TO COAST RECEPTION 

ulo nil Irene nu.,lily 
t 

DI 

1 e h i». Full dynalulr .pe k, r. 
Full t /dot, dial. Beau Dul 

nut r binet. . Tube Set 
$1 .'U. less tulle.. l'oum Hete 
set of á hatched tubes $4.SI extra. 

se :ND FO1t l'Ottl'LETt I'A VI' MAO: 
CHAS. HOODWIN COMPANY 

Dept. 0.15 4240 Lincoln Avenue Chicago, Illinois 

ATTENTION DEALERS AND 
SERVICEMEN 

Write now for our new 1932 Radio catalogue. Evert, 
Ming listed at lowest possible wholesale prises. 

JOHNSON RADIO MFG. CO. 

I 
'Tarrytown Rd. Pleasantville, N. Y. 

ATTENTION 
Set Analyzers, Testers. Tube I'htckers. Ite- 
wired- hn.ught up tu date for Pentode and 
Variable Mu Tuts... no Adapters. Keceictrs 
Rewired for Pentode and Variable \h, Tubes. 

RADIO SERVICE SHOP 

132 Bryant St.. N. W., Washington, D. C. 

SAVE SERVICE 
TI íEgr'MONEY 
TRUVOLT RESISTORS, 

rsfes with adjustable clips, mean 
quicker service and fewer pans 
to stock. All standard sizes. 

Write Dept. 
RC. 2 

for ho!der ËZÉC l'tÄD, 

TUBE CHECKER 
.Iman , " -hon- nn.' .-n be 

1111 nah r ,I 
IT 

1.2. 9 
soll L e at transform, ,. 

1'1111 11,111.11011. bis buling tithe 
.fence 'Pray AI.!. oleo I1 

Inh ,'e il.o '.b1, ,le: 1nt 
°11,1,1 

ilh.nn wob I.r1. ri., -. $2.9:.. 
b11pblg t. Ib. .'d.l l'.1'. 
L & L ELECTRIC CO. 

336 Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn. 

$S,000 
ANYONE 

PAID 
H 
TO 

PROVES THAT THIS IS 
not the actual photo of myself 
showing n y -uperb physique 
and law the Itoss System has 
Increased my own height to 
6 ft. 3 3 -4 Inches. hundreds 

o 
f Testimonials. Clients on 

45 old ain from 1 to years gain 
Inches In a few weeks!: 

First In 1907 
First To -day 

No Appliances -No Drugs -No Dieting. ROSS 
SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ten Dollars Corn- 
-Iota. Convincing Testimony an.l Particulars 
-nts stumps. ".Allow time for return m1L across 

the Al anmc." G. MALCOLM ROSS, Height Spetiallst, 
Scarborough, England, (P. 0. Bea 15). 
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The method shown in Fig. 211, While not 
as accurate. is sat¡sfactor) . .\ potentiom- 
eter It is placed across the filament Winding 
of the transformer with the .1.C. voltmeter 
connected ,It rocs one side of the transformer 
and tu the :irnl of the potentiometer. The 

toltnater to be calibrated is then con- 

nected across the A.C. voltmeter at ter- 
minals 1 ;11111 2. Ily adjusting the position 
of the potentiolluter arm the voltage may 
be varied and the \.'l'. voltmeter calibrated 
accordingly. 'l'he resistance ;loue of the 
potentiometer may be 21H), .4111 or 11110 ohms, 

the higher value giving the sillootber ad- 
justment. After the tube \'2 has been cali- 
brated, the instrument may be calibrated On 

radio frequencies, using the arrangement 
got ill in I-'ig. 2C. 

.1 radio frequency oscillator, a pickup coil 
1. in stries With coil 1.1, the tuning con- 
denser C, and the resistors It and R1 are 
required. 'Pilo tscillator should he cali- 
brated over the hand Of frequencies to be 

used in Hie oaliln'ntion of the \'.'l'. voltmeter. 
'Pile resistance It should be 49 ohms and 
the resistance Ill, I soon. This twill give 
at ratio of 511 tu I. The resonant circuit 
consisting of I., 1.1, C and the resistors It 
and It 1 is now placed in resonance with the 
calibrated oscillator. With an ordinary \:1', 
taltou'ter. or using only the section compris- 
ing \'_ :I. has been described, the voltage 
is Measured across te als 1 and 3. 

Suppose that the current flowing through 
the rrso1111111 circuit is 4 Milliamperes, then 
the toltage ueross terminals 1 and :3 Will be 
._- colts. 'fill' tolblge arras$ till 1 -ohm re- 
sistor Will then be .2 -colt divided by the 
ratio which is ;ill, giving aI voltage across 
terminals 2 and 3 (the 1 -uhul resistor) of 
.11114 -cult. 

Thus, the \.l'. voltmeter with the ampli- 
fier tube \'1 is rallibrattd over its entire 
.rate. The instrument should he Calibrated 
at various radio frequencies in order that 
the amplifying chan'alteria¡ts of the am- 
plifier tube will by known. It is important 
that the voltage aero.. tirnlinals 2 and 3 he 

kept constant alt .0114- or .11115 -volt during 
this test, by checking the voltage across ter- 
minals I and 2 at frequent intervals. \ \'hile 
the section vougiTising \-2 of this instru- 
ment may he used for this purpose, it Will 
be found more tonytnitnt to IISe a separate 

voltmeter, 'which may he only a tem- 
porary affair. 

The Voltage Multiplier 
'fias device is shuw'n in sett sloth form 

in Fill. 3. It consists of four resistors: one 
!II1O,11111 -, Ont Nll,nlli -, and tea 111,111111 -ahlll re- 
sistors connected in series to give a total re- 
.¡stance of une uegolun. 'Taps are brought 
to a umltipo ¡nt switch as shown. With the 
resistors arranged aged according to the illus- 
tration, point I twill have a ratio of I:1, point 
2 will Tern ;I ratio of 111:1, point 3 will have 
:I ratirl of 511:1, and point .4 will have il ratio 
of 11111:1. 'rhos, if the input terminals of 
the device are connected to a morte of 
I.ttitilge between 511 and 1110 volts, and the 
IMtpnt terminals ionneetetl to the \'2 sec- 
tion of the \'.'l'. voltmeter, the voltage in- 
dicated when multiplied by 110 will gite 
the correct calte. 'Thus, it' the voltage read 
ou the meter is .9-colt, 100 times this would 
hire !Il colts ....rm. the input terminals of 
the multiplier. It ..lust he remembered that 

I 
the input wultage tu the voltmeter tube must 

not exceed 1.0 volt effective value. If the 

control grill of the voltmeter tube becomes 

overloaded, grid cuirrei t Will flow, causing 
it shift from the linear portion of the char- 
acteristic with resultant inaccuracies in the 
voltmeter reading. 

Placing the Voltmeter in Operation 
and Adjustments 

Before the inst nt may he calibrated, 
it is necessary that the voltages of the tubes 
be properly adjusted. 'l'he voltages of the 

et 

R 
900000 
OHM5 

- R1 
60.000 

OHMS 

RATIO 
10 

2 

RATIO 
1 

INPUT 
10000 RATIO 

OHMS 50 

OUTPUT 

o. R3 
10,000 OHMS 

4 
RATIO 
100 

Fig. 3 

A multiplier that facilitates increasing the ranfsì 
of the voltmeter 100 times. 

tube V2 are first adjusted. The terminals 
BPI, 13P2, and 11P3, Fig. 1, are first shorted. 
The switch of the bucking battery circuit 
is opened. This is S \ \'S. The plate voltage 
of \'2 and the bias voltage (the latter ad- 
justed by the potentiometer R) are adjusted 
so that the current indicated on the uliero- 

(Continued on page 495) 

IMPROVING OPERATION 
(Continued front page 476) 

I have wired several of these machines 
and in each ease the vol was the same, 
or greater, than with the type '01.1 tubes; 
although the type '31 tube will not handle 
as much power as the '71:1, it will give 
good room-volume. 'l'he "I3" drain, using 
2 -volt tubes, is only one -half as much as 

before. 
(The circuit of the original A.K. " :3 :3" 

and "49" is shown on Data Sheet No. 17, 

which appeared in the May, 1930 issue of 
H A nto- CI.u-r.- 7'eeh. Ed.) 

SERVICE FORUM 
(Continued from page 476) 

this ;apparent discrimination has caused sonie 

comment. The idROVe letter from the .\t wader 

Font Manufacturing Company should lift 
the veil of secrecy that has surrounded this 
(uestion, for all times.-Editor.) 

BUYING MOTIVES 

DEPLORING the prevalent practice of 
prate- vatting, Harry 'l'. ISussman, of 

the ISnssinan Mfg. Co., at a conference of 
radio dealers, voiced six buying motive. 
(ammo stressed the Itust four as contributing 
tel tflrlll/l l de recover') which every radio 
Service Man and technician should memo- 
rize; for they lare the fundamentals of sell - 

(1 wit: Ruin e' 11 the product, t 1 

sell- 
ing, regardless f tl (1 l- 
of money, gain of utility, satisfaction of 
caution, satisfaction of pride, gratification 
of pleasure, and gratification of sentiment. 
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BOOK REVIEW 
\I.oGNETIC PIIEN )MEN.\; liv Samuel 

Robinson Williams, l'6.1)., l).Se., 2:1) 
pages, cloth hound, ti x !I incites, 150 jl- 
Iustrations and numerous tables. Pub- 
lished by MeGrtw -llill Look Co., Inc. 

The serious radio. experimenter and Service Man 
will find this volume most interesting. 

The operation of every magnetic device. such as 
electric motors. coupling roils. magnetic and dy- 
namic loud -speakers. transformers. choke coil. etc., 
is all dependent on the knowledge that magnets and 
magnetic devices will act in certain unvarying way's 
under given conditions. 

Considered f the viewpoint of the research 
worker, this book is as complete a source of data 

possible in one small volume. The nature of 
the subject, however. necessitates a complete mathe- 
nt_tical treatment and for this reason. a working 
knowledge of algebra and calculus is needed to 
derive the greatest benefit front it. 

The volume is divided into eight parts, each com- 
passing one phase of the question. 

The first is called Magneto - Magnetics and deals 
with the elements of magnetic act inn both for 
natural and electrical magnets: the second section 
deals with that interesting. and net it recently little 
used. action called Magneto- y,triction. or the me- 
chanical change in shape of certain metals when 
placed in a strong field. Next are considered 
\I agneto- Acoustics. covering the production of 
sound by magnetization and the effects of sound 
waves on magnetic fields: \IagnetoElectrics, the 
development of electric fields and currents by vary- 
ing magnetic forces; Magneto- Thermics, the effect 
of heat MI magnetic phenomena allot the converse 
effects; Magneto-t /plies. the Faraday Effect and 
other optical changes due to magnetic fields; Cos - 
mical \lagnetism. dealing with the earth's magnet- 
ism. and the effects of magnetic action front the Sun 
and other planets: and finally. Magnetic Theories 
:mot Experimental Facts. covering a brief hi Cory 
of magnetic theories and action. 

It is impossible to explain in greater detail, in 
this small space. the scope of this publication. We 
cam however, recommend it as one of the hest 
reference hooks available on this fundamental 
snl{. o,t (C.W.P.) 

.\N1) I.1'1 "1'1.1': 11.11)I0 NMI (Second 
Edition); by .\uuuulu l'espcdes Marini 
272 pages, leather or paper, f x 9 inehes, 
22 illustrations. Published by .\muavlo 
Cespeih.s \l. Price, ?:1.511, leather hound; 
in paper, $1.511. 

I)o not fail to read this elncational, amusing, 
enchanting and entertaining lank by the owner of 
7;< -watt. short -wave radio anion NRII, or to use 
the official call, TI- I- NIIii. Ileredia, Costa Rica, 
South . omerica. Ile sure to follow his peregrina- 
tions through the Iadioland of his men making 
(conceiving. constructing auto operating world- 
famous radio station NItI I), as ae journeys in the 
company of his friend Mr. Fernandez. who seems 
to have taking ways. 

In his preface the author states. "I comb! had 
the book typescript revised hr an english literary 
man, but then half of the work --world be result 
of little importance for it is amid its queerness 
that you will reap the sweetness of its lively. 
narrations." 

This thoroughly original and captivating literary 
stele prevails throughout the entire book. 

We ca t resist the temptation to quote just 
titre -e mare paragraphs front his book.- -the opening 
paragraphs on the initial page of the first chapter 
which is entitled. "\ly first listening." 

'Itack in Noventi err 1923, when our dry season 
winds are blowing and on the time when every- 
body thinks of those persons gone forever to some 
far beyond -au old friend of nine. -the ardent 
fan \I r Vicente Fernandez a real amateur listener 
and radio developer in this country. invited me to 
listen to special broadcasting which were going to 
take place that night. 

"Italia then, were at its ht- ginning down -here, 
and rant obstatt that 1 never had Neared music or 
a talk by the air. I went to his homy to hear, what 
my own hands had made for \I r. Fernandez.- -the 
real voice, out from one five inch diameter coil- 
hooked up in a regenerative circuit of the first 
raiinplans published in `Radio News' by lingo 
Ge rnslaack. 

-If you want to live again the experiences of your 
first days in the radio service and sales field, read 
Sr. Cespiles' co-fifes-dons tinder the chapter head- 
ing, "Radio 'Doctor' and pusher." (It.U.1V,) 

A VACUUM -TUBE VOLTMETER 
(Continued from page -1-91.) 

ammeter is In microanipres. The switch 
S \\ "; is now t hosed and the variable resistor 
It:i is adjusted until the current read on 
the micro ;unmeter is 2 microamperes. The 
use of the bucking battery arrangement al- 
lows greater sensitivity of the \':1'. volt- 
meter with greater accuracy, as it cancels 
out the steady plate -current flow of the tube. 
After this portion of the instrument is a l- 
justed, the amplifier tube is next adjusted. 
'llu only required adjustment her' I. that 
of the screen -;;rid voltage which is adjusted 
to a relue that will give IXimuut :npli- 
lieation from the tube 'the potential will 
naturally be small due to the drop in pl:dc 
voltage through the resistance HI. lu cali- 
bration and measurement work, it i, im- 
portant that the voltmeter be shielded from 
possible strays as otherwise, inaccuracies 
will result in the work. 

List of Parts 
One Reston model 301, II tu 21)1) miticro:nn- 

Iteres, or Jewell nniermmnmteter, all; 
Three GE or Itn't and Ilcgcrutan power 

switches, SW2, SW:1, SW I; 
( )ni. Gl; or I-I, and I1. three point, single - 

throw power -switch, SW I; 
One Pilot type 217 melded btkelite socket, 

\'1; 
One L'1- type wafer socket, \'2; 

One Electra(' Supertonat rot, 11 to 5011,000 
ohms, H:i; 

One 't'txley midget .404 )-I potentiometer, 
ít2; 

One Lynch or Aee'uraohnt wire -wound pre- 
vision resistor, 2110,000 ohms, HI: 

'l'Ivre binding posts, 111'1, 11l'2, Hí'3; 
Two Sprague ur . \erivox, 1-inf. fixed con - 

densers, C2, (':ic 
Three Sprague or .\ernyox, 1 -alfa ,1 -1uf. fixed 

condensers, ('I: 
One 12 -in. length hollow 11X tubing, goose- 

neck; 
One empty " \lcnnens" talcum powder can, 

I., shield \'l; 
One aluminum panel a, -in. thick, 

wide, 12 ins. long for panel; 
One sheet aluminum 1 /16 -in. thick, 2 int. 

Wide, lit,, ins. long, for wafer sueket sup- 
port; 

One hatter)' carrier as described; 
One sheet tin container; fur cover; 
One type l'Y 2:16 tube, \'1: 
One type I'l' 2:17 tube, \'2; 
Six portable 22, -cult "11" batteries, 1ltir- 

gess type 4156, 112; 
Two 4'L -volt `(" batteries, 114, 115: 
Two I'/ -volt flashlight (lilts, III and 1t3; 
Four No. 6 dry -cell batteries in metallic 

container for filament supply, 116. 

49.E 

offers the 
Greatest 

VALUES 
in Radio 

at lowest 
possible prices 

SUPERLATIVE 
performance 
at the lowest 
possible price! 
This require- 
ment is upper- 
most in the 

The low Crosley minds of those prices attract pros - 
pects to your store. who today are 
contemplating the purchase of 
radio receivers. And so in accord- 
ance with the Crosley policy of 
providing what the public will 
buy, Crosley has set about to 
meet this demand. 

In doing so, Crosley engineers 
and technicians have left nothing 
undone to give you, the radio 
dealer, and in turn, your cus- 
tomers, the greatest and most 
sensational values that have ever 
been offered in the radio indus- 
try. Consequently, Crosley radio 
receivers are in demand today. 
And they are priced so that the 
radio dealer can operate at a 
profit - TODAY. 

Today's "buyers' market" has 
put its stamp of approval on the 
amazing Crosley models. It has 
professed its satisfaction in terms 
of greater sales. So perfectly does 
Crosley reflect the needs, require- 
ments and taste of the radio - 
buying public that no dealer can 
afford not to handle Crosley. 

The Crosley Radio Corporation 
POWEL CROSLEY, Jr.. President 

Home of "the Nation's Station " -WLW 
CINCINNATI 
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HOW TO MAKE A MICROPHONE MIXER 

sound projectors blast in order to allow 
people to hear what is going on. The gain 
should first be advanced until the output 
level overrides the noise of the audience. 
who will probably be talking :among them- 
selves, As soon as the introductory remarks 
of the orator have begun, the audience will 
usually become quiet and begin to listen. 
The muplilier gain should now he reduced so 
that when the orator is talking in a normal 
tone the people hi the rear of the assembly 
can .just make out [chat he is sawing. The 
ear is a most remarkable device, in that it 
automatically becomes adjusted to the level 
in sensitivity. Therefore, under the :love 
conditions, the amplifier and "mike' will be 
functioning as they should. 

The best quality will he obtained when the 
orator is talking through the "mike" and at 
a distance of no less than 8 in. Of course 
there are no hard and fast rules as the voices 
of different people can either wake or break 
a successful speech reinforcement jolt, but 
in no case should. the speaker 1w allowed to 
shout - directly into the "mike" in order to 
make himself heard as this not only defeats 
the whole purpose of the public address 
system, but the quality will invariably be 
extremely poor. 

With the el' Hon of the overloaded 
microphone condition, the second great 
tronblc is improper impedance matching he- 

(Continued from. pope 467) 

twcen component parts. As the sound, which 
is changed to electrical energy, is passed 
through transformers, attenuators and asso- 
ciated tubes until it finally reaches the sound 
projectors, its wave form is exceedingly easy 
tn distort. It is, in fact, most miraculous 
that after what is dine to the applied input, 
vine gets even a semblance of it at the out- 
put. However, we usually assume that 
cheap transformers will give us poor quality 
and that the same applies to cheap micro- 
phones, soma I projectors and tubes. 'There- 
fore, with this thought in mind, we purchase 
e Xecl Icnt transformers, microphones, sound 
projectors, and tubes, but when we decide 
on (ohmic controls we undoubtedly look for 
the cheapest and simplest kind of a poten- 
tiometer with t considering the only natural 
result from the use of a potentiometer 
across the winding of a transformer. 

-' I 

T1 
i 

1N- 
our 

DUT 
par 

011( 
PUT cur 

MODIFIED 
-N- PAD PAD 

Fit. 1, left. 
Fig. 2. center. Modified "N" pad. 

Fig. 3, right. Constant imp,'dmnsc "T" pad. 

rote,, louder volume control. 

In Fig. 1 is sl -n the output of a trans- 
former tied into the input of another circuit. 
'l'he output level is varied by means of a 

potentiometer. As the slider is moved down- 
ward, the value of the resistance in parallel 
with the primary of transformer 'l'1 is de- 

creased until al point X there is a com- 
plete short eircuit across the primary of 

transformer '1'1. This transformer may have 
excellent chard teristics and may have been 
designed to mantel perfectly, the impedance 
of the circuits into which it is working, but 

after we get through changing its impedance 
with the potentiometer, there is little left of 
what was considered good, for with every 
variation of the potentiometer we change the 
iltpcilaulce. 

Constant -Impedance Attenuators 

A transformer will work efficiently only - 

when its primary and secondary impedances 
are matched to the lines from which they 
are worked or Being worked. The only cot - 
elusion is, therefore, that the attenuators 

:t retain and not change the impedance 
balance on lilies between which they are in- 
terposed. k'or this purpose, special circuits 
were arranged to keep the impedance con- 
stant regardless of how the attenuators are 
varied. Such devices are known as "con - 
stant- iulpcdaulce attenuators,' or "GI. pads." 

FORMULAS AND RECIPES 
F r the PRACTICAL MAN 

CONTENTS 
1. Adhealee': Glues. Cements, 
Gums. Mucilage-. Lubricant, 
-2. Cleansing: Slain Remov- 
ers. Bleaches, cleaning Fluid, 
-3. Metal (--aft: Coloring. 
Osydining. Plating. Repair - 
Ing, Welding. Polishes, Al- 
lors. Solders -1. Paints: Col- 
ors. Stains. Vantis'ws. Enam- 
els, Luminous Paint. Wash- 
able Paint, Paint-Removing. 
Waterproofing. Firm fini -' 
5. alas -Working : l'un I IIIR. 
Drilling, Wring. hemline. 
Blowing. Etching. Engraving. 
Frosting. Slhering. ele. -$. 
Wood-Craft: Fillers. Fire- 
proofing. -ML6pnalfing. IVs 
terrnnfinl, Furniture Pol- 
ishes-4. Inks: Eradicator,. 
Ink Stain Removers: Sym- 
pathetic. Inusable. Aeeto- 
graph -S. Photography: De- 

loliers, Emulsions. Fixer+, 
Sensitising. Toning. Printing. 
Phonographic Paper. Blue- 
print l'aller - -9 Ant for 
Poisons, Remedies for Bums 
and Scalds. Disinfectant+. 
Foret And in tcrldents. Bielle 
Remelles - 10. Preparation. 
Manipulation. Handling. Mix- 
ing. Emulsifying: lyse of Hy- 
drometer. Use of Thermom- 
eter; ter; Tables of weights and 

Measures. Decimal System. 
Useful Tabler. 

THREE NEW Soc BOOKS 
FHum the table of ran - 

tenla. It wl It be seen 
that the look 1.1111111S 
only such material as Is 
constantly needed and r 

e practically applied 
ran 

the man .110 Is doing or 
making things. 

Even formula has been 
selertei with a Ilea to Its 
usefulness h, the experi- 
menter and !martini' tech- 
nical man. 

Not only 111at. -Td+ 
Book 1- intended to sene 
directly for the use of the 
loan tvhn (ashes to tonic 
out desirable pnparations 
for pram lean home manu- 
facture. to 
Banning ,pare-ti nine otoney. 

Tt Is well known, In the 
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aration, that hare heroine 
hcuselhold standby's and 
altos. praluetion n m runs 

11110 ndlllar of dollars of 

sere known. this 
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truth 
1he 
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dred and one preparations 
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er bush,., -. 

This book has been 
compiled by S. nernabarn. 
a well-kmmn author of 
p r ari in al instructional 
manuals in arias s1ien- 
tifie fields. ene will find 
It a red help and an In- 
strument for self nhance- 
ment. It will serve you 
as a money -saver and a 
mono, -maker! 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 
OF RADIO 

Radio Simply Explained- Its 
Origin, Nature and Functions 

CONTENTS 
Chapter 1- Fun- 
damentals of Ra- 
dio: Electricity. 
Resistance. Bat- 
teries. The shag- 

111111 

Magnehie 
Circuit. 

Field, 
Inductance. Con - 
densers, .t. V. Cir- 
cuits, Propaga- 
tion of Radi. 
Wale,: Chanter 
II 'ale Shuple 
Rolla Set. Sin- 
gle. Tau. and 
Tirer llr.ult 
Tuner,. The flat- 
tery Set. Vacuum 
Tube. Sistinle 
Sels. Loud Speak- 
ers: Chapter III 
- Diagrams. How 
to Read Them, 
Chapter 1C - 
Anhaleur and 
Broadcast S t a 

1 Ions. Talking Pic- 
tures, Tries lsbn. 

AIS BOOB in intended as a handy fundamental aid for 
1 -checking up" and systenmltzln your knowledge. of 

mastered nÌo 1 \ matter 'that Stage of the . n yoU have Illua far 

It Is intended for those who may lave had to gel their 
first working knowledge of radio Ihnugh experience in a 

hahihuzanl r.111011 WO now aunt 1, get a more solid 

grounding In Its principles and their. 

eau, 
111st Intended the practical unehhelnshet 

khmwtrdgelanf the 

prlr'pies underlying the ,HOW and wHY of Radlo.t 
The hark has been prepared with spnial consideration 

for the young inemllers of the profession: and one of the 

main objets has been to state in plain English the few im- 
portant elementary ' principles width the au9mn of most 

harks on radio envelop In such a haze of technical mystery 

as to keep their explanations beyond the understanding of 

the ordinary man. 
There to no more mystery about radio in Ibe mind of the 

reader after he has read this hoar! 
The author. being a farmer instructor in radio, knows 

lace to R0 about explaining In simple language. the origin 
and nature of radio: he leads his reader through clear de- 

scription and practical aaalogles, step by rep. until ho 

unYouslaill 
find ino 

Mr. 
Martin's 's book really intelligible 

of the most 

dlseuaslon of a lot of cublects in radio. for which you 
hope never before been able to find an elementary explana- 
tion in suth eas)-to -grasp and understandable tenus. 

Even If you think that you know very great deal about 
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The Bell Telephone Laboratories have used 
C.1. pads for a long period of time, and in 
the past it was only through this company 
and at great cost that they could be ob- 
tained. With the advent of commercial 
broadcasting the demand became severe with 
the result that the engineers of the Clarostat 
Mfg. Co. spent considerable time developing 
C.I. pads that could be marketed at reason- 
able prices. 

In general, the two most common types 
of pads in use are known as the modified 
"II" and the "T." These are shown in Figs. 
2 and 3, respectively. If the circuits are 
followed out, it will be found that regardless 
of the position of the movable section, both 
input and output values of resistance remain 
constant. 

if now we build an amplifier which will 
supply our load, it is only necessary to have 
the proper mixing equipment for mixing the 
inputs into the system. 

Mixing Equipment 
usually on a. public address job there will 

be records to be planed, speeches to be re- 
en forced, possibly solos to be rendered over 
the system and local announcements made. 
Thus it is necessary to have an arrangement 
whereby one, two or three "mikes" can be 
handled. 

Possibly, there also might be a large or- 
ehe,tra or band that will have to be picked 
tip and transmitted to timer location. 
Though a majority of the leading broadcast- 
ing companies find that the best microphone 
set -up, that approximates most closely the 
hearing of a normal person, is obtained 
through the use of only one microphone po- 
sition, nevertheless it is well to plan a sys- 
tem so that more than one microphone po- 
sition can be used when needed. The idea 
being to place two or three microphones 
throughout the orchestra and adjust the level 
of cash separately until the best sound bal- 
ance is obtained. Then the entire level can 
be either raised or lowered as desired by 
a master output attenuator. In this wily, 
it is possible to make any instrument or 
group of instrunnents predominate over the 
others. 

Going further into the design of the mixer, 
it would be fitting to list the features of our 
111 ixi'r: 

1. Constant impedance always, with no 
1 ,ss or distort' of the applied input. 

2. Carbon hiss eliminated to a marked de- 
gree by use of large bypass condensers. 

t 

3. All microphone button currents read by 
means of push buttons. 

4. Only one meter used for all readings. 
5. Individual on and off switches for each 

"mike," with a toaster switch for the entire 
mixer. 

6. Internal amplifier. 
7. All batteries contained in saine box. 
With the above factors in mind, refer to 

Fig. 4 wherein is illustrated a simple mixing 
circuit. However, it will be seen that using 
an arrangement of this kind does not give 
constant impedance control. Therefore, let 
us refer to Fig. 5. Here is a parallel ar- 
rangement of constant impedance attenua- 
tors feeding a common source in the input 
transformer to the amplifier. This method 
can be used but will not give as good results 
as that shown in Fig. 6 which is the circuit 
used in our mixer. In Fig. 7 is shown the 
complete circuit, and in Figs. A and 11, 

panel and inside views of the mixer. 
Since the mixer is to be used primarily for 

public address work, a volume indicator is 
not essential and therefore has been omitted. 
However, provision has been made for the 
use of such a device and the VI meter can 
readily be mounted in the upper left hand 
corner of the mixer panel with either a cop- 
per -oxide rectifier or vacuum tube arrange- 
ment fastened directly below on the inside 
of the panel. 

It is possible to still further reduce the 
cost and at the same time incorporate the 
features as outlined before, by using a little 
different arrangement in that the mixing 
transformers may be replaced with resistors. 
'l'he gain will be approximately the same 
as with transformers for the latter have a 
ratio of one to one. The schematic circuit 
is shown in Fig. 8. The condensers are used 
to isolate the direct current in each micro- 
phone circuit from the others. This layout 
is particularly interesting where space is of 
vital concern. 

A word concerning the handling of carbon 
microphones. This type of instrument is 
very fragile; therefore, when using, extreme 
care must le exercised. Through some mis- 
taken conception of the proper method of 
balancing button- currents, ninny radio men 
actually trap the unbalanced "mike" so hard 
as to cause the carbon granules to sift out 
onto the outside surface of the "mike" dia- 
phragm. As soon as this occurs, the "mike" 
is ruined. It is a much better plan to re- 
gain balance by gently tipping and shaking 
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it. Should this not restore it to normalcy, 
then a pencil with an eraser on its end can 
be used to gently tap the circular frame of 
the "mike," being sure to use only the eraser 
part of the pencil. If it does not respond 
easily, then the chances are that the "mike" 
is packed. In any tense do not handle or 
tap the "mike' w'itIi the current on. 

Fig. 4, left. Parallel connection of potentiometer- 
typal volume controls. 

Fig. 5, right. Parallel connection of modified 
'7f" type volume controls. 

Mutton current is a subject of consider- 
able controversy as different microphone 
manufacturers specify different amounts of 
current. however, Western Electric (type 
387) "mikes" generally can lie relied upon 
to give excellent results in service and per- 
formance when operating at 15 milliamperes 
per button. It is unwise to use much more 
as the possibilities of packing the "mike" 
are greatly enhanced as the current is in- 

creased Imyond this figure. 
In regllyd to the operation of the mixer, 

the button marked ".\ Volts" is pressed 
when reading either flanicnt voltage or the 
".\" voltage at the battery. To read the 
latter, it is only necessary to throw the 
filament switch off and advance(' the filament 
rheostat to its full or maximum on position. 
The plate voltage is read on the opposite 
side by pressing the button marked "B 
\'nits." To read "hike' current, it is only 
necessary to push the buttons correspond- 
ing to the microphone position and read di- 
rectly in milliamperes. 'l'hr total "mike' 
current through any one "roil.," is obtained 
by pushing both current buttons for that 
"mike." In practice, the nnsttr current 
switch is turned on with the. filament switch. 
Fit filament rheostat is then adjusted until 
the voltage as read on the meter is exactly 
2 volts. Mutton currents on each "mike" are 
then read and adjustments made until cash 
button has appruxilnattly 15 milliamperes 
flowing through it. 'l'he readings on emit 
"mike" should be adjusted so that differences 
between the Intttun currents on any one 
"mike" are no greater than about 5 to 8 mil- 
liamperes. Each "mike" has its own at- 
temmtor and current switch so that it may 
be thrown c Octets. in or out of the circuit 
or have its energy output raised or lowered 
without in the least way affecting the op- 
eration of the rest of the mixer. 

(Continued on page 506) 
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Short- Checkers 
(Continued from page 1.75) 

It is considered liest, however, to use a 
series condenser as then there is no glow, 
except for the first few cycles of A.C. sup- 
ply after the tube is placed in the socket. 
This show's :IS a brief flash of the neon 
lamp as the condenser charges and, if the 
condenser is high grade and does not leak, 
no more current is allowed to flow. This 
is especially convenient in checking cathode 
to heater leakage because if the neon lamp 
were allowed to glow on one electrode, this 
leakage would h' "washed out." or obscured, 
as it were. Some care is necessary in de- 
ciding when a cathode to heater leakage is 
excessive. In the writer's experience, some 
stakes of tubes are nitwit worse than others 
in this respect. It nut' be of assistance to 

know that the type of neon lamp specified 
will glow at full brilliancy with approxi- 
mately lice milliamperes of current flowing 
and if the neon lamp should glow with more 
than a very slight or faint degree of bril- 
liancy, the tube should he considered as 
either "leaky" or "gassy" and if the neon 
lamp glow's with anything approaching full 
brilliancy, the tube should be considered 
shorted. 

Reference has been made, in the discus- 
sion of Figs. 1 and 2, to the specified type 
of neon lamp and to the series condenser. 
and if the tube is tested "hot" using A.C. 
supply, the mine rules apply as above. It 
is a good idea, in using any short- checking 
dcviee, to tap the tube several tintes dur- 
ing the process of checking in order to bet- 
ter detect intermittent shorts. 

As stated before, the cireuit of Fig. 2 

can be adapted to either 110 volts A.C. or 
D.C. If using :\.C use the type of neon 
lamp specified above. but if using D.C., it 
will he necessary to use a type of neon 
lamp responsive to I).C., such as G10 -1 
watt for A.C. or 1).l'. and in this case, as 
Mentioned before in discussing Fig. 2, it 
is best to check the tube "cold." 

A peculiarity of the neon circuits shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5 should be mentioned. In 
switching the test circuits from one set of 
connections to another with filament or 
heater "hot," a brief flash of the neon lamp 
may take place, but this should be disre- 
garded as it is caused only by disconnecting 
it tube element from a portion of the cir- 
cuit which is at one potential and connect- 
ing it to a portion of the circuit at a dif- 
ferent potential with respect to the previous 
one. 

"LET THERE BE LIGHT -" 
ACCOl{I)ING to a recent newspaper dis- 

patch from London, the London Radio 
Show boasted of it light -equipped radio map, 
of Europe. It is so designed that when n 
certain sta t. 's broadcast program is being 
received by a radio set, a light shows on 
the map at a point indicated for that par - 
ticular station. Every station in Europe 
is said to be represented on this neap. 

We have a suspicion that the urge to 
tune in stations and thus make lights pop 
up all over the mop of Europe would be 
greater than a desire to listen long to one 
program. 
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How to "Sine" Disc and Film 
(Continued franc page 468) 

ratio of 16 frames of filar to one record 
revolution. This has since been adhered to 
as the "home" standard for high -speed 
records. 

It so happens that the projector best 
adapted for home use is one which uses a 
l2-frune sprocket, so that in order to main - 

. lain the prescribed speed ratio, the mechan- 
ical radio must become two to three instead 
of two to one. 

Starting with the record, we find that if 
we run the lilm at the standard of 24 frames 
per second, that the record is running at 00 
revolutions per minute. This is too fast, 
so we have an odd standard to follow. 

It is hest to maintain the record speed, 
as the film speed will still be fast enough 
for all practical purposes. Experitnerts in 
recording have shown that the slightest non - 
uniformit of motion will cause wavers and 
chatters in the sound. We may start then 
with the ass ption that the turntable of 
any recorder must run at constant speed. 
In fact, this must be the case with any re- 
corder if success is to be expected. Anyone 
who has experimented with home recording 
will have found this to be true. 

If a recorder of the usual type is avail- 
able, the substitution of a more powerful 
motor will enable you to connect it to the 
projector with a flexible cable. This bring 
a physical connection, s3nehronisne is posi- 
tive. This is somewhat inconvenient at times 
as the projector must be disconnected from 
its own driving motor. This necessitates 
constant changing if the projector is to be 
used for both silent and sound projection. 
For this reason, most experimenters prefer 
to maintain independent synchronism by 
means of stroboscopes. 

Theory of Stroboscopes 
it follows that any speed Variation which 

occurs in maintaining synchronism must be 
on the part of the projector where it will be 
hardly noticeable. 

THE LENGTH A B IS EQUAL TO THE H 
CIRCUMFERENCE OF THE DRUM UPON 

WHICH THE STROBOSCOPE IS - - 
TO BE MOUNTED .... 

B 

E 
D 
//i 

C A G 

Fig. 1 

The length AR it equal to the circumference of 
the finished stroboscope: Cl: and CF have the 

same number of divisions. 

Stroboscopes are widely used in profes- 
sional recording and are of great value in 
uniform speed of any rotating member of a 
mechanism. 

:lost of the electric current supplied for 
Iuunschuld use in this country is of the alter- 
nating variety. It may alternale 25, 50. or 
lits times per second. If you do not know 
the frequency of the current which you use, 
an inquiry addressed to your electric com- 
pany's office will secure the information for 
you. 

Fig. C 
Laying out the projector stroboscope. 

As a cycle is a complete wave with maxi- 
mum upon both sides of the zero lint., any 
incandescent lights supplied front well ae 

source will brighten and dim twice as many 
times in a second as the frequency. Thus 
if the frequency is 25 cycles, there will be 

50 brightenings and 50 dimming,: of Ihe light 
each second. For 60 cycles. the most ea un- 
mon frequency, there are 120 bright periods 
each second. In each minute there are 1200 
flashes. 

Now suppose that we have a wheel which 
is turning 7200 times each minute. if half 
of this wheel is black and halt' is white it 
will appear to stand still if the light from 
an incandescent lamp falls upon it because 
Tee only see the wheel lighted when the white 
portion is in one spot, say the upper side. 
When the white side of the wheel is upper- 
most the light is bright and wt. see it. but 
when it is the black side which is uppermost 
we don't sec it because the light is dimmed. 
As long as the speed of the wheel and the 
frequency of alternation are the same the 
wheel seems to stand still. 

It follows then that if we rake a disc of 
cardboard and draw lines upon it in such 
a position that each sue, reeling line will he 

in the exact place occupied by the preced- 
ing ulne at the instant of the bright flash. 
IV(' can neakc the lilies appear to strand still. 
Since any one line pattern will stand still at 
just one speed, an effective speed indicator 
is found in such a device. 'Moreover, if the 
speed is slightly faster than it should he 
the lines will revolve forward slimly, and 
wive versa. 'flats 11y the direction and speech 
of the apparent nu Lion of the lines we have 
MI indication of whether the speed is high 
or low and to what extent. 

The Turntable Stroboscope 
'1'114. first thing to do then is to make such 

a device which will indicate the proper speed 
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of the record. To do this, draw a circle 
upon it sheet of paper and with a protractor 
lay off the sir ferencc into 90 segments 
of four degrees each as shown in Fig. A. 
When this is dune, draw a heavy ink lbw 
along the side of each segment which is half 
as wide as the segment itself. When this 
is (line, you should have the circle divided 
into 90 black lines spaced Inc 911 white lines 
of equal width. ('lace this card upon the 
turntable, a hole having been punched in its 
center to pass over the post of the turn- 
table This is indicated in Fig. II. Adjust 
the speed of the table until gray lines are 
seen to .stand still upon the surface of the 
(card. When this is done the table is turning 
at St) revolutions per second. 

Dow is it possible to know this? There 
ore 7200 light alternations per minute. The 
table is to turn 80 revolutions per minute. 
Divide 7200 by 80 and the result is 90, the 
required number of segments. Remember 
fur each black segment there roust be a di- 
viding white one. 

'('take the reading while cutting a record 
as the tattle usually moves more slowly when 
cutting a record than at other times. 

The Projector Stroboscope 

And now for the projector. The projector 
sprocket revolves three times while the turn- 
table revolts twice. Therefore, the sprocket 
makes 120 revolutions per minute. If we 
divide 7200 by 1.20, the result is 60. There- 
fore, for the projector we must have a stro- 
boscope of (if) black lines. 

However, because the sprocket shaft is re- 
volving directly in front of us, we nntst 
alter the shape of the stroboscope or we 
world be looking directly at the edge of it. 

'l'he cover of a round catrdlsuard carton 
serves as the foundation for this strobo- 
scope. The first step is to find the exact 
et iter. Around this we draw a circle whose 
diameter is the same as that of the round 
thumb nut neon the left end of the projec- 
tor shaft. After the circle is drawn it is 
divided equally by four diameters, pie 
fashion. :\ sharp knife is used to cut these 
diameters and the pointed flaps pushed in- 
ward as shown in Fig. C. If the lid is now 
pushed upon the projector nut the tabs will 
hold it securely in place. Hun the pro- 
jector to see that the cover reviles truly 
upon the shaft. 

With tt flexible tape, or at piece of paper, 
measure the exact circumference of this car- 
ton lid. This is the length of the strobo- 
scope belt, which must be exact. I.et us say 
that this length is 6 7/16 ins. Iluw are you 
going to divide this into 611 exactly similar 
bands? 

In the center of as piece of paper, draw 
tt line of ,just this exact length. Parallel to 
it and at the top of the paper draw another 
line. I)ivitlo the upper line into sixty equal 
Inlets. By using an engineer's scale of 14.4 

parts to the foot, the upper line will he 

,just Lice inches lung. Draw a line from 
the end of the upper line and touching the 
end of the center line, and extending oblique- 

downward. Now select a larger unit, 
such as the 9G to the toot and find a point 
where 01 of these divisions exactly fill the 
distance from the left of the paper to the 
obligee line. !)raw a third line and divide 
the lower line into (10 equal divisions. 

You now have three lines, the upper one 
shorter than the tenter one and the lower 
one lunges. Huth upper and lower are di- 
vided into sixty equal parts, and the ends 

u of all three uty be .joined by a straight 
line. NOW thnw lines between the corre- 
sponding din i.ions of the upper and lower 
Hiles. Where these lines cut the central line 
will divide it into sixty equal divisions. In 
this way a line of not odd length mac be 
divided into and desired number of equal 
divisions. Fig. 1 shorts this method of soak- 
ing a sixty division stroboscope. 

When the line has been divided, draw a 

line parallel to it and ;-hunt a half-inch dis- 
tant. Between these draw the sixty divisions 
by drawing parallel lines at each marked di- 
vision. Finally, use a broad pen and fill half 
of each segment with ink. The result will 
appear like the accompanying drawing. Cut 
out the stroboscope belt and discard the rest 
of the paper. 

Lay the carton lid upon the table and 
paste the belt taruun(1 its edge as 11(.00(11 in 
Fig. I). if the work has been carefully (lone, 
the belt will just fit and the joint come ex- 
actly between the white and black end seg- 
ments. ('lace the drum stroboscope which 
you have just elmipleted upon the projector 
and you have a speed indicator of the ut- 
most delicacy. shown in Fig. 1). 

Adjusting the Speed 

As the speed (control of most amateur 
projectors is merely it rheostat of the wire - 
w I variety, it is advisable to substitute 
a more sensitive (ttriton nceustaat of the table- 
mount type. '('his given pus a smoother 
and more delicate control of the speed. 

Now thread the projector with film and 
sync if you can hold it ton speed where the 
stroboscope lines remain fairly steady. 

So delicate is the indication that the lines 
will be seen to swing forward slowly, then 
backward and SO forth, hilt no control is 
exerted until the lines are seen to sweep 
forward or backward cunt inuuusl-. Even 
then, after waiting fur this definite t )te- 
meut there will still be time to correct it be- 
fore an error of inure than two or three 
frames has been accumulated. ('pun the 
reverse, or correction, this error will he com- 
pensated. 

STATISTICS 
REC'ENT C. S. census figures indicate 

that there are approximately 44 million 
radio sets in operation in the faite( States; 
and that nearly one -half the pup tititiun of 
the country, or fill million people, can he 
classed as "listening public." 

'Die figures which concern a large city 
are of particular interest. New York City, 
for instance, boasts that of its 1.7' million 
families, approximately I million are radio 
set owners; 70% of these sets are elec- 
trically operated. Incidcntalk, of the 3.1 

million families in New York State, 1.8 mil- 
lion have radio sets. It is interesting to 
Mute that (city and state figures closely agree 
as to the proportion of "listening public," 
wit` cite interest in radio taking a bit the 
edge 0%rr that of the rural -ices. 

It is estimated that in New York, I'ennsvl- 
vamiat and- Illinois are tu be found une - 
fourth of all the radin sets in the country; 
and mare than une -third of the listening 
public.. 
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CRAFTSMAN'S PAGE 
(f ,tINnued from. puye 469) 

The significance of this is that we can 
have a perfect acoustic response up to any 
frequency limit, say 5,000 cycles, and then 
choose a value just slightly higher than this, 
say 5,:2 or 6 kc., as the frequency separa- 
tion of stations. This has, so far, been con- 
sidered an impossibility, and, in fact, it 
has been considered that for a 5 -ke. acoustic 
response, it is necessary to separate stations 
by 10 ke. Rye have thus introduced the 
conditions which allow for more stations 
being employed simultaneously- without mu- 
tual interference. 

2. Frequency Modulation of the Stenode. 
Mr. Fitch raises the question as to whether 
a "Stenode" would operate for a purely - 
frequency- Modulated station. I am glad he 
has brought this forward, for it gives me 
an opportunity to refer to the processes by 
which I arrived at the "Stenode." 

I saw, with apprehension, the approach- 
ing saturation of the ether, and set myself 
the problem of trying to avoid such a catas- 
trophe. My first idea was to employ a fre- 
quency modulator device wherein the maxi- 
mum frequency modulation would not ex- 
ceed 10 or 20 cycles. It was easy to visualize 
the transmission apparatus for this pur- 
pose but not so easy to conceive a method 
of reception which would show a change of 
response for a few cycles of change of fre- 

gurney. Fortner work which I had done 
with Cady's Quartz Resonators cause to my 
assistance, and I determined to investigate 
the possibilities of using quartz crystals for 
such reception. I was immediately faced 
with an apparent stumbling block, that the 
enormous selectivity of a quartz crystal 
would cut off all the side bands, and there 
was no doubt that frequency-modulated 
Wl( C5 had side bands as well as amplitude- 

Wilted waves. I refused to let this stop 
me, and owing to the connection between 
telegraphic signals and telephone modula- 
tions, I really began to study modulation 
problems from first principles, resulting in 
the discovery of at least two methods of 
using quartz crystals for receiving modulated 
waves -one of them being now well known 
as the " Stenode." Having started out to 
search for a receiver for frequency -modu- 
lated wanes, I soon appreciated that my 
results would apply ,just as well to the 
ordinary amplitude-modulated waves, and 
thus for the time I left frequency modula- 
tion alone, although there is no doubt that 
still further new results await us when this 
subject is fully investigated. At the time 
of any first public announcement of the 
" Stenode," I had these possibilities very 
well in mind. 

OPERATING NOTES 
(Continued from paye 477) 

motor commutator with very line sandpaper. 
These observations are the result of actual 
service and no trouble has been mentioned 
that has been found to happen only once. 

Replacement procedure and explanation 
has not been attempted, for every Service 
Alan can secure a copy of a manual de- 
scribing fully the parts and operation and 
replacement of the mechanism. 

Sonora Model "A44" 
Recently, a Sonora model "A14," the 

schematic diagram of which appears in Fig. 
1, caused a hit of annoyance. 1.'1 the 
first service call, all the '27 tubes were 
founts weak. 'l'he set appeared in all other 
respects to be in good order. A new set 
of tubes was placed into the set and it 
functioned as well as ever. About two weeks 
later, the same complaint of weak reception 
was received. Another call disclosed all the 
'27 tidies weak. The second Service Man 
slid not know of the first report and sug- 
gested replacement of all the '27 tubes. 
This set uses six of these tubes. Upon being 
informed that the tubes were purchased 
only two weeks previously, u check was made 
on the receiver. 

The filament voltage was correct but the 
voltage impressed upon the plate of the 
'27's was about 350 volts. No doubt, this 
excessive voltage paralyzed the tubes. Even 
the detector tube which had abort 225 volts 
on the plate was very weak and barely 
drew any plate current. The Service Man 
immediately checked a schematic circuit of 
the receiver to ascertain which portion of 
the set would be most likely at fault. 

JAMES ROBINSON. 

.' glance at a diagram will disclose a re- 
sistor which acts as a bleeder and cuts the 
high voltage Clown to 1:15 volts for the 
R.F. and A.F. amplifier '27 tubes. This 
resistor should have had a resistance of 
14,50f) ohms but upon test showed a resist- 
ance of 25,0(H) alums. Replacement was made 
with a 50 -watt 15,000-ohm unit and the 
proper voltage was obtained. 'l'he tubes 
were replaced for the customer without 
charge and the job was done. 

Kolster Models "K20," "K21," "K22," 
"K24," etc. 

In the repair of Kolster "K20," "K21," 
"K22," "K24," etc., receivers, it is most 
ingmrtant that grid suppressors of the same 
size be substituted for those that have burnt 
out. Failure to do this, especially when the 
replacement is of a lower value than the 
original resistor, will throw the set out of 
balance. To eliminate oscillation, the size 
of the grid suppressors sl Ill be increased. 
'Paul great ae value will impair the sensitivity 
of the receiver and should he guarded 
against. 'l'he location of the grid suppres- 
sors is shown in Fig. 2. 

Fada Model "43" 
On several Fada "43" receivers, the con- 

dition of undue oscillation and distort 
was reported. Analyzer socket tests showed 
no abnormal condition, so a series of tests 
was carried on to determine in what part 
of the circuit lay the cause for this com- 
plaint. As the oscillation generally ran hand 
in hand with distortion in these sets, it was 

(Continued on page 502) 
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A SELF - POWERED S -W CONVERTER 
(Continued front pine 480) 

'l'he converter is housed in a wooden cabi- 
net of the mantel -cluck type. The outside 
dimensions of the cabinet are 1O ins. high, 
82/4 ins. sleep and 121/4 ins. long. 

Operating the Converter 
There are four controls on the panel. The 

main tuning dill is in the center, on the left 
is the modulator tuning knob for fine adjust- 
ments and on the right is the knob con- 
trolling the D.P.D.T. switch. The power - 
supply switch is located under the main tun- 
ing dial. 

To operate the converter, the aerial is dis- 
connected from the broadcast receiver and 
connected to the aerial post of the con- 
verter. The output terminal of the con- 
verter is then connected to the aerial post of 
the receiver and a connection is made from 
the ground terminal of the converter to the 
ground of the receiver. Both the converter 
and the receiver are turned on and the 
switch on the right hand side of the con- 
verter is turned clockwise to connect the 
converter into the circuit. The broadcast 
receiver is tuned to 1000 tic. and the vouante 
control of the receiver turned up. The main 
dial of the converter is then tuned until a 
carrier is picked up and then the auxiliary 
knob on the left hand side of the panel is 
adjusted for greatest volume. '1'he volume 

control of the receiver is then used to level 
off the volume of the signal. 

All values of parts used in the construc- 
tion are marked on the diagram of connec- 
tions. No difficult- should be experienced in 
making this converter function Its the design 
has been reduced to the simplest form pos- 
sible. 

Fig. B 
Under-T irct of the rt'ry compact converter. 

This converter has been placed on the 
market by the Radio Service Laboratories 
Co. 

tt 
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Fig. I 
Schematic diagram of the S -11' converter. .-!lt ib nits, f,u- any ane band. are .round on a single 

form, thus making [pare -band changes an ea.n matter. 

OPERATING NOTES 
(Continued front page 501) 

conceded that the reason for the former 
complaint Was the saute as for the latter. 
This is fairly obvious. 

A magnetic pickup was couplet( to the 
grid of the first audio 227 and record repro- 
duction attempted, which proved to he free 
from any distortion. 'l'he sanie pickup was 
coupled to the detector 224 and again the 
amplifier used to reproduce the record. 
Here, however, noticeable distortion re- 
sulted. 'l'he detector circuit was checked 
and after close inspection, it was found 

that the gray carbon resistor connected from 
screen to chassis was not 125,000 ohms as 
listed on the circuit schematic, shown in 
Fig. 3, but was close to ,4 meg. When 
substitution was mule with the proper size, 
proper reception and reproduction was had. 

Rather peculiar about the whole affair 
Was that detector screen -voltage was not de- 
creased any noticeable amount When the 
lower value resistor was put in. However, 
lack of the proper resistor resulted in gen- 
eral detector unbalance. 
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PUSH -PUSH RECEIVERS 
(Co,, linard frum laye 470) 

34 Ina. for the "B" - ,ppIy. We vacs there- 
fore see that whereas we can obtain quite 
a kiek from the heu ' :33 pentodes in push - 
pull, the plate current and filament drain 
make theta impraetiettl for use. 
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Fig. 1, above. Characteristics ,d the '37. 

Fi,1. 3. below. The '30 tube's characteristics. 

In Fig. 3, we have the curves for the '30 
tubes in the push -push arrangement- where 
it can he clearly seen that the power (output 
available from these tin' general purpose 
tithes k 11110 milliw'atts when operated in 
this connection. Furthermore, it should be 
noted that the average plate current drawn 
will he of the order of It cola. for the two 
tubes, lout because of the fact th:Il the sig- 
nal is not always at its pent: 'ems er the 
current drain during operation will not es- 

cued an aterage of 7 or S milliamperes for 
the t tuhts. 'Phis is not only easy on 
the "Ir' batteries lout we have achieved our 
port ter tlulput with the small tithe of the 
line which permits our drawing hut .31i -amp. 
for the six -tithe receiver, shown in Pit;. 4. 
Phis is well within the limits of the air - 
cell batten'. 'file plate vimlttge demands 
total 157,5 suits and a negative biasing po- 
tential of l:i cults. 

Ilere again it is not necessary for us to 
engtloy ae special transformer in order to 
improve the possibilities; for a transformer 
dccised for operaation with the '45 tube will 
"stand the gaff." In view of the uua'h 
higher efeienev itirttaivaahle where truly effi- 
cient matching is available, it is to he hoped 
that manufacturers will shortly suppl in- 
put and output transformers truly oohed 
to the requirements of the push -push ampli- 
fier. 

In closing, one comment seems in order 
as mom have asked wh greater power out - 
put could Dot he obtained with the '45- 
't; '; I. \, ete., if used in the push -push 
cram, et it t it. 'Pile difficult' lies in the fact 
that thew tubes do not operate in aI satis- 
factory manner in the puuility grid range 
into which push-push operation' swings the 
lutes. 

The writer has Millie faith in the possi- 
bilities of the pentode when then nper :ltrtl 
hilt os yet has nut been :dole tau es oh t the 
special circuit arrautgruu-nts nee.--'turs lit 
'undistorted operation of Ihr pentode Lahr. 
in the push -push arrangement. Ile feels nut 
ocirl- uptilllistit. in saying that within :I 

short time the data on such operation will 
be forthcoming. 

The present difficult' with the 111W-i11111141- 

:1111.e power tubs- -such as the '7l.\ and the 
'4 -; lies in the fact that the grid eurreut 
dr :nvu is sea great that unless the input 
t raansfut'uarr feeding the push -push stage is 
of exceedingly low ratio, the grid resistance 
will be rtflertetl into the plate circuit ,. alu . 
preceding singe--playing "hole' with Use 

quality. 

RADIO -CRAFT KINKS 
A RESISTANCE CALCULATOR 

(l'onliaurd (root prtge 482) 

'l'o make as measurement, proceed as fol- 
lows; referring again tu Fig. 2, the uuknmcn 
resistance is connected to the terminals at :1 

and 4. Them is Po need for haute in Inking 
the readings :i,, Ille rnrrenl tard will han.' 
tutfeet upon the tulttug.'. . 'tssuln- 
ing that She resist once is nut kauutvn, lotir Une 
switch nt the left open thus rutting the 
251111 -ohnl resistance into Ihr circuit. \Iule 
the :11'111 l' tu the right as far as possible, 
thus decreasing the cultaga' to a minimum. 
Plug into the Tilt -volt lighting circuit. Next 
More the r collage auljushnenl to the left until 
the voltmeter indicates 111 culls. If the read- 
ing un the sailli :unnuIrr is lut', rlusr the 
switeh and forget about the 2-SOU oings, The 
most accurate r,nclusiuns :ur arria rd at 
when using that part of the cane between 
2 and .i tua. Therefore, should the meter 
show less than 2 neat., move the voltage IT 
until it contes within these livails. 

. \ssuna that it requires a potential ut', 
sac, to cults tu produce the desired current 
fige, and again for purpose of explanation, 
assume e that This current i::3 ma. Following . 

the trrtiral 3 -Ina. line tu the point where it 
intersects the tInVe, ;lad 100king left :dung 
the horizontal line :Iho intersected at this 
point, it is funnel that the resistaosee salue 
lie >. bet wren :30H1 tuai 411151 ohms, . \ml 
each horizontal lin.' represents 11111 ulnas, tir 
exact valut is 3,:3:30. 'Phis wtrnld he true it' 
the voltage used was III; huw.Nrr. as to 
cults were used simply nualtipl) the result 
by 4., giving 13,320 olnns its the resistance. 

Ito this ua agiter, one cnrvr is u'el for any 
multiple ,tf 111 colts by siugdy nnlltipiving 

o the result ht hi.- luultiple std. t'sing 50 
oils, undtiph he .i; or using ho colts, multi - 

pI% by g. . \nv Nadu. can be Inasurtt with 
10 %nits helu'etn IMO and 111,0(8) ohms amt 
taken direetly from the ears.. 
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Dept. RC -2, for complete 

sample and sales 
helps. 

AMPER/TE (separation 

PERITE 
Self-Adjusting 

INE VOLTAGE CONTROL 

ALUMINUM BOX SHIELDS 

Any 
yrtl ,nk 

A Sire to P.M. 
erk I.tut oIr 

pole nitro 
uLi 

Llr Moil Bakelite sisal - 
let 12, : t Ilona Variable, sr 

It. 1-. 'b,d<r. lb. baai,t,, wain Peek Button. 2.1e. 
"BUDDY" TEST PRODS. 

.11'sys sharp pointed, using 
phonograph needles. 4 -ft. mires, 
spade or phone tips. Colored 
nipples Identify each lead, 
$1.50 pair. 
R'e peeialize In radio parte 
errlushelr -prts furnished for 
any kit in any magazine. 

+" -f Carri I Ir ...I.e. for Set Tester., 
A malt zer.. Portable Sets 

BLAN, THE RADIO MAN. Inc. 
89 Cortlandt St. Deg . RC-232 New York, N. Y. 
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110W TO BUILD 
AND 

OPERATE 

SIIORTWAVE 
RECEIVERS 

PUBLISHED BY 

SIIORT 
WAVE 
CRAFT 

se PARR PLACE 
NEW YORK 

And NSW 
T HE greatest book of its kind ever published. 

HOW TO BUILD AND OPERATE SHORT 
WAVE RECEIVERS is the largest and most 

up -to -date book on the subject ever put between two 
covers. 

The book has been edited and prepared by the 
editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and contains a 
wealth of material on the building and operation, not 
only of typical short wave receivers, but shon wave 
converters as well. 

Dozens of short wave sets will be found in this 
book, which contains hundreds of illustrations; actual 
photographs of sets built, hook -ups and diagrams 
galore. 

WE SAY -AND REPEAT IT -THAT NOTH- 
ING LIKE THIS HAS EVER BEEN PUBLISHED 
BEFORE. 

The book comes with a heavy colored cover, and 
is printed throughout on fine -class bound paper. No 
expense has been spared to make this the outstand- 
ing volume of its kind. The book measures 7t /t z 
10 inches. 

This book is sold only at such ridiculously low 
price because it is our aim to put this valuable 
work into the hands of 50.000 short wave enthusi- 
asts during the first few months of 1932. 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT 
9G.98 Park Place, 
New York City. 

Gentlemeu:- 
1 enrinsr hrrrwnh í111y r,n, rur ,.WA: phe:.-e 

send 1 upan Puhllrnllun. .,nn of our : , bmnk 

1111ii 11T1s I11'a1.11 AND 111'61t.\TF stoner ,w.\y1a 
or ItF:rea ya 

1. 
(Send al lrlruk n 

I'. N. ,s+ Register .nrIf Itra uatu. . ur r. > 

ur ,lamps.: 

1 

Published by the publishers of SHORT 
WAVE CRAFT magazine. This alone will 
be your guarantee that it is a really worth- 
while publication. 

We know that if you are at all interested 
in short waves you will not wish to do with. 
out this book. It is a most important and 
timely new radio publication. 

AUTOMATIC A.C.-D.C. OPERATION 
(Continued fruits paye 471) 

of the connection in order that the plate 
current will not scriuo.ly modulate the fila- 
ment current and cause an appreciable hum 

to be heard. \ detailed diagram of the 

method used in connecting the filaments is 

shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the plate 
torrent returns tu the "II" minus through 
the center of each series- connection of tubes. 

Construction Details 

Tubes \'i and V2 are type '22 .\ returns; 
\"3 is a type '26; \'4 and \ -5, typa '2H; 

and \-(i, type '311. . \II have A.C. 15- volt, 
.35- ampere filaments. Resistors lt I and It2 
have resistances of ;RXI and 1(N) I re- 

spectively, but may be combined in ta it 

inglc 75 -ohni unit; 113, 200 ohms; H4, .5- 

meg. variable resistor; 115, 25 -ohua variable 
resistor; 1113, .25- nteg.; 117, 1. nitg.; 1t8, 

.25 -nieg. 
Tuning coils '1'1, 'l'2 and T3 must be made 

by the 1.1 II F :a cli is wound on a 

tube 11,, ins. in diameter; the primary hav- 

ing 50 turns and the secondary, 11.2 turns. 
Inductances 1.1 and 1.2 are R.F. chokes, 

the writer has used Sanson with gond re- 

sults. Coils I. :3 and 1.4 are auulio- frequency 
chokes having a Value of about 1.5 henries, 
1.5 are the filter chokes, and may have the 

same valut as the A.F. chokes 1.3 and 1.4. 

The tuning condensers CI, C2 and C3 are 

variable and have a naaxiamull capacity of 
.0(035 -mf.; ('4 is as fixed condenser of .00025 - 

inf.; C5 and ('(i, fixed condensers of .006- 

i,,t.i ('7. C8 and C9 are filter condensers, 

the first two has Mg a capacity of 2 nif. 
anti the last having a capacit of 4 Inf.; 
l'li) and C11, R.F. bypass eantlensers of 
.oars -oaf. each; l12, ('13 and ('II are audio 
blocking condensers of .5 -oaf. 

Operating Precautions 

It should be noted that the receiver is 

not grnuodrd, as experience 5% ith I).('. sets 

has eoniinced the writer that threat ground- 
ing is not necessary and provides another 
source for the origination of trouble. When 
used on .\.('., one side of the line is al- 
ways grounded and therefore connects tli- 
ret :tiv to the filament. 

\Chen operation on D.C. is desired, care 
*should be taken that the issittrity of the 
line is correct. 

HANDWRITING ON THE WALL 

IT 
is perhaps a forecast, -that recent ex- 

periments conducted by Captain Eaton 
w-Iwn he recently flew uicr Pittsburgh in 
his bombing plane aand, by projerting a beam 
of light from special 2511- watt, 50 16. 

searchlight. 18 ins. in diameter, actuated a 

light -sensitive cell, and, in turn n flare, 
located atop the William l'cnn Motel. Per- 
haps future demands of war will call for 
it special corps to scour all areas accessible 
to overhead light beaus, for possible photo- 
electric cells wired to caches of remote 
explosives. 

"CODE WIRING" 
(Continued from pane -473) 

asks. for a little clear thinking on the sub- 

ject. 'Vet there is no doubt in the writer 
minds that a few more lires caused by "hay - 
wire" radio installations and perhaps the 
life of u child or other person resulting, will 
cause some member of the legislative body 
of this city to introduce a law doing away 
with unlicensed electrical work. 

Iluman mature being. inclined to swing to 
extremes, it is possible that this bill will 
also do away with "junk- shoji' radio sets, 

auction radio stores, the use of second -hand 
material of any kind, and other conditions 
that Cortlandt Street has called into being 
generally. 

The Underwriters' Viewpoint 

Mr. Corlies agrees with Mr. Whittaker 
and adds: 

"The most Casual inspection of the appli- 
cations filled out by students enrolling for 
radio courses in the various schools show 
that few of these are front the electrical in- 
dustry. Many are from classes of life 
where no tools of any kind have ever been 

used. How can we expect them to become 
expert mechanics after three months in night 
school 

"Radio courses are all right. The thing 
to bear in mind is that any course of school- 
ing- can, at best, only be as start in any 
career. Even a college graduate, after four 
years, must start at the bottom of his calling 
and- learn to apply, in a practical manner, 
the knowledge he has gained in school. S. 
should a radio nun, finishing his course and 
embarking upon a field which is a branch of 
the electrical industry, learn the rules which 
the experiences of others before I' line 
found neeessury to follow. 

"An electrician helper soon learns to re- 
spect amperes and the temperature of the 
electric are. Shocks from voltage on the 
110 -volt lines, which semi to he the great 
danger he is facing in the popular imagina- 
tion, really mean very- little to him. In a 

very short time, lie is placing his fingers 
across the line to test for presence of volt- 
age, rather than dig the test lamp out of 
the bog. But amperes overloading wires 
burn his fingers, melt his screw driver to 
slag in an short circuit, singe the hair off of 
his hand when he closes as large switch with 
his band; and send him tonne with a bandage 
over Isis eyes for two weeks when he sees 

the flash of a 100- tuiopere fuse blowing out, 
as he grounds a live service leg. 

"Thus the presence of a potential Mrs. 
O'Leary's cow in even- pair of wires con- 
nected to the street service is early recog- 
nized by hint and he will agree with the 
Underwriters in asking that All live wires 
be protected from mechanical or other in- 
jury. 

"I wish to add an few words to Mr. Whit- 
taker's statements about tacked cord about 
baseboards and up walls. Children at play, 
a dog nibbling, a cat sharpening her claws, 
a sharp -edged object falling across the wires, 
any other of dozens of causes may produce 
a flash that will ignite the insulation and 
start a fire. If this occurs while there is 
a person around with the wit to immediately 

(Continued on page 506) 



ORO ER 
from this psge 

To obtain new cue - 
boutera, the merr'han- 
diae belote ix .p,cial- 
la priced! We accept 
checks, ato cops and 
money orders. C'.0.0. 

Shipuumta are cheer- 
f made on receipt 
of a 9O5í deposit re 
mittance. Yaw mali 
deduct a 2'4- diseeunt 
only IF l'OC FEND 
YO1Jt FCLL RF:,111T. 

T.1 \'('E II-/ Tl! 
THE ORDER. 

51- TO COALS 
1:A10141 

CO11iY011[J1T1011 

Tyrr,ll :- .'tsl, Ill - .t *` 

123 -R West 17th SL, New York 

6unrantc 
All our 

r 

u'rchan 
die,. is Jailli guaran- 
teed. The flouse of 
"COAS! ro- CO.Lsl "' 
is RESPONSIBLE- 
and you magi safely 
order from us 11'I Ill 
EVERY COAT'! 
DENCE! Our Rank- 
ing affiliation is 
IVATIO,VAL CITY 

'i 
It.l .i'E, NNew Forli 

ty, 

Super- Heterodyne 10 to 200 
Meters and 200 to 550 Met- 
ers Variable Mu Pentode 
Push -Pull 10 Tube A.C. Set. 

Super -Heterodyne 10 to 200 
Meter Short -Wave Con- 
verter with Rotary Wave - 
Band Selector Switch. 

.A rail. 
able with and 
without Neff 
Contained :LC'. 
l'amer Park. 

One Su Itch con- 
trol. all the t 

Phantom l' iete tl lengths sele,'l ton: 
Interior of ;1,(I- M krs w $I'i'Ell' 

.Ibod.I 
II F: T E It ODVNI: 
SHORT - WAVE 

EI'EIVEIi oui of ANY BROADCAST 
RECEIVER thesa without changing suite! 
. \t the same time. you 
la ' :all Illetrr bru :,dru -t, bal will list Tite 
throw of a Swill-II! GIVES WORLD 
\\'IDE ShO1tT\\'A V RECEPTION. 

Far- eli. -nl for TELEVISION RECEP- 
TION! Enclosed in a F'l'I.I.Y SHIELD- 
ED METAL CASE of unusual beauty. 
/i. quirt's 1.224, 1.227. 1. ":u I 'u bra 

LESS A. C. SUPPLY 

Automatic Wore Rand Si "ilrlel 
TWO chassis construction. 11% in. lung, 

9% in don, is:', In tall, and, 13'1. i 
lung. 9% in. deep. 8% In. tall. Requires 
in all: 3 -':5, 2 -'21. 2 -'27. 2 -47, 1 -2411. 
4 Gang condenser. Linear Power Detector. 
clam Slxe POWER PACK! roll' 
shielded. Black sl.rlreled rbs,is. POLY. 
MILT l'ARTS l'SED). TONE l'ONTROL: 
SELF-CONTAINED ANTENNA! í'1111- 
NO -RADIO SWITCH! TR.\\'ELINII 
SLOT 1.11 lIT VERNIER 11íA1, a hun- 
dred other features! Instinct he detailed 
blur- print:= fnstrurt ions included. 

Semi Assembled .___.__ $39.75 
$51.95 Factory Wired e tarn "('o rrreel" 11', Inch D.('. 

Dynamic ,speak, r $7.95 

250 Loftin -White 
Direct Coupled Amplifiers 

Hague It ul uodrrn chassis construction. 
Equipped a Rh TUNE coN'rltol,-Vlll- 
L'.lE CON'rltou. - l'lIONO- RAl1Io 
SWITCH - TWIN JAI'I(S, for Input. 
)'hono Pick .1'e and Additional Ds naote 
Speakers (A.1..1. Requires Yvon unto 
field D.C. Speaker - Amplifier furnishes 
field cut rent excitation. Give. TREMEN- 
l)OCS.ANDISTOIt''ED VOLC)iE. 13'3 
in. lung, 946 in. tie, 8% In. toil. 
Requires 1-'24, 1 -'50, 1 -'81 

$19.75 Semi -Assembled 

Factory Wired . $26.75 
.1, n.+ r Jlal.'brd `('nne,rl' 11' h, 
11,1,o tee Pima wir ...poker ffir:.!IS 

Polymet Power I- '"' :,n..rl. I:It.\SD Transformers ]IS\V FIi.1.Y 
GI All\NTRF:u' 

71A MODEL 
l'urui hr.. u:iu 

t ,,u, .t.r. lliah; 
C L:, Vidt aiudina, 

tlr to ;..r 2 
\,u 

hr..1 
a u,ïi 

\ldt t udiugfor 1 ':I.\: 1-5 Volt 
w iudiug for I 

$2.95 
245.247 MODEL 

l'uroihrs -:o Vou, s, lus Mills IL C.. 
$3 Watt,, A.C. 1114h: 1 -2 5 Silt aui- 
Ing for up ta : 5 Volt tube.; 1 ' 
'17; winding for 1 og L; or $3.95 
'17; 1 -5 Volt scr i for ', u,r 

250 MODEL 
Fondsfies 13. Voll. ( Ian \ill is D.1'., 

1:3 WatLu A.C. 11 igh; 1.25 Volt. i ind- 
Ing for up tu 8 -2 3 Volt Iub.; 1 - 5 l'oit w Puling for L ':.11: 1 -7.3 $6.95 

Volt winding for _ '.q. 

Phono Needle Test Leads 
Needle e - 

tar1 pierce+ 
Imo laliun of_ 
use, an i 

through ru-t, dj 
corrosion, Jr 
any high PER- MITS ana': 'ACC t- It ACS, ioll noter read- 
ings. Replat phut needles desired 

merely 1 .iim -k. Red a and black 
. , in. b,.sg. 95C Per Pair 

Semi- Assembled $17.50 
r:'etnry Wired $24.50 
WITH SEi.F- CONTAINED A.C. SUPPLY 

Semi -Assembled . $23.50 
Factory Wired - $28.50 
Automatic Wave -Band 
Switching (10 to 200 
Meters) 
Screen 
Grid 
Pen- 
tode 
Push - 
Pull 

A 

Short lain nl ue I o. c' uJ 
h-rior 

of Self-I untained 
Wave Model 
Receiver. 

A.C. Model requires 1.221. 1 -227. 
2-217, 1 -2)1 Tubes. No )'lug -In foils 
equired: Funlihes FIELD EXCITA- 

TION to a 
" 
':,uu alun D.C. DYN.UIIt' 

SI'FL\REIt. Elielu,.rd hi it ety nttr:u.. 
Dee, 14I.1.1- SIIII :l,i,Kl1 METAÌ. CASE. 

LESS POWER PACK 

SemiAssem bled $19.50 
Factory Wired $24.50 
WITH SELF CONTAINED A.C. PACK 

Sem iAssembled $29.50 
Factory Wired $36.50 
Jensen 111'3 In. "Concert" $7.95 

D.C. Dynamic Speaker . 

Automatic Wave -Band 
Switching Super- Heterodyne 
Short Wave Coil Assembly. 

iNF: SWITCH PRO- 
S' IDES OPTION.\I, SE- 
LECT'ION OF I11 211, Sa- 
lo. 111.eo, $n -tun meter 
SI IIII{T -W'.\ VF: It.\NIIS. 

;C' iPqulrr. " gang noon 

V err compact : 1.7 /I6 
long , deep. r. iii. 
high. 

Less 2 Gang Condenser $7.35 
With 2 Gang .001114 Ham- 
marlund Variable Condenser $10.17 

Jensen "Concert" 
D.C. Dynamic Speakers 

I1 '3 in, DE:meter. 
Complete with Voice Cnil 
Impedance 31 a t a h out 
Traii.L 

1000 
onto, 

OHM FIELD 
MODELS 

For 1.213 Or 12:ur $7.95 
For - 2 ü', or 

9.95 
l'or 1-217 7.95 
For 2 -" l7'. 9.95 

2501 OHM FIELD 

l'a I ll.- 

MODELS 
57.95 
9.95 
7.95 
9.95 

9 Tube Super -Heterodyne 
"Coast to Coast" Variable 
Mu- Pentode Push -Pull Re- 
ceiver. 

Requirew 
2.22L _ 

1 -224, 2.247, 
1.280 

CONSISTS 
MAINLY 

OF 
POLY MET 

PARTS! 
.511 the parts mile to you bolted to a 

durai,le and attractively finished steel 
chn,'l., measuring 13 in. long, Itiz In. 
wide. by S?i in. tall. Note al,u the 
3 Electrolytic Condensers (24 Mfds. Total9- assuring Rum -Free Reproduc- 
tion! Eudusis, Features: high- shielded 
1 gang .\w,ro -De Jut Oo'llbut r Track- 
ing S.4 bun l'uudrn,er, Tasseling Spot 
Light Vernier Tuning Dial, Three 1:3 
K.C. Shielded t.F'. basil.. lt:md l'a., 
It. K. Transformer. 'fain .laks for Piano 
Pick -up for Microphone., and additional Dom.,. A.P. l, Speaker (or up to bun 
31.11,''-t i,. ur '1,1s i.iun Loop,. Shiebb.I 
It. F'. 'Tube., Volume Control. Ton,' l'nn- IrI. . \.C. 1.1111, Sit ltrh. P110110 )'Irk -up, 
It.,diel Swurh. Socket Provision for Cun- i, -,tool. of b - l'ronlg Speaker )'Inc Fundhe FIF:I.f) ESCI'l'A'l'Iu\ 3 
- :,no chin Iit'. DYNAMIC .i.. 

Semi -Assembled - _.. _ $34.50 
Factory Wired $44.50 
Matched Jensen "Concert $11.45 
D.C. Dynamic Speaker 

Super- Heterodyne Screen 
Grid 235 or 224 Coil Kits 
Equipp,d with 
an .1 o ro -Dr 
Jeer' 4 Gong 1g 

a 

DIII C{fi told, 
Ya rio file banco- 

denser with 
Ose i l l al or 
f inn 

Ideal for Lome construction of SIN, 
l''U'l' -NON SQUEAL' . IS' 

TI 'N ED ^ In the' ab This iden- 
tical t kat kit is In the above ('. 

I.E. Transfo m CunI three 1:a ICJ'. 
Transformers; Oarlid and lt.it', 
Coil; 1 Antenna. toi nand l'ans and IL E. 
Coils bun + toil. It E. Chokes: ijag: mac 4 

Gain ,' mL: - I tau'., Iriagrant. 

Special Free Offer 
.colt. FREE a 

121 PI L'i''k bit .h I.'ß Ruder entitled 
Servicing Super- Heterodynes 

Complete $12.95 
General Electrical Syn- 
chronous Phono. Motor 

Comp lets gleit 
a felt lined turn- table. 
Turntable re- 
volve, at the 
exactly p r e- 
scribed rate 
despite 5' 

voltage reria- 
Hons. Only 35: In. deep! For$3.75 
1111 toll. 50 00 cycle .\. C. 

R.C.A. -Victor- Kellogg 
Recording and High 

Gain Speech Mi- 
crophone 

For baud use -t_ In. long. 
II II; II EilT (IL'A LITS- OB- 
TAINABLE! $3.95 
Four -in -One Serviceman's 
Neutralizer- Compensator 

and "Tool Kit" 
Carry in 

your en- yc pocket Fmn- 
bloc+ Ihr 
Iun 5'r dial 

Mini: us In. and yen In. her lee: 
Miniature RAL NEU- TRALIZING; 

Blade Screw SIZE rar NFE 
TIC\ V I ILS, FI'LI. SILK SY II IN. 

iunii y read FULLY IN- SI7.. \Tt:U from your langen. $1.25 

8 Tube Variable Mu -Pen- 
tode Push -Pull Kit i 3-235 Variable Ma 

T.R.E. .vhr,rr.v. 1 -2:I5 l.irieur lower 
Detector, 1.227 Reaietance Coupled 
I.b :I.F'. stage, :247 Pentode laugh 
l' ' x, 1 -280 bleary Duly 

end l st,rted 
output:: uatt I 

Irunli.hrs field 
excitation for 

D.C. hIYN.\3l- 
IC SI'E..\KEII. 
Contains EV- 
ERY 19:11 IM- 
l'nos'r:MENTI 
('hasts 

" 
s e s- 

ures 15 in. 
long, 11 In. deep. 7 in. high. SEMI -AS- 
SF:MI[LED -a cif explanatory diagram is 
included. THE IDEAL RECEIVER Eon 
D. 

N` $24.50 Less Dynamic Speaker - 

3LArhed Jon -eu 11 4., In. Diameter 
"Concert" D.C. Dynamic $11.45 Speaker 

3 Stage Dual Push -Pull 250 
Mercury Rectifier Operated 

Public Address Amplifier 
Requires 
1 =224, 
2.2.17, 

0, 
and 1 

tf rrury 
Recti- 
fier! 

l'ndlstorted output: 12.9 Watt. (l'on - 
serralire WESTERN ELECTRIC S'l'.\ND- 
AItDSa Equipped as nth a TONE l'IIN- 
TROI.: S'OLI'ME CONTROL; PIIONO- lt.u, IU VC. Line Hell; 
I'hono. )Irk-Up 

o 
r M c IUNE JACK; 

Adult Waal Speaker Jack; Provision for 
furnishing ny RADIO with rari 
able II" voltages and AC, Mid, I, 

180 
furnishes 

toll. I 'alyma 1r, lai 
field xrltatlts for Up 

other 
SPEAK P:1Ie: .ml 

curer rllalb' Inlp,n 
lures. 

In. long. 
Handsome i. 

Yi -1; 9 

Semi -Assembled Kit $42.40 
Factory Wired $52.40 
Matched 11'3 in, Diann-Ire 
Jensen -Concert" Dynami: $10.95 
Speaker $ 
Magnetic Speaker Cha,sis 

nnrtrx rlolh 
/)r.asiar Inng-iu rrI 
negurt. \\'ill Nu'l' ÚIS- 

OR'r or It 4.1"11.1: - dr- 
.pite t;rrn,: n,IUUU 
mini mein, I Chit ilia 
uI.r ,umdy slr,9 rha.I.[ 

, 

- In VIII The 
-hill part IN -el., as a s./ SFIF-Il.\F'FLP Ideal for 

use in 111'1.T1 SPEAKER l'I'11I.11' \D- 
DIIF:SS INS'r.\LL.\'1'10NS. $2.95 
Each . .. _ 7 
Polymet Dry Electrolytic 

Condensers 
300 'Volt D.C. l'rak Rating! 

Otters the 
V .\ 1, I' ABLE 
A D V A N- 
T Atil :S of 
G It E .5 T E II 
MICRO- FAR- 
AD l'.\l'.\l'I- 
TY in on- 

Ìiderably 
dim - 

ubhrd spare '".4,0 
1 at a 

TRIFLING COST! \fount in any tosi- 
11hn. Sold un a lml', ID l'A RAN'l'F:F: 
BASIS! 
O ne-balf atoaller than the 1.11111 Igpe 

of Elren'210iea. 
Total No. of Cap. of OUR 
Cap. Sections Each Section PRICE 

In Mids. 
1 roide. I I 64e 

nails. 1 n 70e 
8 odds, 1 it 76e 
8 ofd.. 2 4 1 1.48 

12 olds. - ....t; 1.60 
16 odds. 2 a -8 1.83 II o61s. 2 li - ti 1.66 
12 olds. 3 4.4 -4 2.20 
Is nos. 3 6 vi -, 240 
21 nnf.'s. 3 8448 2.63 
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GREATEST MAGAZINE IN 
SHORT WAVES 

THE RADIO EXPERIMENTERS MAGAZINE 

SEEM 
WAVE 

-=sr-r 

Tw Y-,..n" Ayan wdu- Sn A sho, W..e Be,ewrr 

on All 

Newsstands 

4 -Color Cover 
9 "x12" in Size 

Over 200 Illustrations 

RRAPIDLY 
increasing each lay are the number 

`uf experiments in the Short Wave field-de- 
velopments which are bringing to this branch of 
radio thousands of new "thrill seekers." Experi- 
menters, as in the early days of Radio, again have 
the opportunity- to bring about stirring new inven- 
tions. Read in SHORT WAVE CRAFT, the 
I; spire nwnter' r Ma,urrine. how you can build your 
own Short Wave Sets. both transmitters and re- 
ceivers. SHORT WAVE CRAFT is exclusively 
a short ;rare magazine -the kind you have wished 
for so long. 

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue 

How to Build New "l'hsless" S -W Converter for 
Broadcast Sets 

Inexpensive Phony Transmitters 
Experimenting with Itamsi- 1lptical \Vaves. 
Practical hints on A.C. operation of S\V Receivers 
Single Side -bank Transmission 
I luild ing a Simple and I re speit ive "Amateur Pawl" 

Receiver 
Keying with a "Vacuum Contact" Relay 

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON 

SHORT WAVE CRAFT RC -2 
98 Park Place. New York. N. Y. 

I enclose herewith my remittance of $1.25, (Can- 
ada and foreign $1.501 check or money order pre - 
ferred. f, which volt are to enter my subscription 
to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for One Year. also 
send me the last two issues gratis. I understand 
11.-.t the regular subscription rate is $1.50 and this 
offer will he void after January 31. SIIOR1 
\V. \VE (T AFT is published every other month. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY T.11 F 

RADIO -CRAFT February, 1932 

"MIKE" MIXERS 
(Continued front page 498) 

Parts Used 
Four Duo-type 300 -ohm constant -impedance 

palls (Citirostat); 
One Weston 0-50-milliampere meter; 
Three 2111 -ohnt variable resistors; 
Three 25 -iif. Aerovox electrolytic con- 

densers; 
One 2 -10. Aerovox condenser Type 207; 
One 4 -nef. Aerovox condenser (electrolytic); 
Three microphone mixing transformers 200 - 

ohm input and 200 -ohm output; 
One matching transformer 500 -ohm input to 

grid of type 230 tube; 
One impedance -matching transformer input 

from plate of type UN 230 to 200 -ohm 
output; 

One 20-ohm resistor (variable); 
Five "on" and "off" switches; 
One 45 -volt "ii" battery, Burgess; 
One 41.. -volt "C" battery, Burgess; 
Two No. 6 dry cells, Burgess; 
Six two -way push buttons. 

CODE WIRING 
(Continued front page 504) 

extinguish the fire, little damage will per- 
haps be done, but if not, a four-alarm fire 
may develop. Most of this type of work is 

done in the older types of buildings and 
many of them are of tinder -box construction, 
just waiting for the spark to start a roaring 
furnace. 

"Another practice is the use of 30-ampere 
fuses on branch circuits. Since these are 
wired with No. 14 wire which has an allow- 
able carrying capacity of 15 amperes, a 30- 
ampere fuse does not constitute a proper 
overload protection; 15- ampere fuses blow 
because more than 15 amperes flow through 
theta and placing a heavier fuse in the cut- 
out merely overloads the wires and transfers 
the possible point of burn -out to some other 
part of the circuit. Repairs at that point 
will always cost many times the price of 
a fuse. 

"As a final word, I think that radio men 
are compelled to work too fast for good 
work. More time should be allotted to each 
jolt, and radio set buyers, figuring the enter- 
tainment they will receive fr the set and 
the cost to them if they were to buy this 
entertainment at lox office prices, should 
not begrudge the money for a decent job. 
If they were to demand and get certificates 
of approval on their radio installation as 
both the law and their insurance policy di- 
rect, the same as they get when they do any 
other wiring, both they and the radio Serv- 
ice Man will be the gainer. We do not 
quarrel with any man's right to make a liv- 
ing, but when this method of making a liv- 
ing involves possible danger to life and prop- 
erty of himself and others, civilized life de- 
mands that this man be subject to whatever 
rules are found necessary to minimize this 
danger" 

Fire Departments also have much to say 
about radio Service Men, as have also apart - 
ment house superintendents, chief engineers 
in apartment hotels, master electricians like 
the writers who have also been in the radio 
business since its infancy, and a her of 
others whose lives or businesses are touched 
by the Service Man. 
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FEBRUARY SPECIALS ! ! 
WE are announcing an important new departure this month. 

Every month we will show on th,s page certain STAR * items, 
which are NOT LISTED IN OUR CATALOG. These are all 
specials of which the quantities on hand are not sufficient to cata. 
log them. Once sold au, no more can be had. 

STOP SHOPPING. The lowest prices are right on this page. 
No one undersells us. We meet any price on ANY NEW Mer. 
chandise. Order direct from this page and save money. 100% 
satisfaction on every transaction. Take advantage of these special 
offers. ORDER NOW, TODAY. 

NEW! 
"LITTLE 
GIANT" 

DYNAMIC 
SPEAKER 

Absolutely the sutall- 
e <t di-nautili speaker 
that will withstand 
the strain of modern 
output lower tobds. 

Sr. r manufactured. 
Snitablo for use on mid -et. portable and 
eumnurhlle recelvcr s. \lead 

r1 

s but f14 In. 
long over -all, Ravin; a 11r 1n. diaphragm 
and weiglilug but i Ills. The "little Giant" 
has, mi Mr lest, nr tinily tlmxted a ten-room 
apartment with faithfully retnxlocal uniste 
of virtually origli al tone quality. l'irid 
winding has a resistance of 2:011 011111s and 
mar therefore be enerxlzuil by ushtg it ar a 
tiller choke in the ;u.nrer pack. thereby serv- 
ing n 41mble pli mew This last feature 
makes the "Little .Iwo" excellently suited 
for portable .t.!', rets, sitter it does away 
with lit er chokes and thus with consider- 
able weight. Emit Ped will. built -in output- 
transformer to work from any standard out- 
put pow'e'r tube arrannnlent. Shrill the 
power nlbe nr Mk, used when ordering. 
Sid/Iona: weight 5 Ibs.a List Price 56.50. 
No. 1549. LITTLE GIANT DY- 
NAMIC SPEAKER..YOUr Price $2.50 

*RCA VICTOR 11 -INCH 
DYNAMIC SPEAKER 

For 110.20 Volts 
60 Cy-le O 

A superior. heat 
duty unit auto-de 

Inn all the Its, 
Principles of co 
strait ion 
operation the a 

of all RCA .u. 
Viet Or red 
equipment. I r' 

signed esIteeltil c 

large tl. 
Ilan ls. :, 

and outdo 
Imps, tnrlowe n nn.fei- 

feeding 
n 

heavy duty 
wave 

power transformer 
rectifier 

feeding e !H., e 
250 full w'er'e reootn, which energlres the 
add roll wall a anti, ^ughly fil. 

ail 
this current thoroughly filtered 

ml 8 mid, pus ululiytir 
absolute 

wild. 
completely reduces hum to an absolute rans- 
mum. .t noeelal high quality 

standard 
output ar- 

rnnner, nt operate cut es a y itr- 
eauneun itt of Pottier tubes, a (Power tU with 
each unit (glen lips of Imiti, tube or 
snets Mod 

and 
\ben lsL uinvl. Both re 

speaker ant rsreaka curls and plugs are ti with speakw as is for 'sn recti- 
fying toes. 

The mar -all dimensions are L^ high. 
pa 

, 
avone 8.81 l fa Teeiru\ided nteeat 
mounting facilities. 

A 9" tiornittated 
u 

Insures strength and 
durability the most oper at- 
ing 

u 

n,ullUons. Capable f handling a Me- 
/1101411111, 11111011111 10411 tie without distor- 
tion. Ianed for 111 -21 volts 'al -f0 vales 
Shipping wo iebt 22 Ills. List Price. 525.00. 
No. SP9056 -RCA Victor Dy- $13.50 
namie Speaker. Your Price.... 

World -Wide Short -Wave Set 
NOT A CONVERTER 

.t perfect radio 
duurt-wave receiver 
for use between IS 
tool 2011 mrters. To 
put Into operation, 
veon u art antenna, 

1, 15,volt "IV' cc 
nd two Sn. f dry 

evil "A" batteries. 
and headplmms to 
use tests pmvldrd. 
plug in a type '30 
tube. and tune In! 
An Ingenious vir- dl mikes p:ssl 
Ida a 4 -foil single- winding plug -in elesign. 
This little instrument bas the same sensitiv- 
ity as many hic, shielded short -u are receh'- 

eating ten tintes as much. A power 
amplifier may be mile! for any degree of 
idiom... Complete will. 4 plot; -In ruins. 
Ilan fine vernier dial for precision tuning. 
Never has a first Glass ahert -wave net sold 
for sa little money. This short -wave set 
measures 514 xis1 in, high, over all. Ship. 
ueight, 3 Ills. List price. $12,50. 
No. 1686-World-Wide 8.W. Set. $6.25 Your price 

*SERVICEMEN'S SPECIAL 
TEST PRODS 

Here's what every 
Serviceman a n tl 
experimenter has 
been waiting for 
-test leads that 
CAN PIERCE 
THE TOUG H EST 
OF WIRE IN- 

SULATION AND TAKE VOLTAGE AND 
OTHER MEASUREMENTS WITHOUT THE 
NECESSITY OF STRIPPING WIRES. 
These test prods are su constructed that in- 
stead of the usual phone tips, adjust albs 
dhurkur, capable of securely grinning steel 
phonograph needles. are permanently attached 
to the ends of the isolated handles. The 
use of these prowls completely eliminates the 
introduction of errors in meter readings 

=ed by I.mr- contact tesistance or resls- 
tauen resulting front the presence of dirt and 
grit. five feet of flexible. color -coded leads 

sorely sold. red to the meGd chllek latices 
permanent and positive electrical tnnlart. Tlo 
other ends of the test leads are molded with 

n'rnünt l'- soaped oneetioal lugs. Ships 
Pdng weight.-'a Its. List Price, 51.40. 
No. SP9055- Servicemen's Special $ 
Test Prods. Your Price. ..... 

*FLECHTHEIM PORTABLE 
VOLTMETERS 

Flerhlhehn superior built 
instruments have well e - 

ed a reputation of reliability 
for their unusual life and 

.curacy In actual tau 
These rnit utolers which : 

\ailable in two type.. 
namely. 0 to Soo eon, Ill 
unl oOnn colts AC -11e anal 
which bees an 1ntrinxl re- 
sistance uf 60 ohms per 
ruitare sturdily and attrac- 

tively constructed in a nlukel- plated, hlgllb'- 

pull >bed Kota-live shield ease. The scales 
are a only and x curately calibrated su that 
although the range is higher than 500 rubs. 
the culluaratively low voltage of 5 can be 
aril' and quite aucuratel' refolded. Each 

meter Is of the portable type, lasing provided 
With u' nn cnieut mounting rings fur hanging 

walls r f lest panels. Sold complete with 
flexible test leads provided with phos- 

phor bronze. pan- nerruding test tips and non- 
breakable color-coded insulated handles. 
'hblp.nz weight -'a Its. List Price, $7.50. 
No. SP9051 -0.500 DC Voltmeter. 
No bPt'052 -0 -600 ACDC Volt- 
meter-Your Price $3.25 

FREE 76 Page Radio Treatise No. 24 

100 New Hook -Ups, etc. 
'675 Illustrations. Treatise sent by return mail. 

The new Winter edition of our R.tDTO SERVICE 
TREATISE, nuire as large as our furnier une. has 
Just fume off the press. 11 is Iwsitlseli- the 
greatest hook in print -NOT JUST A CATALOG. 
It 

11 

o alas a large editorial section -a veritable 
book In itself -wlth valuable Information NOT 
FOUND ANYWHERE ELSE. A1110llg the wealth 
of new teehuleal infurmx'ion listed In the editorial 
eetintls are the fmlbnttle :: 18:12 Cnnulete Itadiu- 

tran Characteristic, SH ORTWAVE TUNERS :uni 
PHONO PICKUPS. -Gems no-Miami Data of SER- 
VICEMEN'S TEST OSCILLATOR -ALL ABOUT 
TONE CONTROLS -SHORT -WAVE ADAPTERS 
AND CONVERTERS - CONSTRUCTING A 3.. 
TUBE SUPER -HET SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER. 
-MODERNIZING OLD RADIO SETS.- LATEST 
TYPE MULTI -MU AND PENTODE TUBES. - 
ALL ABOUT DC RECEIVERS. -VACUUM TUBES 
TREATISE. --t ud Ii07.1111,1 of new ratio etlo'rl- 
ulents, hints to Servicemen. valuable tables ut use- 
ful data, etc.. etc. 

This bank Is not just another catalog but n 
veritable mint of radio informal lui which will bt 
of Infinite xml everlasting value tu you. 

WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents for postage. 

6 MONTHS GUARANTEED NEONTRON TUBES 
sold on a 6 MONTHS FREE REPI..%CE51ENT Gl'.tRANTEK 
BASIN, PROVIDING Tt IBB LIMITS! All tubes are carefully 
meter tel!'I before shipment. end earefuly iar'seel. Ilu not 
confuse Ihru 111011 QI'.tLlTT tubes with Suns other "low 
prieed" pubes -ante Inv prices are lulesiblr beta tse we do a 
t'OL1'SIE business! NEW 
Cholee Choir of I Choice Choice 231) 235 

22f 11 °_ :\ 245 222 

1.11011111 1.11011111 Choir; 

2:1 217 
IIO.t- 199X 250 210 2:12 235 

171í 10;11'V -120 171 250 235,.37 
ROTA 224 251 ` 551 

60e ea. 69c ea. 70e ea. 1.58 ea. 1.08 ea. i 1.08 ea 

R.C.A. LICENSED TRIAD .Nli PERRYMAN TUBES 
TI I P CNALLY for six mouths. 

- these tubes arc of much 
better quality. sd idlilr4 al ntlor lubt I 

u 

111101, 

Choice Choice I Choice Choke ,i:'e I Choice 
Price I Price I Price I Price Price 

I 
Price 

63e I 800 ! The I $1.76 I $1.15 I $1.15 

*WEBSTER .'250" POWER 
AUDITORIUM AMPLIFIER 

Contains 2 
Stages Su- 
per Power 
A.F. Am 
pllfication. 

O 
p- 

NOW $18.00 Less Tubes 
ONE OF THE MOST POWERFUL "' PI I: 

POWER AMPLIFIERS EVE R x'41.1 
Ideal t 
ululi,. 

err. The gigantic p war i. at a 
within control- -for that ntater it 
used 110y home, as the volume cal 
regulated dawn In a whislort Ihrt . 

imlortanl on ell the QUALITY OF REPRO- 
DUCTION IS AS NEAR PERFECT AND 
LIFE -LIKE AS POSSIBLE! ITS POSSI- 
BILITIES CAN BE SUMMED UP IN 
THREE WORD: ABSOLUTELY DISTOR- 
TIONLESS VOLUME! The full benefit, e. 
the 1íu volts maximal i 

s 

0111711111,i. . 

This fantails amplifier lut provided with :1 

high quality input trannfai mur for wu rkin.. 
from a phonograph pick -up or single or duo 
bio button microphone. 

The tubes rattans! are 1 '29. 1 'SO an.l 
1 'SI rrutOrr. Where the I asimunl o - 

Is not required a '10 mar Ian sulysthutr ' ' 

the 5O in the output. Antnmatle adios 
takes care of the diserepanry in voltacu 

The undistorted Laver uunmt Is 2 
-ENOUGH FOR FOUR DYNAMIC RE. 
PRODUCERS. This degree of power nutlet, 
Ira nies sat isfuuta.ry enverage fur gush. 
riunls !taring volume of 25.000 rubi- 
when used with a dynamic speaker ha, a: 

Hat barre loam. 50,000 cube feet vl. . 

used with a speaker Laving a direction..t 
battle or born. 

(ver -all dimensions are 15" Inns: ht 1, 
tvhlr bi fl_. debt. Shipping ,d 

Its.. List Price. $45.00. 
No. SP9059- Webster "250" $18.00 Power Amplifier. Your Price... W 

*JEFFERSON POWERPACK 
-CHOKE UNIT 

For '26, '27. 
'7IA and '80 

Tubes. 
This mit r 
sists of 

o 

I 

il a r d .t 0 ' 
rioter tr 
nier t and 

i' henr 
filter chi it 
are npnm. 

sturdy, 
tart, metal 0, 1' 

with convenient tern. htal stilbs ,.i 
mount lnc flanges JUST THE THING TO 
CONVERT OLD TYPE BATTERY SETS 
INTO MODERN ALLELECTRIC AC RE- 
CEIVERS. Che power transformer will 
safely handle 5- 226s, ' -227's 2 -I IA's and 
ail 'NO rectifier. TheIII choke 1. of ,statu 
band desi ̂ n and has suttieient Iii' resistance 
to cut down the high voltage te the requis! 
1x0 volas for the plates of the 171st p.,. 
tubes. The only additional parts 
tu construct a complete leaver park 1 - 
receivers. p we amplifiers or upil n Lr. 
vstems are a rli 

plter 

condenser bank and a 
unlace dhider. Tirer latter unns ran is 

furnished urinai request. 
Complete insernet pun for honking t win: is minaret with e:p'h unit. St., 

weight - ta Ibs List Price. $10.00. 
No. SP9053- Jefferson Power Pack $2.75 
Choke Unit. Your Pries -Wr 

*MICROPHONE I'RE- 
AMPLIFIER 

An extremely tmnpart 
and mcient unit di-- 
Signed to °blast the 
weak uteruphaiir cur. 
rents In proportions 
winch will correctly 
m x t r h tilr input. 
stages of all tyle ant - 

!diflbu.tun5 
May bed used unit 

utIihl cilber 
one wr 

pre - amplifier 
milt provides a "booster" pippin with 1111111S 

former. variable volume r ntrul and lottery 
receptacle and snitch all eontaiurd in a 
meat metal- .shiddevl rmSe beautifully s ed 
in black enamel and with polished aluminum 
face. The INase measures pile x7' %,x1 li' deep 
amp is provided with soft robber feel. Sold 
rwnplete with I4 sole nifirophane hat tery_ 
Shipping weight -10 Ile. List Price. $15.50. 

No. ßP9057- Mlerophone Pre- $7.50 Amplifier. Your Price 

*6 -VOLT BATTERY l'HONO- 
MOTOR 

At last a REAL 
9 battery mnlnr- 

designrd especi- 
ally tu meet the 
needs of semi- 
portable a n al 

portable ad- 
dress systems especially installai bills un mew - 

ig vrhieles. It will eut-il and edouundtally 
Operate from O colt ;forage baulero' ur the 
otoivatenl In dry rolls. Pr 

IIss 
uery 

t 
little 

currenL The entire meter Is y' ftuSibl pivot- 
ed upon it cart metal trame 'und is held taut 
at all times by a tompensatIng spring. lbws 
assuring positive contact of the friction drive 
gear against the Inside rho of the turntable. 

This nrrwesement was doa¢ue,I to over- 
the effects of bumps 111111 iaes experl- 

r aped by moving vehicles. Tho npnor N sold 
compute With 10 ft. turntable. mounting 
plaie and minor swftdv RIO 110011 c end. 
Shinning weight -10 lbs. List Price. 515 00. 
No. SP958-6 Volt Battery Phone. $2.50 
Motor. Your Price 

*Guaranteed 8-Mfd. Electro- 
lytic Condensers 

.Tndleiuusl' used Io many parts of 
any It F. or AF. circuits. In power 
packs. In dynaudr speakers, they 
will perform miracles in eliminating 
any trace of objectionable A.C. hum 
or other lnldrna disturbances. 
These electrolytic rondnnsers 

recommended 
a e 

particularparticularly for 250 
:m power pks. W ere the working 

voltage tir the unfiltered A C. is 800 
volts. two elertruly:l - condensers densers in 
series will stand up indefinlhly. 

Easily muuned through the use 
of a bayonet socket hase which is 
equipped with a "Iu,hive celrltaet" 
spring. Totally .shielded and pro- 
tected by ry .tar Sliming "nning 
'eight -1 Ib. List Price. $2.50. 

Na SP9054- Guaranteed 8 Mfd. Elec. C 49 
trolytic Condenser. Your Price.... 

f 

WE 
ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS $3.00 Radio Trading Co. NOT 

If C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20% I 23 West Broadway remittance, which moat accompany all orders. 
It full cash accompanies order. deduct 2% discount. 

Send money order -certified cheek -U. S. stampa New York, Na Y. 

ORDER FROM THIS PACE. You will find special 
prices from time to time in this magazine. Get our 
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains. 

Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post. be 
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for name. 
Any excess will be refunded, 



$100,000 S eaker Sale! 
Included in this tremend speaker sale are the products manufactured by leading speaker makers. Every speaker is brand 
new and shipped in original factory sealed cartons. They are sold far below their regular list price because they were bought 
in exceedingly large quantties and our purchase price permits us to give you the benefit of low cost. 

DUO MAGNETIC 

Duo Magnetic Speaker ... $3.95 
Duo Inductor Dynamic 

Chassis _... __. $3.95 
Similar to Farrand Inductor. 

JENSEN 
A.C.-D., $14.95 Dry Rectifier 
A.C.-D.7 

Tube Audit Tu 
Rect. . 

A.C. -D.15 
Concert Jr. 8 
Tube Rect.... 8.50 
D.9 -2500 OHM 
D.C. 
Field -.._ 
D.7 -2500 OHM 
D.C. $8.50 Field 
D.15- Midget Coo, . I i . Ir. 

2500 OHMS - $4.75 

MAGNETIC SPEAKERS 
IN BOSCH CABINETS 

Due to I he many bal tory oper- 
ated sets still in use which 
require magnetic speakers, we 
offer the following in the beau- 
tiful Bosch cabinet. $4.50 B. B. L. 17 

Bosch 

R. C. A. 

Farrand 

$4.95 
$4.95 
$4.50 

BALDWIN 
A. C. using 280 0 Tube Me et. ... $7.5 
P. C. 2500 $5.50 OH M-110 
Volts . 

D. C. 2500 0 I ]I -I.ii 
Volts Field 
Less Stand _ 4.00 
P. C. 2500 OHM -110 
Volts Field Les: 
Output Tra us. $3.25 

ROLA 
A. C. Models 
Model 0 -90-C A.C. using $9.95 280 Rect. 
Model K. Midget A.t`. using p 

Rect. $8.50 
D. C. Models 

ohm P.P. 
I no') ohm P.P. 
2500 ohm Single 
2500 ohm Push 
1000 ohm Single 
1800 ohm Single 

fur Rias. 

Output Trans. / $4.25 
/input Trans. 

Pentode. Each 
Pull 238. Model 

238. 
Pentode 300 ohm Tap 

Do Not Write For Catalog! 
All offers are F.O.B. New York. and subject to prior 
sale. Terms: A deposit of 20% is required with 
every order. Balance may be paid on delivery. Or, 
deduct 2% if full amount is sent with order. 

R. C. A. 100 B 

Famous R.C.A. 100B 
Magnetic Speaker sold 
first time at this cut 
price. 

$4.50 

OXFORD 
A. C. Models 
14" - 
ing 25Audit 0 fleet 

us 12.95 
12" Concert By 
namIe 280 Reet $8.95 
9" Midget Dy- 
namic 280 Rect $75 0 
D. C. Models 
14" 5000 OHM 
Field 8.9 
Field 

" 2500 OHM $4.95 
9" 2500 OHM $3.49 
Fi.1d 77 
All 9" Midgets are sup- 
plied with Hum balancer 

R.C.A. & VICTOR 
Victor A.C. Audit 
Model with $12.25 Tube .. 

Victor D.C. 
Audit 2500 Ohm 8.95 
Vletur D.C. Audit _ }mil 
t.l.... >. $7.95 I... Hotpot 

- $7 R. A. $12.50 .1.1'. With 
tube reef 
D.C. 

Field $5.50 
D.C. 8000 ohm 300 V. 
Field 
,mtpmt 4.5 0 
D.C. 800 ohm 110 V. 
Field 12 $7.50 

PEERLESS 
A.C. Models 
12" A.C. Using Kodel Doa- 
ble Rect. and 
2000 Mfd. Cond. $11.95 
12" A.C. using $12.50 280 Tube 

D.C. Model 
12" 1000 OHM 
Field 110 Volt $6.95 D.C. Line _ 

Fs wa FARRAND INDUCTOR DYNAMICS 
('sell on A.C., D.C., and Battery Sets with Equal 
Results. 

9" Model $5.95 
12" Model 6.95 1111111 

PENTODE 

Li PENTODE ADAPTER 
This Pentode Adapter permits the insertion of a type 
247 Pentode Power Tube in place of the type 245 
tube. Simply remove 245 tube, and insert the 
Adapter, and plug in the 247. 
OUR NET PRICE .. ._..... $1.20 

GRENPARK CO., Dept. R. C. 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N. Y. 
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Important Business ... Calls For An Important Address 
Tu the prestige value of an address of international reputation T 0 E DRAKE adds 
many accommodations of very practical business value. For instance . . . on 
request, we gladly place at the disposal of the guest, quarters for large or small 
conferences. There is no extra charge for this service. Mail ... telegram .. . 

and phone calls are promptly dispatched . . . numerous experienced, skilled 
services are available to expedite your business. Rates twain at $4 per day. 

THE SENS AT'O NAL.. 
HOLLYWOOD 

RESTAURANT `- 
(I 1vAY. at 4 t S' N.V.C. 

and /It Ni.G. NEW REVUE 

40 BEAUTIFUL GIRLS 40 
'l'rr Entry ..0 \ U Whiìe l'uu Entoy 
BROADWAY'S BEST DINNER 

$1.50 $1.75 $2.00 
Al Katz and His Kittens 
after Ti al rr and lato 

,r Su PPrr Shoes 

/ 
12 aul 1:::u a4u. 

)' NO (OVER CHARGE 

For Convenience and 
Comfort 

come to the Bismarck . right in the 
heart of the Loop ... next to the whole- 
sale, financial and theatre district. 
Large, light, outside rooms with super - 
comfort beds . . . soft water for your 
bath .. . . room signals indicating the 
arrival of your mail . national 
reputation for Good Food . . . four 
distinctive dining rooms . courteous 
hospitality urging you to "come again." 

Rooms with bath, $3.50, $4.00, $4.50, 
$5.00 and $6.00 

Rooms without bath, $2.50 
NEW 

BIJ'MARCK 
HOTEL CHICAGO 

RANDOLPH AT LA SALLE 

THE 

DRAKE 
HOTEL.., CIIICAC() 

Under Blackstone Management 

"The Gathering Place 
of 

Cosmopolitan New Yorkers." 
The RUSSIAN VILLAGE 

100 West 57th Street 
New York City 

Dining, Dancing, Russian and Gyp 
Entertainment. 

LUNCH - TEA - DINNER 
No cover charge at any time. 

ltroadea,ting \i'OR Circle 7-94 

THE 
NEW 

FLANDERS 
THE HOMEY HOTEL 
Finest Hotel in Times Square 

Right in the Heart of Everything 
Times Square, 47th to 48th Sts. 

East of Broadway 
NEW YORK CITY 

Rooms with Private Bath 
1 person $1.50 

Rooms with Private Bath 
1 persons 2.5(1 

Rooms with use of Bath 
I person 2.0(1 

Rooms with use of Bath 
2 persons 3.00 

Large Comfortable Suite -2 or 
3 people 5.00 

Special Weekly Rates 

FREI) W. BMA.. 1te.ident Manager 

A Special Offer to 

NEW READERS.. 
Eight months subscription to RADIO -CRAFT for 
$1.00. Send remittance to RADIO CRAFT, 98 
Park Place, New York, N. Y. 
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HOTEL DIRECTORY 

OF THE RADIO TRADE 

The Hotels on this page are 
Patronized by the Radio 

Trade. Make them your 
Headquarters 

One in a Thousand 

At 999 hotels in Atlantic City 
you can get the same thing . 

rooms with or without meals ... 

*An Original and Unique 
Service has made 

THE 

CAROLINA 
CREST 

The Thousandth Hotel 

*Abed or at your service table 
enjoy a delicious Tray Breakfast 
WITHOUT CHARGE - in the 
privacy of your own comfortable 
room while you glance through 
your morning paper . . . then 
wonder -as all our guests do- 
how we happened to move your 
home to the 

CAROLINA CREST 
North Carolina Ave., near Boardwalk 

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. 

SPECIAL WINTER RATE 

$3.00 per day 

Every room with private bath - 
Bed lamps and at least three windows. 

H. L. FAIRBAIRN, Mgr. 
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/ WINTER VACATION 
/_ _- OR FOR A PERFECT HONEYMOON TRIP 

The Cuban climate is delightful in winter. You will neverforget = a vacation spent in the Romantic Old World Atmosphere of this 

/ HOTEL charming island, which is visited annually by hundreds of 
thousands of Americans. t ROYAL PALM 
InIwir 

_ Located in the very heart of Havana's gay social life - and the luxurious home of visiting Americans.Over- 

_ looking Parque Central and the Prado, it is within a few 
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minutes leisurely walk of shops and department stores. 

YOUR CHANCE TO VISIT HAVANA 
ECONOMICALLY 

ROYAL 
50% 

PALM RATES . -< 
Reduced 50/ this Winter `r `fib ,f, 

Havana is just a short inexpensive trip by luau- 

nous steamers, with special excursion rates and ilx 
frequent soilings from New York, Miami 
Tampo,Key West or New Orleans 

Only 2 hours by Pan American 
Airways Express planes from Mumi 

II II ,Il 

r 
L4w F 

±wwwwwwww wwwwwwwww. , 

\ I`(/, 
i 

For complete information. illustrated booklets etc. write direct to 
! Jj the Hotel or to our Chicago Office. Suite 422.. 520 No. Michigan Ave. 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Phonograph Induction Motor 

With 12 Inch Turntable 
Design ! - ,late, nnl,elesa 
and mm " 'u:. >. ,..'. ,..I turntable for 
Phonograph. ... t li .mbinat ions. lias 
double pia -e, rompnuel wound induction roil: and disc 
type hilan ed armature, assuring quiet, smooth operation. 
Governor von- 
trolled by lever 
a n d friction 
dhr, setting of 
which at/idles 
paner troue 
for lt. P. M. 
Constructed of 
the finest of 

leetriral and 
nt e ch a n leal 
Parts. Equip- 
ped with 12 
inch ((trill alite. 
For 110 Volt, 

. .ï; 
1.. . 

e 

$7.50 
OUR 
PRICE 

WEBSTER PHONOGRAPH 
PICKUP 

Will faithfully 
reproduce a l I 
frs queneies re- 
corded on elre- 
trirally rut re., rds. Remarkable clearness, and volume are 

features that prove scientifically correct design. 
A volume control is built into the base of pick 
up, allowing n full range of volume control. 
Cover of pickup head and arm finished in 
bronze: hack of head and .base finished in black 
enmity]. $3.63 OUR PRICE 

Genuine PHILCO Power 
Transformers 

l'bilro rant No. 3313, for Philo lt.' 
77A and thers using following Tul,, .21, 
2-245, 1 -280. 

An eseellent replacement trans- 
former for mod standard sels. 
Green and black (cires, 123 V. 
Yellow wire C.T. of 7 and li 
Secondary connections shown on 
diagram. 

Rive: 3'1 in. I 2 3 
long, 3's In. 4.5.6 
wide. 5,a in. 7 8 
high. 9 1 1041 

I and 2 -5 V. (280): 3-C.T. 
of High: 4 and 5-High V.; 
6 and I0 -2I'a V. (245); 8- 
C.T. of 6 and 10; 7 and 9-2,g 
(227). 

OUR 
PRICE 3.1 

Condenser Block for 
Majestic 

"B" Eliminator 
lte placement f o r defective 
blocks in "B" Eliminators - 
identical in electrical character- 
istics and outside dimensions. 
Can also be used in any make 
"B" Eliminator as well as most 
power packs 

OUR PRICE 

$2.10 

Kolster K -6 Speaker 
\' Om. .peaker. 
J. L. n.,nle 

ta spare. IS -. ,,íüs 
fine O's nut cabinet. Egli ippe,1 
with highly sensitive 

oer.ixe magnet am! driving unit. l'aith- 
ful reproduction from the faint- 
est whl .per to fullest volume of a 
bra -, band. 

List $20.00 

OUR 
PRICE $3.35 

R. C. A. Loudspeaker 103 
A beautiful speaker, superb in its 
faithful reproduction. Moldc.i 
frame and pedestal resemble hand 
carved oak. Mechanism concealed 
by attractive tapestry. 

(Genuine R.C.A.) 
List $18.00 

OUR PRICE $3.43 
JENSEN SPEAKER 

Electro- Dynamic 
(Model D70C) 

IO in. "Concert" D.C. 
Th.oe huur free wit. rant alit suitable 
P11 II pull transformer, and connect 
,unrtl,r to the set no outside wires i. 
254,0 ohm field. 8 ohm voice .. 'p' 

1. . \+ mat standard 
A.C..sets are built for D.C. - 

speaker.: of this ohmage. 
Me tursibll it le: for re 
placement with Mk really 
good speaker are unlimited. 

A c t nu ickly. Quantity 
O0,, 8 OUR PRICE $8.95 

ï 

Fixed Pigtail Resistors 
OHMS 

....0 10,000 
1.000 15.000 
1,500 20,000 
1.800 25,000 
4,000 30.000 
4.700 40,0110 
5,000 60,000 

75,000 
100,000 
195,u"u 
150,OOo 
230,uo0 
1 DI _ hm 
2 Jleguhms 

OUR PRICE 50c PER DOZ. 

Atwater -Kent Condenser & 
Filter Block 

For Model 37 and 38 Sets 
Ideal filtering system for ANY 
make A. C. set using 171 -A 
tutee. Contains proper chokes 
and high voltage condensers. 
Flexible wire colored leads 
.tine as original. 

HOOK -UP 
''en wire to 250, black to R.F. plate, yellow 
Power Tube plat, white to first audio by 

white to C.T. of 226 rani to nee, red to de. 
for plate. Wire from can to ground. 

OUR PRICE $2.40 
I.C.A. Test Leads - " "" l' ta the deader nice 
aman. }'nsurpassed for li.) ing sets :ml tree ing `:ports, 
opens and other eä111 111 0 11 dr re, i.. } :a,ily at- 40 [ached to testing meter or electrical apparatus. 

A. C. DAYTON FLEWELLING 
SHORT WAVE ADAPTER 

w k,d p ., , -I Ina /. isI irla ti - p'' 
- not Ling else to buy. The adaptar , 

., mahnany tin- 

- 
dion, 

\b'et 'i r r}' t'. i- seta 
u -img l'1 fuses 
as tir,t RV .5 "r in 
the deterun 
)tadel D. I' 1.0 i.,,r acta 
odng rX tut,[. l'X -149, 
w0-11, or A.C. typo 
tute -. 

List Price S15 
OUR PRICE FOR 

A.C. OR D.C. MODEL 

$4.75 D 
C. A. PUSH -PULL INPUT 

AUDIO 
TRANS- 

.FORMER 

l.un 

OUR PRICE 

Victor ABC Power 
For use 1 - 

Y45, 
t u be s. Diu,. ueticain: 
shielded preventing hum. 
Can safely be o,emoad. 
ed 3O' ¡t- High voltages, 
400 volts at 150 mils em 

either side of center 
tap. Extra large case 
especially designed to 
prevent overheating. 
No. l-1 'enter tap of 9. 11- 

(3 
No. 2. 4 -24 Volts. 
No. 5, 7 -1 in, V. High amp. 

(223). 
No. 3, 6-Primary (110 V. 

input/. 
No. a- renter tap of 12. 17 

12'e V.) \o. $ 14-5 Volts (280). 
No. la, 15 -11igb volt B sup - 

vlr. 
No. I3- J'rn2er tap of above. 
No. 12. 17 -21/2 in. volts high 

amp. (224). 

50c 

(Transformer .1YJaf`de( 
k(4i 

Size: 1,- ;s5xS4, inches. 
can I.e u.id for any 
power amplifier using 
213 Tubes. 

OUR 
PRICE $1.95 

FREE Catalog -means money to you 
These are only a few samples of the values to 
be found in our catalog. It is full of items on 
which you can make from 500, to 300'; profit. 
And the best of then is, they are sound. well 
known, trademarked articles you can depend 
upon. 
Send 20'} ith the order and articles will be 
shipped C.O.D. Order any of the above ar- 
ticles direct from this page. And be sure to 
ask for the catalog. It means money to rout 

RADIO CIRCULAR CO. 
225 Varick St. New York City 

ORDER DIRECT... from this page! 

...1.m m.m...m... ........... 

RADIO CIRCULAR CO., 225 Variek Street, New York City 
Enclosed find t This is 205 , of items liard below. I will pay balance upon receipt of merchandi.e. 

TEAR IT OUT NOW! 

Send for FREE catalog! 
\\'e regret that we cannot accept orders under $5.00 I RADIO CIRCULAR CO. 

225 Varick Street. New York City 
Plea and r catalog of radio bargain, I can 

u makee s aprofit 
I understand this obligates me in no way. 

ñ Amer 

Address 
I,hi.e vs Also please send catalog. Clay .. Scare 
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twill train you 
#IN at home 

to 

4376 PAY 

Sill a week 
"My earnings in Radio 

are many times greater 
than I ever expected they 
would be when I enrolled. 
They seldom fall under 
;100 a week. If your 
course cost four or live 
times more I would still 
consider it a good invest- 
ment." 

E. E. WINBORNE 
1267 W. 4sth St., 

Norfolk, Va. 

Jumped from 333 to 
;too a week 

"Before I entered Radio 
I was making $35 a week. 
Last week 1 earned $110 
servicing and sell in g 
Radios. I owe my success 
to N. R. I. You started 
me off on the right foot." 

J. A. VAUGHN 
Grand Radio & Appliance Co.. 

3107 S. Grand Blvd.. 
St. Louis. Mo. 

SSee extra In a meatth 
"In looking over my 

records I find I made $500 
from January to May In 
my spare time. My best 
week brought me $107. - 
I have only one regret 
regarding your course -1 should have taken 
It long ago." 

HOYT MOORE 
R. R. 3, Box 919, 
Indianapolis, Ind., 

February, 1932 
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Radio Jb o f - - 

Special Free Offer 
If you are earning a penny less than PO a week. scud 

for my book of information on the opportunities In Radio. 
It is (rip. ('lip the coupon NOW. Why be satisfied with 
;2.I, $30 or ;40 a week for longer than the short time it 
tales to get ready for Radio? 

Radio's growth opening hundreds Of SEC, $75, 
$100 a week jobs every year 

In about ten years Radio has grown from a $2 .000,000 to 
a ;1.000,000.000 industry. Over 300.000 jobs have been 
created. Hundreds more are being opened every year by its 
continued growth. Many men and young mien with the right 
training -the kind of training I give yon -arc stepping into 
Radio at two and three times their former salaries. 

Ton may have many jobs to choose from 
ltroadenstiug stations use engineers, operators. station 

managers and pay $1,200 to 33,000 a year. \lannfn,t urers 
continually need testers, iuspeetors, foreauu, engineers, 
service men, buyers, for jobs paying up to $7,300 a year. 
Radio operators on ships enjoy life, see the world. with 
board and lodging free, and get good pay besides. Dealers 
and jobbers employ service men. salesmen, buyers, man- 
agers, and pay $30 to ;100 a week. There are many other 
opportunities too. My honk tells you about. them. 

So many opportunities any N. R. I. men make 
$200 to $i,.00 In spare time while learning 

7h, day you enroll with me I'll show you bow to do 28 
jots, common in most every neighborhood, for spare time 
money. Throughout your course I send you information on 
servicing popular makes of sets' I give you the plans and 
ideas that are making $200 to $1.000 for hundreds of N. It. I. 
students in their spare time while studying. My course is 
famous as the course that pays for itself. 

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft Radio included 
Special training in Talking Movies, Television and home 

Teb'v Mien experiments, Radio's use in Aviation, Servicing 
and Merchandising Sets, Broadcasting, Commercial and Ship 
Stations are included. I ant so sure that I can train you 
satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to refund every 
penny of your tuition if you are not satisfied with my 
Lessons and Instruction Service upon completing. 

64 -page book of information FREE 
Get your copy today. It tells you where Radio's 

good jobs are, what they pay, tells you about niy 
course. what others who have taken it are doing 
and making. Find out what Radio offers you, 
without the slightest obligation. ACT NOW 

J. E. SMITH, President 
National Radio Institute Dept., 23X 

Washington, D. C. 

NATIONAL 
RADIO LNSTITUTE 

ACT 
OUICKLY 

"The f'rin, 
of Television" 

For tito first time till- 
authorin,t Ise tarok on Tele- 
vision is made as unable 
to the general publie. 
Until now only ms 
dents could hate It. .act 
Promptly. and I'll send 
Yon a copy l'IRES. in ad- 
dition to my big free 
book "Rich Rewards In 
Radio." This book on 
Televlslots gisea you the 
fundamental tacts about 
Telesdsion, its status, 
compatissi of sound and 
visual nunication. and 
describes yin de. all the 
typical devices used Ill the 
sir fundamental steps of 
Telco Rion. Get the facts 
about this coming Odd of 
great opportunity. klalt 
he ,ao,oll Note. 

will giveYoumy new 8 OUTFITS 
of RADIO PARTS for practical 

Home Experiments 
You can build over 100 elrcUtte 

ss lth these outfits. You build and 
rperiment with the circuits U:, I 

Crusley. Atwater - Kent, 
Eveready, MajeIie, :Zen- 
ith. and otter popular 
set.. You leant how these 
-eta ssvrk, why they work, 
how to make then, work. 
This make learning at 
home : 

1 

.n.nlnatine, 
dl plaii al. Ira k sleet 

of seleil tube 
screen grid radio fte- 

r'rher -only one of nn :Iny circuits you can build 114 

,1rl, ¡113 outfit,. 

am doubling and tripling the 
salaries of many 
in one year and 4 

less Find out about 
this quickway to gin: gin 

BIGGER ßß 
Radio par 

s 

Trained 
Men 

Our Own Home 
Pioneer and W o r 1 d's 

Largest Home -Study Ra- 
dio training organization 
devoted entirely to train- 
ing men and young men 
for good Jobs in the Radio. 
industry. Our growth bas 
paralleled Radio's growth. 
We occupy three hundred 
times as much door space 
now as we did when or- 
ganized in 1911. 

Lifeline Einploymentieroice to all graduates 

FILL OUT AND MAIL 
THIS COUPO 

T 

J. E. SMITH. President 
National Radio Institute, Dept. 2BZ 
R'ashing ton, IL C. 

I tcuut to take advantage of your Special 
Offer. Sed me your two books, -The Prin- 
ciples. of..Telev ion " and -Rich I Rewards 
in Radio." I understand this does not 
obligate me and that no salesman will call. 

NOW' ... .. . 

Address 

City State ...._ 



NOW 
On All 

Newsstands 

25c The Copy 

CC"? CCLLS 

4Color Cover 
Over 100 Illustrations 

96 Pages -9512 in. 
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TO MY RADIO FRIENDS 
WILL YOU BET 25c ON ME? 

T want to ask yon. as a special favor. to stop at your nearest flew st and and get an issue 
of EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS on the following uuprer.d.aled arrnngenu11t' 

'fake the magazine home. look It over ...trefoil% 11110 read tlluSI Sri iq1.. l It i.9. are of 
interest t0 you. If. when you finish reading 1111 magazine. you have found ihai p0u ho vent 
hull your 1110110'S worth. you 1118)' return the magazine to m. :uol 1 aül ionu.di:nt.ly 
refund your quarter, plus postage which you paid in returning tb ma g.I r.i uc. 

I HUI tanking this unprecedented offer simply to get you acquai11 t IIt With the Magazine, 
and because I I mtly believe that every issue of EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND \II :rII.\Nit'e 
will be worth many dollars to you with the important information you ca I't gIt elsew h.re. 

RADIO AND TELEVISION 
I want you to look particularly at the new radio and television Si.. t ion containing 

a tremenoloa. :uuonnt of information for radio experimenters. of the kind you cannot 
possibly get el se w here. 

This special offer to you Is g I during the mouth of November only. I hope you 
will Iu me the favor to lake me up on this nn'remdetted proposition. Won't you 'dense 
write MIMI 1e1á nue how th. book strikes you? 

Cordially pours. 11. tll:ItNSi .ttIC. 
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EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS 100 Park Place, New York, N. Y. 



RADIO DEALERS 
and SERVICEMEN 

Here are two live items that wide -awake 
Dealers and Servicemen can cash in on. 

THE RADIO DEALERS' 
ANTENAPLEX KIT 

This RCA Antenaplex System, when properly instal ed, due to its 
superior design and complete shielding, transmits to the Outlet whatever 
the installed antenna receives. Interference that is not actually picked 
up at the antenna will be sealed out and not transmitted t , the receivers. 
This system has been found very satisfactory to a groat number of 
Dealers located in crowded and congested districts, where they have been 
bothered with a great deal of local interference. Many of you dealers 
who read this well know from sad experience what inters -rence in radio 
reception will do when demonstrating good sets. It means many a sale 
lust through no fault of the set or your sales ability. Why not install 
one of these systems and decrease sales resistance? 

The RCA Antenaplex Kit, Model RF -5000, 
consists of the following parts: 

1 -RCA Antensifier Box -Model RF -5001 
1 -RCA Antensifier -Model RF -5002 

100 Feet -RCA Cabloy -Model RF -5050 
100 -RCA Cabby Clamps -Model RF -5055 
10-RCA Taplets -Model RF -5031 
10-RCA Radio Outlet Flush Plates - 

Model RF -5634 
1 -RCA Terminet -Model RF -5091 

Special Net Price to Dealers. . $100.00 

An attractive proposition awaits Ra- 
dio Service Organizations or Ser- 
vicemen doing a fair volume of 
business who are equipped to 
handle the RCA Antenaplex 
System. If you have contacts 
with Electrical and Building 
Contractors or are in a posi- 
tion to closely contact apart- 
ment house owners, write 
us for further information. 

The Radio Dealers' Antenafilex Kit 

THE RADIO PILLOW 
Feature these Radio Pillows to 

your trade. Every customer is a 
prospect. Independent Servicemen 

and Servicemen connected with Radio 
Dealers send for literature telling of 

the many uses and sales appeal of this 
product. It allows an individual to 

listen -in to their favorite program without 
disturbing others. Ideal for use in Guest 

Rooms, Nurseries, Hospitals, etc. 
List Price $6.95 

a 
, ,. .., d - 

f. ... tttt_a.m.= t=r 
r=-= -- 

One of the many uses 
of the Radio Pillow 

Cent rnLcrd Kwli., Jysfem 

RCA Victor Co., Inc. 
A Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary 

Camden, New Jersey 
"RADIO HEADQUARTERS" 

Centralized Radio Section 
RCA Victor Co., Inc. 
Camden, N. J. 

Please send me full details on 
The Radio Dealers' Antenaplex System 
The RCA Antenaplex System 

D The Radio Pillow 

Name 

Address 


